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Abstract
This thesis concerns the nonlinear loading and dynamic response of a rectan-
gular box in two dimensions. A fully-nonlinear potential flow model and a series
of experimental procedures are employed to describe the nonlinearities governing
the floating-body behaviour. Adopting this twin-track approach, nonlinear forcing
components are found to make major contributions to both the excitation problem
and the motion response. Two main sources of nonlinearity are established: a first
associated with higher-order wave-structure interactions, and a second associated
with viscous dissipation.
The main advance of the present work lies in the quantification of the relative
influence of these two sources. The first source, prevalent in steep wave condi-
tions, is particularly significant in the diffraction regime and leads to significant
excitation force amplifications. In deep water, these nonlinearities are primarily
driven by interactions between the incident and the reflected wave components.
The second source, due to viscosity, plays a minor role in the excitation problem,
but has a major influence on the motion response. Viscous effects are critically
important when the structure exhibits large motions, particularly at resonance.
The relative importance of both types of nonlinearity is discussed in regular
waves, focused wave groups and random seas. The first two cases are included
to gain a clear physical description of the problem, whilst the random sea states
are chosen to relate to practical ocean conditions. Experimental data is provided
for sea states comprising in excess of 150,000 individual waves, presenting one of
the most substantial data sets of this kind to date. In considering this random
sea data, the two sources of nonlinearity are found to approximately balance in
heave, with a load amplification due to wave-structure interactions and a motion
reduction due to viscous dissipation. In roll, viscous dissipation dominates the
overall response.
Setting the work into its wider context, practical engineering approaches are
also offered. A time-domain simulation, building upon a linear hydrodynamic de-
scription and a quadratic Morison’s type drag term, is generally found to lead to
a good agreement with the experimental data. An approach of this type is com-
putationally very efficient, and hence suitable to day-to-day engineering practice.
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1
Introduction and context of work
1.1 Motivation for the research
Throughout history, mankind has had a fascination with the oceans, which is
unsurprising given that almost 70% of our planet is covered by water. One of the
most intriguing aspects of the oceans is the vast amount of energy stored within
them, with an estimated 1TW of wave power (Falnes, 2007).
The thought of harvesting energy from the oceans is not an entirely new con-
cept. The first patent for a wave energy device was filed as early as 1799 (Falcão,
2014). Since then, thousands of wave energy conversion patents have been filed,
and a multitude of conversion technologies have been developed.
In the wake of the 1973 oil crisis, wave energy devices started attracting signif-
icant financial investment to make them a potentially viable option for large scale
energy production. Stephen Salter, known for the development of the ‘duck’ con-
cept Wave Energy Converter (wec) shown in Figure 1.1, pioneered the testing of
wec prototypes, and significantly raised the worldwide awareness for this energy
conversion technology (Salter, 1974).
The late 1970s and early 1980s saw a surge in the study of theoretical hydro-
dynamics to develop a better understanding of the interaction between waves and
floating structures. By 1982, however, there was a sharp decline in UK Govern-
ment funding for the wave energy program, and none of the early prototypes was
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brought to full-scale commercialisation. For the following decade, the field of wave
energy conversion remained mainly at an academic level. The trend reversed in
1991 after the European Commission included wave energy in their R&D program
on renewable energies.
Particularly over the past two decades there has been a substantial increase in
the worldwide wave energy activities, prompting the commercial development and
deployment of both fixed and floating wecs. Over the last decade, a number of
wave energy technologies have been developed to full scale, and the fundamental
conversion technology has been proven beyond any doubt. Unfortunately, the
advance of technology has not necessarily led to commercial success, and many of
the most promising device developers have defaulted financially. At present, the
success of the technology entirely hinges on its competitiveness when compared to
other marine energy technologies such as offshore wind and tidal. An important
aspect of the cost of wave energy is its long term reliability; the reliability of
any offshore structure being closely associated with its wave loading and dynamic
response.
In the context of offshore engineering, the accurate description of wave-induced
loading has always been crucial throughout the concept, design and operational
stages. This concerns a wide range of applications, including naval architecture,
Figure 1.1: A long-time exposure of Salter’s duck in motion in an Edinburgh laboratory wave
tank
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oil and gas production platforms, offshore wind turbines and wecs. In order to
improve the efficiency of these structures and to prolong their lifespan and surviv-
ability, it is essential to develop an appropriate understanding of their interaction
with the surrounding fluid motion.
wecs fundamentally differ from other offshore structures. A main component
of the structure is deliberately designed to couple hydrodynamically with the inci-
dent waves, with the resulting motion being essential to the power conversion. As
a consequence, the majority of wec research has focused on the understanding of
their power-production regime, where large motions are often desired. Unfortu-
nately, this behaviour can also result in large motions and loads during extreme
events, which can lead to failure if not designed appropriately.
The technical failure of a number of wecs at sea suggests that current design
practice may indeed be inappropiate. Some examples include the failure of the
OceanLinx moorings during a storm, as well as the WaveRoller prototype being
washed up on the beach at the European Marine Energy Centre during prototype
testing. Such failures are perhaps not surprising, given that very limited experience
and guidance is available for the design of wec structures. This apparent lack,
particularly the poor understanding of extreme loads, presents the key motivation
for the present PhD.
1.2 Research strategy and aims of the work
To date, very few studies have investigated the hydrodynamic nonlinearities as-
sociated with wec loading; a full account of the existing literature being given
in Chapter 2. As a result, a significant amount of the relevant physics is poorly
understood at present. In developing the research strategy for this PhD it hence
became apparent that the modelling must address the problem in a generic and
underpinning approach.
The particular geometry adopted for this purpose is that of a two-dimensional
rectangular box. Whilst this geometry may appear quite different from a realistic
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wec implementation, it enables a detailed investigation of the key hydrodynamic
effects including wave reflection and transmission, wave runup, hydrodynamic
loading, and dynamic response. The advantage of the simple two-dimensional
box is that the geometric parameters have been reduced to two quantities: the
beam and the draught. Furthermore, the choice of a geometry with a constant
flotation cross-section avoids the introduction of nonlinear effects resulting from
nonlinear hydrostatics. Having reduced the geometric complexity enables a sys-
tematic investigation of the nonlinear hydrodynamic interactions.
In developing an understanding of these nonlinear hydrodynamics, the PhD
work addresses a wide range of wave cases. The work includes regular waves, fo-
cused wave groups and long random sea simulations, each considered in varying
degrees of nonlinearity. The early chapters of the thesis focus on the fluid interac-
tions in the absence of viscous effects, relying on a nonlinear potential flow solver.
The problem is first considered in the heave degree of freedom, and later extended
to address the combined effect of heave, sway and roll. The numerical analysis is
complemented by experimental evidence, where the combined effect of nonlinear
forcing and viscous losses is considered. If the problem concerns large motions,
the motion reduction due to viscous effects may exceed any motion amplification
due to nonlinear loading. Ultimately, the combined influence of these two effects
must be addressed.
From the above discussion, the specific aims of the PhD can be derived as
follows:
(i) Develop a two-dimensional nonlinear potential flow method capable of mod-
elling a range of scenarios for the interaction of waves with a fixed or floating
rectangular box.
(ii) Quantify the importance of nonlinearities in the heave wave loading and
dynamic response of a rectangular box.
(iii) Assess the extent to which the nonlinearities in the excitation and radiation
problems are coupled within the combined heave problem.
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(iv) Carry out an experimental investigation to highlight the limitations of the
potential flow assumption, specifically quantifying the importance of viscous
dissipation in both the excitation problem and the heave problem.
(v) Assess how multiple motion degrees of freedom, including heave, sway and
roll, interact in the presence of nonlinear loading and viscous dissipation.
(vi) Draw conclusions concerning the importance of the observed physical pro-
cesses and their engineering significance.
1.3 Thesis layout
The thesis is divided into eight main chapters.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the most relevant modelling work undertaken
in the context of wave-structure interactions. This includes a description of both
analytical solutions and numerical methods. The chapter also highlights the ar-
eas that have not yet been investigated in detail or have not been appropriately
explained in terms of the physical processes involved. The theoretical background
for the specific numerical models used throughout the thesis is also introduced.
Finally, a new numerical potential flow implementation is validated against estab-
lished wave-structure interaction problems.
Chapter 3 concerns a numerical investigation addressing the nonlinear re-
sponse of a heaving rectangular box due to steep incident regular waves. The non-
linear potential flow method described in Chapter 2 is applied, and specific empha-
sis is placed upon the nonlinearities arising in the fixed-body excitation problem,
the forced-body radiation problem and the combined floating-body problem. The
key contribution of the work presented in this chapter lies in an explanation of the
physical effects driving the second-order interactions associated with both loading
and dynamic response.
Chapter 4 concerns a numerical investigation of the nonlinear response of
a heaving rectangular box due to steep focused wave groups. First, the chapter
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considers the nonlinear excitation forcing due to variations in the underlying spec-
trum, the focus amplitude, as well as the peak period. The effect of the nonlinear
shift in the focus location for steep focused groups is then considered in detail.
Finally, the chapter investigates the nonlinear amplifications in the heave motion
when subjected to focused wave groups.
Chapter 5 presents the results of an experimental wave flume study of the
fixed body problem, and establishes a comparison to the relevant results from the
numerical investigation. The relative importance of nonlinear forcing and viscous
dissipation is assessed in the context of the heave loading. Additional cases beyond
the scope of the numerical investigation, including long random sea simulations,
are also presented.
Chapter 6 presents an experimental investigation into the heaving problem.
The emphasis is placed on quantifying the effect of viscous dissipation on the
dynamic response of the box. A set of supporting regular wave experiments is
presented, followed by an in-depth analysis of the heave motion in long random
sea simulations.
Chapter 7 extends the findings from the previous chapters to a scenario in
which the box is free to move in sway, heave and roll. An experimental inves-
tigation is presented, addressing both regular waves response operators and long
random sea simulations. Particular emphasis is placed on the effect of viscous
dissipation on the roll response.
Chapter 8 considers the principal achievements of the present study, discusses
the engineering significance, and provides suggestions for further work.
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Background
2.1 Wave loading regimes
The understanding of wave loading regimes is essential to the present PhD. The
type of wave-induced loads experienced by an offshore structure depends on a num-
ber of factors, including the dimensions of the structure relative to the incident
wavelength. Generally speaking, structures may either be considered as slender,
for which the structure’s dimension is significantly less than the wavelength, or
of large volume. Under the slender body assumption, Morison’s equation is com-
monly adopted to evaluate the wave-induced loads. This comprises
(i) A drag component arising due to the pressure gradient between the upstream
and downstream faces of the body. If the velocity gradient arising from
this adverse pressure gradient becomes too large, the stress provided by the
internal viscosity of the fluid will not be able to support it, leading to flow
separation and the formation of a low pressure wake downstream of the body.
(ii) An inertia component arising due to the non-zero accelerations of fluid par-
ticles in an unsteady flow, suggesting that the particles must be subject to
a net force that causes this acceleration. This inertia force is sometimes
referred to as the potential flow force.
The relative importance of the drag and inertia terms depends on the distance
the fluid has to travel relative to the dimension of the structure, which dictates
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the ease with which a low pressure wake can form. This is usually quantified using
a dimensionless quantity known as the Keulegan-Carpenter (KC) number, given
by
KC = uT
D
, (2.1)
where u is the characteristic fluid particle velocity, T is the wave period, and D
is the characteristic dimension of the structure. It is common practice to neglect
the drag force for KC < 5 and neglect the inertia force for KC > 20. Both force
components are significant for 5 ≤ KC ≤ 20.
This approach is not without limitations, even though it is widely applied in
the calculation of fluid loads in the offshore industry. The main simplification
is that the equation is based on a description of the flow in the absence of the
structure. If a structure is sufficiently large it will give rise to a diffracted or
scattered wave field. From a linear force perspective, measurements have shown
that scattered waves must be accounted for when
D ≥ λ/5, (2.2)
where λ refers to the wavelength of the incident wavefield. The scattered wave
field, in turn, gives rise to a so-called diffraction force. This diffraction force can
be thought of as an additional inertia force which is obtained by accounting for
both the incident and the scattered wave fields.
It is important to note, however, that the above criteria are entirely based on
linear loads. Therefore, for large amplitude incident waves, it is unlikely that these
criteria remain valid. Furthermore, the relative dimensions of the incident wave
amplitude AI and the structure’s dimension may also have a significant effect on
the importance of drag forces. In the context of a cylinder of radius r, Faltinsen
(1993) showed experimentally that, although localised vortices may be shed from
a cylinder when AI/r ≈ 1, viscous drag is not important until the wave amplitude
is substantially larger than the cylinder radius.
Concluding the above, there is not a unique method that is used to evaluate the
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design loads on offshore structures. Depending on the incident wave conditions and
the structure’s geometry, one method is more suitable than another; the specific
hydrodynamic methodologies appropriate to the present PhD being outlined as
follows.
2.2 Hydrodynamics of fixed and floating structures
In the field of marine energy research, the hydrodynamic analysis of wecs is
commonly undertaken in the framework of linearised potential flow theory; an
introductory treatment being presented in Cruz (2008). Within this analysis,
the hydrodynamic forces contribute to a global device equation of motion, where
additional device forces (power take-off and mooring) are also considered. The lin-
earised hydrodynamic forces may readily be obtained from a commercial radiation-
diffraction code, and the equation of motion is commonly solved in the frequency
domain. Whilst a linear analysis is often considered adequate in the power pro-
duction regime, it is unlikely to apply if device survival is of concern.
In the context of floating structures, hydrodynamic nonlinearities are funda-
mentally due to at least two causes: (i) a steep incident water surface elevation
and (ii) large structure motion excursions. If either of (i) or (ii) applies, a lin-
earised potential flow approach will not be able to capture the full hydrodynamic
response. In seeking to capture the nonlinearities of the problem, the present PhD
addresses both of these causes.
A review of the existing literature appropiate to both linear and nonlinear hy-
drodynamics is first presented in the context of fixed structures, §2.2.1, followed
by a description of floating structure hydrodynamics, §2.2.2. The specific hy-
drodynamic approaches underpinning the present research methodology are then
presented in §2.3.
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2.2.1 Hydrodynamics of fixed structures
In two dimensions, the simplest fixed body scenario involves an infinitely thin
vertical wall extending from the bed and piercing the surface. If subjected to
incident waves, reflection at the wall forms a purely standing wave. If, however,
the wall does not extend all the way down to the bed, part of the energy in the
incident waves is transmitted beneath the wall, with the remaining energy being
reflected. The former leads to a progressive wave downstream of the wall, whilst
the latter leads to a partial standing wave upstream of the wall. The first linear
analytical solution to this problem was presented by Ursell & Dean (1947), who
provided the reflection and transmission coefficients on either side of the wall.
To describe a more realistic case involving a fixed surface piercing body with
finite dimensions, Ursell (1961) used a multipole method to obtain an analytic
approximation for the transmission coefficient of a half-immersed cylinder. Ursell
(1961) concluded that this coefficient heavily depends on the shape of the cross-
section as well as the body dimensions.
In the context of offshore structures the perhaps most classical case concerns
a vertical cylinder extending from the sea bed and piercing the free surface. This
problem can be solved analytically using the linear diffraction approach developed
by MacCamy & Fuchs (1954). This approach is based on separating the incident
potential from the diffracted potential and solving the boundary value problem for
each. Once each potential has been found, the total solution is readily obtained
through linear superposition. The force on the cylinder may be obtained through
the integration of the unsteady fluid pressure over the submerged area of the
cylinder.
Linearised analytical diffraction solutions have since been established for a wide
range of geometries. In modern industry practice it is however more common to
solve the linear diffraction solution by using a numerical package such as wamit
(WAMIT, 2013). Nevertheless, the assumption of linearity remains widely used.
For small amplitude incident wave conditions, such a linearised approach is often
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justified. When considering loading due to extreme events, however, the steepness
of the incident wave field is such that a linear hydrodynamic analysis may be inad-
equate. The presence of nonlinearities in the response leads to considerably more
complex problems which are difficult to solve analytically (or semi-analytically)
beyond second order.
Significant effort has been made to develop radiation-diffraction solutions valid
to second order. The main difficulty in obtaining such solutions lies in satisfying
the inhomogeneous second-order free surface boundary condition. To overcome
this difficulty, both Molin (1979) and Lighthill (1979) adopted an indirect approach
in which the second-order diffraction forces are evaluated without explicitly calcu-
lating the second-order potential. Solutions of this type rely on the evaluation of
a free surface integral. In this context, Eatock Taylor & Hung (1987) developed
solutions to efficiently calculate this integral by making assumptions about the
behaviour of the second-order potential at large distances from the body.
Kim & Yue (1989, 1990) extended this earlier work, achieving a full and direct
solution of the velocity potential for both monochromatic and bichromatic waves.
A ‘partially nonlinear’ approach, which addresses linear (small amplitude) incident
waves but considers diffraction effects up to second order, was presented by Sulisz
(1993). Within this solution a method of matched eigenfunction expansions is
used to solve the Boundary Value Problem (bvp) for a fixed rectangular body.
This produces a complete expression for the velocity potential in two dimensions.
All of the solutions noted above were formulated in the frequency domain.
Alongside this work advances in computational resources have enabled the devel-
opment of fully-nonlinear time-domain solvers, commonly relying on a Boundary
Element Method (bem). Nonlinear bem formulations have been shown to effi-
ciently model a wide variety of scenarios related to wave generation and evolution,
as demonstrated by Longuet-Higgins & Cokelet (1976), Grilli & Horrillo (1997),
Hague & Swan (2009), Christou et al. (2009) and Spinneken et al. (2014).
Other examples of nonlinear diffraction methods include the work by Ma
et al. (2001), in which a finite element method is used to compute the three-
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dimensional interaction between steep incident waves and fixed bodies. Results
are presented for the nonlinear diffraction around a vertical cylinder incorporating
both monochromatic and bichromatic incident waves. Xue et al. (2001) used a
mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian high-order boundary element method to investigate
nonlinear diffraction scenarios in three dimensions. This includes the generation
of bow waves from ships and the ‘ringing’ loads on a surface-piercing vertical cylin-
der in steep regular waves. Ferrant et al. (2003) provide a related investigation,
again undertaken in the time domain, in which a bem implementation of the ini-
tial boundary-value problem was used to investigate the nonlinear diffraction by
arbitrary structures.
From the above literature it is clear that bem solutions are perhaps the most
widely adopted approach in addressing nonlinear diffraction problems. A common
issue associated with boundary element approaches is the treatment of the corners
of the numerical domain, which can cause problems solving the boundary integral
equation if not accounted for properly. A successful technique to solve for the
so-called ‘corner problem’ was developed by Hague & Swan (2009) in the form
of a multiple-flux approach. This method specifies two potential fluxes at the
intersection node between two elements, which removes the need to introduce
compatibility conditions.
The multiple-flux bem of Hague & Swan (2009), referred to as mfbem here-
after, is employed in the present PhD, and its treatment of the corners is believed
to be fundamental to the success of the computations. This method has been
extensively used in modelling wave interactions with fixed structures (Christou
et al., 2009; Spentza, 2011; Archibald, 2011; Perić, 2012; Spinneken et al., 2014)
including both two- and three-dimensional analyses. These include waves interact-
ing with submerged breakwaters, side-by-side oﬄoading of lngs (Liquid Natural
Gas), or wave-induced loading of an offshore jacket structure.
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2.2.2 Hydrodynamics of floating structures
The linear hydrodynamic modelling of floating bodies may be considered as a
relatively straightforward extension of the fixed body case. The no-flow condition
imposed by the fixed body is now replaced by a normal flow condition, where the
normal velocity of the fluid must be equal to the body velocity along that normal.
If a three-dimensional problem is considered, the hydrodynamics must be resolved
in the six rigid-body degrees of freedom. In two dimensions, the problem simplifies
to three degrees of freedom.
A significant amount of the work undertaken in the field of floating body hy-
drodynamics has been approached in the context of naval architecture. The early
work on ship hydrodynamics involved linear theories such as the Strip Theory,
first developed by Korvin-Kroukovsky (1955). This theory was based on the as-
sumption that ship motions result in negligible longitudinal velocity components,
so that the added mass and damping coefficients could be determined with relative
ease. Building upon this theory, the Slender-Body Theory assumed the body to
be slender and also assumed that the dimensionless product kL, where k is the
wavenumber and L is the ship length, is of order 1. This theory was first developed
by Ursell (1962) and later generalised by Newman (1964) for any body shape or
motion. The Unified Strip Theory was then presented by Newman (1979), who
corrected the original Strip Theory to account for the fact that the body does not
extend without limit along the longitudinal axis.
In close similarity to the fixed body scenario, a solution beyond the linearised
hydrodynamic approach may often be required for extreme load cases. Many
of the aforementioned second-order solutions have been extended to the floating
case, an example of this being the work by Kim & Yue (1990). If a hydrodynamic
solution beyond second order is sought, or transient effects are of concern, then a
numerical scheme must be adopted.
The first consistent numerical method for the two-dimensional floating body
problem was devised by Vinje & Brevig (1981), which is also known as the mode
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decomposition method. This involved decomposing the acceleration field into four
modes corresponding to the body acceleration in the three degrees of freedom
(heave, sway and roll) and the acceleration due to the velocity field. Using these
four modes and the equation of motion, the body acceleration in each degree of
freedom can be obtained. Tanizawa (1990) introduced an implicit body surface
boundary condition and showed that the simultaneous equations of fluid and body
motions could be solved without decomposition. Tanizawa (1995) introduced the
concept of an acceleration potential, which enabled the temporal derivative of the
velocity potential to be obtained directly from the boundary integral equation.
This latter study proposed a solution that involved solving two bvps; a first for
the velocity potential and a second for the acceleration potential.
Building on the work by Tanizawa (1995), a method called the Indirect Method
was proposed initially by Wu & Eatock Taylor (1996) and investigated further by
Kashiwagi (2000). The Indirect Method introduces an artificial function which
eliminates the need to solve for the temporal derivative of the potential, and
allows solving for both bvps simultaneously. Given that both problems have a
common influence matrix (see §2.4), this approach reduces the computational
effort significantly.
Unfortunately, the extent to which the nonlinear dynamic response of floating
structures has been discussed in the literature is rather limited. In part, this is
believed to be due to issues associated with successfully describing the potential
fluxes at nodes intersecting the body and the fluid. To address this, the present
PhD project concerns a novel methodology based on an extension of the mfbem
proposed by Hague & Swan (2009). The mfbem is combined with the Indirect
Method by Kashiwagi (2000), enabling the accurate computation of large motions
when a floating structure is subjected to steep incident waves.
In many cases, the hydrodynamics of floating structures have also been consid-
ered experimentally; additional relevant literature being introduced as appropriate
in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
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2.3 Hydrodynamics of a rectangular box
As discussed in Chapter 1, the present PhD seeks to advance the understanding of
nonlinear loading through an in-depth analysis of a two-dimensional rectangular
box. The methodology adopted for this purpose relies on analytical, numerical and
experimental approaches. At this stage, it is instructive to provide the relevant
background for both the analytical and the numerical formulations; a description
of the experimental apparatus being delayed until Chapter 5.
2.3.1 Analytical description of a fixed rectangular box
A second-order analytical model exists for the problem of a fixed semi-submerged
rectangular box; a full description of this diffraction solution being given by Sulisz
(1993). To the author’s best knowledge, a second-order radiation formulation has
not been attempted for this problem. Whilst a solution to this latter problem un-
doubtedly exists, no attempt has been made to advance an analytical second-order
radiation formulation. Instead, the PhD effort has focused on advancing the fully-
nonlinear mfbem approach (§2.3.2). Nevertheless, the existence of an analytical
second-order diffraction solution provides a convenient means of comparison for
some important aspects of the newly developed mfbem model.
Within the solution by Sulisz (1993), the bvp is solved by the method of
matched eigenfunction expansions. The solution relies on the assumptions of in-
viscid and irrotational flow, and provides full descriptions of the velocity potentials
at both first and second order. A rectangular box of draught d and half-beam b is
placed in a domain of length L and water depth h (Figure 2.1). The coordinate
system (x, z) is chosen such that the origin (0, 0) coincides with the Still Water
Level (swl) and the vertical axis of symmetry. The domain is divided into three
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regions 1, 2 and 3, such that:
Region 1 : x ≤ −b,−h ≤ z ≤ 0;
Region 2 : |x| ≤ b,−h ≤ z ≤ −d;
Region 3 : x ≥ b,−h ≤ z ≤ 0.
Transmitted
Incident
Reflected
d
2b
h
L
z
x
1 2 3
Figure 2.1: Domain definition for Sulisz’s analytical solution
The diffracted velocity potential for each of the three subdomains is found by
using the method of separation of variables, and is expressed in terms of eigen-
function expansions. The time-dependent velocity potential Φ(x, z, t) is given by
Φ(n)(x, z, t) = Re
[
φ(n)(x, z)e−inwt
]
; for n = 1, 2, (2.3)
where the superscript (n) defines the order involved, Re denotes the real part, ω
is the circular wave frequency and t is time.
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The boundary-value problem for φ(n), n = 1, 2, is defined by
∇2φ(n) = 0, throughout the domain, (2.4)
∂φ(n)
∂z
= 0, |x| ≥ 0, z = −h (2.5)
− (nω)2φ(n) + g∂φ
(n)
∂z
= q, |x| ≥ b, z = 0 (2.6)
∂φ(n)
∂x
= 0, |x| = b, −d ≥ z ≥ 0 (2.7)
∂φ(n)
∂z
= 0, |x| ≤ b, z = −d (2.8)
where
q = δ2niω
(
3
2
ω4
g2
+ ∂φ
(1)
∂x
+ 12φ
(1)∂
2φ(1)
∂x2
)
, (2.9)
g denotes acceleration due to gravity and δ2n is the Kronecker delta function (1 if
n = 2, 0 otherwise). The above conditions include the governing Laplace equation
to be satisfied throughout the fluid domain (2.4), a no flow boundary condition at
the bed (2.5), the combined free-surface boundary condition (2.6) and the no-flow
condition on the body boundaries (2.7) and (2.8).
First-order solution
The first-order velocity potentials for each region l, φ(1)l (x, z), are found such that
the above boundary conditions are satisfied, which yields
φ
(1)
1 = −
ig
ω
∞∑
m=1
(
AIδ1me−α1m(x+b) +R1meα1m(x+b)
)
χm(z) (2.10)
φ
(1)
2 = −
ig
ω
∞∑
m=1
(
C1m(1− δ1m + δ1mx/b)eµmx +D1me−µmx
)
ψm(z) (2.11)
φ
(1)
3 = −
ig
ω
∞∑
m=1
(
T1me
−α1m(x−b)
)
χm(z) (2.12)
where AI defines the incident wave amplitude, α1m defines the wavenumbers for
Regions 1 and 3, and µm defines the wavenumbers for Region 2. For each region,
a standing wave field develops, which gives rise to m = 1 . . .∞ wave modes. The
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wave frequency ω and the wave numbers α1m are related by the dispersion equation
ω2
g
= −α1m tan(α1mh), m ≥ 1, (2.13)
where α1m is imaginary for m = 1 and real for m > 1. The wavenumber in region
2 is defined as
µm =
(m− 1)pi
h− d , m ≥ 1. (2.14)
The vertical eigenfunctions for Regions 1 and 3 are given by
χm(z) =
cosα1m(z + h)
cosα1mh
, (2.15)
whilst Region 2 is represented by the eigenfunctions
ψm(z) = cosµm(z + h). (2.16)
Each of the velocity potentials (2.10) to (2.12) consists of a single propagating
or progressive wave (m = 1) and a series of evanescent or standing components
(m = 2, 3, . . . ,∞). The potentials are based upon an infinite series of orthogonal
functions which satisfy all the linearised boundary conditions except those at the
boundaries between the three regions, at |x| = b. The four unknown sets of
coefficients, R, C, D and T , are computed by imposing matching conditions of
continuity of pressure and normal velocity as follows
φ
(n)
1 = φ
(n)
2 , x = −b,−h ≤ z ≤ −d (2.17)
φ
(n)
2 = φ
(n)
3 , x = b,−h ≤ z ≤ −d (2.18)
∂φ
(n)
1
∂x
=

0, x = −b,−d ≤ z ≤ 0
∂φ
(n)
2
∂x
, x = −b,−h ≤ z ≤ −d
(2.19)
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∂φ
(n)
2
∂x
=

0, x = b,−d ≤ z ≤ 0
∂φ
(n)
3
∂x
, x = b,−h ≤ z ≤ −d
(2.20)
These matching conditions apply at both first order (n = 1) and second order
(n = 2), and must be satisfied over the corresponding depth (z) interval. Following
the procedure outlined by Takano (1960), equations (2.17) to (2.20) are multiplied
by the corresponding eigenfunction in the respective regions and integrated over
the suitable depth interval. For completeness, the results of these integrals are
included in Appendix A, as these are not provided by Sulisz (1993).
Due to the orthogonal properties of the vertical eigenfunctions, the depth-
dependency of the expressions is eliminated. After some algebraic manipulation,
this gives rise to a set of 4M simultaneous equations where m = M refers to the
truncation point of the expansions, corresponding to the number of terms in the
series. This set of equations may then be solved for using a standard algebraic
solver. Once these 4M unknown coefficients have been obtained, they can be
substituted into the expressions for the velocity potentials in each subdomain,
equations (2.10) to (2.12). Subsequently, the velocity potentials may be used to
evaluate the surface elevation and pressures at any point in the fluid domain. The
pressures, in turn, may then be integrated along the body surface to obtain the
force on the body in all three degrees of freedom in two dimensions.
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Second order solution
Following Sulisz (1993), the expressions for the second-order velocity potentials in
each of the three regions are given by
φ
(2)
1 =−
ig
2ω
J∑
j=1
R2jeα2j(x+b)
cosα2j(z + h)
cosα2jh
− iωA2IQ(α11, α11)e−2α11(x+b)
cos 2α11(z + h)
cos2 α11h
− 2iω
M∑
m=1
AIR1mQ(α11,−α1m)e−(α11−α1m)(x+b) cos(α11 − α1m)(z + h)cosα11h cosα1mh
− iω
M∑
s=1
M∑
m=1
R1sR1mQ(−α1s,−α1m)e (α1s+α1m)(x+b) cos(α1s + α1m)(z + h)cosα1sh cosα1mh
(2.21)
φ
(2)
2 =−
ig
2ω
J∑
j=1
[
C2j(1− δ1j + δ1j x
b
)eµjx +D2je−µjx
]
cosµj(z + h) (2.22)
φ
(2)
3 =−
ig
2ω
J∑
j=1
T2je−α2j(x−b)
cosα2j(z + h)
cosα2jh
− iω
M∑
s=1
M∑
m=1
T1sT1mQ(α1s, α1m)e−(α1s+α1m)(x−b)
cos(α1s + α1m)(z + h)
cosα1sh cosα1mh
(2.23)
where
Q(α1s, α1m) =
α1sα1m(
4ω4
g2
)
(
6ω4
g2
)
+ 4α1sα1m + α21s + α21m(
4ω4
g2
)
+ (α1s − α1m)2
, (2.24)
and
4ω2
g
= −α2j tan(α2jh); j ≥ 1. (2.25)
The method used to obtain the set of unknown coefficients is identical to that
used for the linear solution. In contrast to the first-order solution, the second-order
solution must take into account the interaction between first-order quantities. A
discussion of the importance of these interactions will be provided in the relevant
technical chapters, particularly Chapter 3, where reference to the above equations
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will be made. In close similarity to the first-order problem, the pressures and
forces may be directly obtained from the velocity potentials.
2.3.2 Numerical description of a rectangular box
The present numerical description of the rectangular box is based on a potential
flow boundary element scheme. In contrast to the analytical solution introduced
in §2.3.1, the numerical scheme operates in the time domain, which enables a
fully-nonlinear description of the boundary value problem. Given the surface-
piercing nature of the rectangular box, the region where the body intercepts the
free surface is central to the flow problem. The specific formulation adopted here
relies on the multiple-flux approach introduced by Hague & Swan (2009). This
formulation places special attention to the potential fluxes at the domain corners,
including the intersection between a solid and a fluid.
The numerical method developed as part of this PhD combines the mfbem
formulation by Hague & Swan (2009) with the force computation method outlined
in Kashiwagi (2000). This method is implemented as a nwt, which is modelled in
an analogous way to an actual physical wave tank. Within this numerical domain
of length L and water depth h, a semi-submerged rectangular body of draught d,
half-beam b and mass m intersects the free surface (Figure 2.2). The numerical
domain in Figure 2.2 is bound by a horizontal and impermeable bed, Γ−h, a wave
input boundary, Γi, the free surface, Γs, the body surface, Γb, and a wave radiation
boundary, Γr.
As in the domain for the analytical solution in Figure 2.1, the Cartesian coor-
dinate system (x, z) is located such that x = 0 defines the centre of the body and
z = 0 defines the swl. The time-varying displacement is denoted ξj, where j = 1
refers to sway, j = 2 refers to heave and j = 3 refers to roll. Furthermore, ξ˙j(t)
and ξ¨j(t) denote the time-varying body velocity and acceleration in dof j.
The flow is assumed to be inviscid and irrotational, and the velocity potential
is again introduced as φ. In contrast to the analytical formulation, a separation
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Figure 2.2: Domain definition for mfbem simulations
into orders is not required, and the velocity potential takes a single value at each
point in the fluid domain. Based on this velocity potential, the horizontal and
vertical fluid velocities are defined as (u,w) = (∂φ/∂x, ∂φ/∂z). Mass continuity
for this single velocity potential φ may now be expressed as
∇2φ = 0, (2.26)
which is equivalent to equation (2.4) except the order subscript (n).
In addition to the velocity bvp (in terms of φ), the computation of the forces
experienced by the rectangular box may be achieved through the definition of a
second bvp. This second bvp is commonly referred to as the acceleration bvp,
and often defined in terms of an artificial function ψ which satisfies Laplace’s
equation (Kashiwagi, 2000). The main aim of the acceleration potential method is
to eliminate the need to solve for the temporal derivative of the velocity potential,
∂φ/∂t, in the expression for the wave-induced forces.
For reasons explained in detail in the context of Chapter 7, the mfbem com-
putations focus on the heaving problem. This is due to excessive roll angle predic-
tions made by inviscid potential flow models, so that an experimental approach is
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presently considered most suitable in roll. Nevertheless, the problem is introduced
as a three degree of freedom system, as the definitions made here also apply to
the experimental investigation of the roll response.
The specific nwt description required for subsequent chapters can be separated
into five distinct cases: (i) a ‘waves only’ case, (ii) a ‘fixed body’ case, (iii) a ‘forced
heave’ body case and (iv) a ‘heaving body’ case. The solution for each of these
cases is achieved as follows:
(i) The ‘wave only’ case concerns the generations of waves in the absence of the
rectangular box and is relevant to §2.5 in Chapter 2. In the context of wave
generation only, the velocity field (u,w) is specified on the input boundary,
Γi, a radiation condition is imposed on the downstream boundary, Γr, and
a no-flow condition is adopted on the bed, so that ∂φ/∂z = 0 along the
horizontal bed Γ−h. The fully-nonlinear kinematic free surface boundary
condition (kfsbc)
∂η
∂t
= w − u∂η
∂x
(2.27)
and dynamic free surface boundary condition (dfsbc)
dφ
dt
= −gη − 12(u
2 + w2) + wdη
dt
(2.28)
are applied on the instantaneous free surface Γs, where η refers to the eleva-
tion of the water surface.
(ii) The ‘fixed body’ case is relevant for the purpose of the excitation problem
addressed in Chapters 3 and 4. In this context, waves generated on the input
boundary, Γi, are incident upon a fixed rectangular box so that the displace-
ment ξj(t) = 0. The fluid kinematics on Γi are again computed adopting a
known wave solution; further detail being provided in the relevant chapters.
The no-flow condition on the fixed body is achieved through ∂φ/∂n = 0 on
Γb, where ∂/∂n denotes the derivative with respect to the surface normal
n. The overall solution of the fixed problem is very similar to the scheme
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described by Christou et al. (2009), where the mfbem was applied in the
context of wave diffraction over submerged breakwaters.
(iii) The ‘forced heave’ case is relevant for the purpose of the heave radiation
problem addressed in Chapter 3. The body is subjected to a time-varying
imposed vertical velocity ξ˙2(t) given by
ξ˙2(t) = Re {−iωξ2,a exp(−iωt)} , (2.29)
where ξ2,a is the amplitude of the vertical sinusodial heave displacement and
ω refers to the forcing frequency of oscillation. Along the body boundary Γb,
the boundary condition in terms of φ is given as
∂φ
∂n
= ξ˙2(t) cos θ, (2.30)
where θ corresponds to the angle between the horizontal and the outside face
of the body measured anticlockwise. In contrast to the fixed body case, (ii)
above, the vertical position of the body nodes must now be updated by using
the instantaneous body velocity at every time step. This is straightforward,
since the body velocity ξ˙2(t) does not depend upon the fluid force F , and is
as such known a priori.
(iv) To resolve the ‘heaving body’ problem in Chapters 3 and 4, a method known
as the ‘indirect acceleration potential’ method (Tanizawa, 1995; Wu & Eatock
Taylor, 1996; Kashiwagi, 2000) has been adopted. For the heave degree of
freedom, the dimensional force F2 is given by
F2(t) = −ρ
(
−ξ¨2(t)Am,2 +Q2
)
, (2.31)
where Am is an acceleration-dependent term, Q describes all other force
components, and the subscript 2 denotes the heave dof; full detail of the
force computation being provided in Appendix B. Adopting Newton’s second
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law, with F2(t) = mξ¨2(t), the unknown body acceleration may be obtained
as
ξ¨2(t) =
−ρQ2
m− ρAm,2 . (2.32)
This acceleration may now be integrated numerically to obtain the heave
velocity ξ˙2(t), feeding directly into the velocity bvp.
In each of the above cases the resulting Boundary Integral Equation (bie) is
discretised and rearranged such that the unknown quantity at each of the domain’s
nodes (either potential φ or potential flux ∂φ/∂n) can be obtained by solving
the bie at each time step. Section 2.4 outlines how this procedure is achieved
numerically. The acceleration bvp in terms of ∂φ/∂t and ∂2φ/∂t∂n is formulated
in an analogous way. The solution is then time-marched, where all integrations
(free surface boundary conditions and body velocities) are resolved using a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta scheme. A set of initial conditions place both the body and
the fluid at rest at t = 0.
2.4 Numerical implementation of the MFBEM scheme
A solution to the governing equation (2.26) is the Green’s function, which in two
dimensions is given by
G(p, q) = 12pi ln(r), (2.33)
where r = |xp − xq|; xp and xq being the position vectors of the source and
collocation points respectively. Using this solution to the Laplace equation, and
applying Green’s second identity, gives the Boundary Integral Equation (bie) as
cpφp =
∫
Γ
[
G(r)∂φq
∂n
− φq ∂G(r)
∂n
]
dΓ, (2.34)
where cp is a geometric coefficient related to the position of the collocation point.
The coefficient cp is found using a rigid mode technique, described in more detail
in Brebbia & Dominguez (1996) and Hague & Swan (2009).
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The bie (2.34) cannot be solved analytically so it must be discretised and
solved numerically. Adopting discretised elements and their corresponding shape
functions, the boundary integral equation can be solved by performing the neces-
sary integrals numerically using Gaussian quadrature. For this purpose, quadratic
isoparametric elements were chosen, as these were found to lead to high numerical
accuracy (Hague & Swan, 2009). A description of all relevant numerical procedures
are provided in Hague (2006) and Perić (2012).
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Figure 2.3: Multiple-flux approach
Once the numerical integrals have been computed, the boundary integral equa-
tion reduces to the form
HˆΦ = GΦn, (2.35)
where the potential Φ is a vector of size N , corresponding to the number of nodes
around the domain. In contrast, the potential flux vector Φn is of length 3M , where
M = N/2 refers to the number of elements. In the multiple-flux implementation
of the boundary element method, each element must have three fluxes, such that
each node at the intersection between elements has two potential fluxes. Figure
2.3 shows the two elements comprising a corner of the nwt. At the corner, the
outward normal, and hence the outward flux ∂φ/∂n, is no longer well-defined as
the elements which meet at the corner have a variation of flux associated with
the shape functions specified along that element. By considering two separate
outward potential fluxes at the intersection between every element, the behaviour
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at the corner is accurately represented.
The Hˆ and G matrices in (2.35) can be computed from the numerical integra-
tions on either side of the discretised form of the bie in (2.34). Having assembled
these matrices, the system of equations must be re-ordered in accordance with the
known and unknown boundary conditions at each node. A number of swapping
routines are carried out, details of which are included in Hague & Swan (2009),
to obtain a system of the form
AX = B, (2.36)
where A is the influence matrix (developed from the Hˆ matrix), X is the vector of
unknown potentials and potential fluxes and B is the vector of known values, given
by the product of G and the boundary conditions. These boundary conditions can
be either Dirichlet (in terms of potential φ) or Neumann (in terms of potential
flux ∂φ/∂n) depending on the type of boundary.
Equation (2.36) is readily solved to obtain the corresponding unknown poten-
tials or potential fluxes around the domain. These can now be used to obtain the
node velocities, which are required to time-march the potential on the free surface,
and the node positions around the domain.
2.5 Validation of a newly implemented boundary el-
ement scheme
As outlined in §2.3.2, the present methodology relies on an extension of the mf-
bem formulation developed by Hague & Swan (2009). At the onset of this PhD,
this latter model existed as a set of in-house Fortran 90 routines. Following a
careful assessment of the existing code base, it was decided that a C++ implemen-
tation was more suitable for the floating body extension. The prime advantage of
Fortran is its high computational efficiency. However, in a two-dimensional formu-
lation, typical run times lie in the order of 1-2 hours, and the small computational
overhead associated with C++ was considered acceptable.
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The key advantages of C++ lie in its higher level of code sophistication and
abstraction, specifically the ability to inherit and encapsulate. For example, the
increasing complexity of a ‘wave only’ nwt, a domain containing a ‘fixed body’,
and the modelling of a ‘heaving body’ is ideally described as a set of C++ classes
inheriting from a base class.
Therefore, as part of this PhD programme, a new C++ version of the mf-
bem was implemented, and all of the results presented in subsequent chapters are
based on this implementation. The purpose of the present section is to outline
the comparisons that were undertaken to validate the C++ code against existing
established cases. In the interest of brevity, only a high level description of the
test cases is included here, with additional details being presented as a set of
appendices. Specifically, the following two cases were addressed:
(i) an analysis of the mass transport through the input boundary of a nwt, and
(ii) the reflection of irregular surface water waves from an impermeable vertical
wall.
The ability to simulate case (i) was previously demonstrated in Hague & Swan
(2009), whereas case (ii) was investigated by Christou et al. (2009).
Case (i) demonstrated the ability of the C++ implementation of the mfbem
model to successfully model the propagation of a nonlinear regular wave train.
Perhaps more importantly, the new implementation also modelled the expected
Eulerian mean return flow arising due to the closed nature of the domain. A
detailed description of case (i) is provided in Appendix C.1.
The results for case (ii) demonstrate the ability of the C++ code to generate
highly nonlinear focused events. Furthermore, the interactions between these large
amplitude focused events and a solid vertical wall were also successfully modelled.
Case (ii) particularly highlights the capabilities of the multiple-flux approach at
tackling the computation of the potential fluxes at the nodes at the intersection be-
tween a solid boundary and a fluid (Christou, 2008). This is especially remarkable
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considering the large gradients observed in the surface elevation in the proximity
of the wall. The ability to compute this challenging case was re-confirmed using
the new C++ implementation. Further detail of case (ii), including the comparison
to existing experimental data, is presented in Appendix C.2.
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The role of nonlinearity in the
loading of a heaving box
Part I: Regular wave computations
3.1 Chapter overview
This chapter addresses the problem of a heaving box subjected to regular waves. A
significant body of work exists in the context of the nonlinear radiation-diffraction
problem; a review of the relevant literature having been provided in §2.2. Building
upon this body of work, the present contribution seeks to advance the understand-
ing of the coupled floating-body problem. Specifically, the present chapter aims
to
(i) provide guidance as to the applicability of commonly adopted linear descrip-
tions,
(ii) quantify the extent of the nonlinearities arising, and
(iii) explain, in physical terms, the origin of the underlying nonlinear forcing
components.
In an initial step, §3.2 introduces the nonlinear radiation-diffraction problem
by way of an example. All relevant test parameters are introduced in §3.3, followed
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by an analysis of the well-established linear diffraction problem as part A of the
chapter, §3.4. The linear problem is included to provide a basis for the discussion
to follow, and to serve as a additional validation of the newly developed mfbem
implementation.
To isolate the nonlinearities in each part of the solution, the nonlinear com-
putations are considered in three distinct parts: the excitation problem in Part
B (§3.5), the radiation problem in Part C (§3.6) and the coupled floating body
problem in Part D (§3.7). The emphasis of §3.5-3.7 lies in providing a physical
explanation of the nonlinear load sources driving the problem, coupled with an
analysis of the body dynamics. The chapter concludes in §3.8, summarising the
key findings of the present work and indicating some of its limitations.
To limit the scope of the present chapter, some simplifications must be made.
First, the analysis focuses on second-order effects; higher-order effects being ad-
dressed as part of Chapter 4. Second, the problem is limited to regular waves
and steady-state responses, with an extension to irregular waves being provided
from Chapter 5 onwards. Aspects of this work have been published in Rodríguez
& Spinneken (2013) and Rodríguez et al. (2015), which form the basis of this
chapter.
3.2 Introduction
At this stage it is instructive to demonstrate the problem by way of an example.
In order to analyse the behaviour of a floating structure, the Response Amplitude
Operator (rao) is commonly obtained. This defines the ratio between the linear
motion response and the linear incident wave amplitude. In the present nonlinear
computations, the rao was obtained by evaluating the magnitude of the first-
harmonic heave displacement time-history, allowing sufficient initial simulation
time to reach a steady state.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the magnitude of the heave rao for a box of draught
d = 0.2h, where h is the water depth, and half-beam b = d; this box geometry
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Figure 3.1: Heave rao for a rectangular box subjected to regular waves with AIk = (i) 4
0.01, (ii) ◦ 0.05, (iii)  0.10 (present nonlinear computations for rb2) and Linear rao
rb1, Linear rao rb2, where the geometries of cases rb1 and rb2 are as outlined in Table
3.1(a).
being be referred to as rb2 hereafter. The figure also contains data relating to
an alternative configuration rb1 (dashed line) which will be discussed later on.
For box rb2 the figure shows both the linear rao (solid line) obtained using a
commercial radiation-diffraction solver (WAMIT, 2013) and the rao from the
present nonlinear computations (discrete symbols). For the purpose of the non-
linear computations, the heave displacement ξ2 was excited by moderately steep
regular waves of wavenumber k and amplitude AI , where the subscript I denotes
the incident wave condition. The wavenumber k is the solution to the well known
linear dispersion equation ω2 = gk tanh kh, where ω is the circular wave frequency
and g denotes acceleration due to gravity. The nonlinearity or steepness of the
incident wave field is defined by AIk. Within Figure 3.1 three distinct cases are
considered: (i) AIk = 0.01 (symbol 4), (ii) AIk = 0.05 (symbol ◦) and (iii)
AIk = 0.10 (symbol ).
Figure 3.1 shows close agreement between the (linear) industry-standard ap-
proach and the present nonlinear computations; the maximum departure being 5%
for all cases considered. Clearly, the effect of the wave steepness on the rao is very
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limited. This is perhaps surprising, given that the steepness of the incident regular
waves is up to AIk = 0.1. However, Figure 3.1 only considers the amplitude of the
first-harmonic motion, which is not affected by second-order quantities. Indeed,
the first harmonic is only affected by interactions arising at the third, fifth and
higher uneven orders. As a result, if the nonlinearities of the motion are primarily
driven by effects arising at second order, comparisons based on the rao are not
informative. To demonstrate this further, Figure 3.2 shows the normalised time
histories of the heave motion, ξ2/d, for three select wave cases characterised by:
(1) Case 1, Figure 3.2(a): AIk = 0.1 and kb = 0.2 (b ≈ 0.03λ)
(2) Case 2, Figure 3.2(b): AIk = 0.1 and kb = 0.6 (b ≈ 0.1λ)
(3) Case 3, Figure 3.2(c): AIk = 0.1 and kb = 1.2, (b ≈ 0.2λ)
In all three cases, the body geometry (d = 0.2h and b = d) was held constant.
Each case is presented in two parts; the left hand side showing the time-history of
the heave motion including the initial transient response, and the right hand side
a close-up of two wave periods in which the steady-state response is established.
In each case, the transient response is due to at least three effects. These include
wave propagation into initially still water, a ramp-up function applied at the
input boundary, and the body accelerating from its rest position. In all figures
the horizontal axis shows the simulation time t normalised by the wave period
T = 2pi/ω.
Observing Figure 3.2, it is clear that both Cases 1 and 3 are associated with
significant motion nonlinearities. In Case 1 a significant higher harmonic compo-
nent is clearly present, while in Case 3 the motion is highly asymmetric about
the equilibrium position. In contrast, the heave motion in Case 2 is closely ap-
proximated by a single sinusoid. Further analysis of the data presented on Figure
3.2 showed that the nonlinearities occurred primarily at the second-harmonic of
the incident wave frequency. Interestingly, the nonlinearities were found to be
pronounced at low kb (kb ≈ 0.2) and high kb (kb ≈ 1.2), but were practically non-
existent for some intermediate values. Evidence of this is provided by the fact that
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in Case 1 (Figure 3.2(a), kb = 0.2) the amplitude of the second harmonic is ap-
proaching 25% of the first harmonic, while in Case 2 (Figure 3.2(b), kb = 0.6) the
second-harmonic motion content was less than 1% of the first-harmonic motion.
3.3 Test parameters
From the initial discussion of Figure 3.2, it is clear that the body dimension kb
plays an important role in the development of any nonlinearities. To investigate
this further, a number of rectangular box configurations are considered. For the
majority of the analysis, two base configurations, rb1 and rb2, are investigated.
rb1 is characterised by a draught-to-depth ratio of d/h = 0.1, with a beam-to-
draught ratio of b/d = 2.0. In rb2, the draught is extended so that d/h = 0.2 and
b/d = 1.0. In both cases, wave conditions corresponding to the range 0.2 ≤ kb ≤
1.2 are considered.
3.4 Part A: The linear diffraction problem
The analysis of the linear diffraction problem addresses two important hydrody-
namic properties. First, the reflection and transmission by a fixed rectangular box
is considered in §3.4.1. Second, the corresponding first-order excitation forces are
considered in §3.4.2. In both cases, the fixed box is subjected to small amplitude
regular waves.
3.4.1 Wave reflection and transmission
In analysing the diffracted wave field caused by the presence of a fixed semi-
submerged rectangular body, two quantities are established at first order: the
linear reflection and transmission coefficients, Kr and Kt, respectively. Whilst
these coefficients are well established and understood at first order, the present
chapter also demonstrates the importance of the coefficients in the context of the
nonlinear problem (§3.5).
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Figure 3.2: Time history of the normalised heave motion ξ2/d for a rectangular box with
d = 0.2h and b = d subjected to regular waves of steepness AIk = 0.1.
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To compute the coefficients Kr and Kt, two approaches are adopted and com-
pared. The first approach relies on the semi-analytical solution by Sulisz (1993).
In this case, the coefficients are directly obtained from the solution of the velocity
potentials (§2.3.1). The second approach adopts a numerical wave tank (nwt)
based upon the mfbem method outlined in §2.3.2. The numerical domain for this
latter approach is shown in Figure 3.3. For the purpose of the diffraction problem,
the box is held fixed so that ξj = 0.
Figure 3.3: Domain used for the numerical computation of Kr and Kt
Throughout this part of the analysis the kinematics imposed on the input
boundary of the nwt are chosen such that the wave steepness AIk is held con-
stant at 0.01 and the problem remains linear. Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show the
reflection and transmission coefficients for configurations rb1 and rb2 respectively.
The horizontal axis has been normalised and represents the nondimensional prod-
uct kb. The discrete points show the results from the mfbem simulations whereas
the solid lines represent the prediction by Sulisz’s (1993) linear diffraction solution.
The coefficients Kr and Kt are readily obtained from Sulisz (1993) by consid-
ering the coefficients R11 in equation (2.10) and T11 in equation (2.12); the latter
corresponding to the amplitude of the first-order reflected and transmitted waves
respectively. As a result, Kr = R11/AI and Kt = T11/AI . Due to the conservation
of energy |Kr|2 + |Kt|2 = 1 provides a useful means of validating the accuracy of
Kr and Kt.
In contrast to Sulisz’s analytical solution, the mfbem simulations provide time-
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Figure 3.4: Linear reflection (Kr) and transmission (Kt) coefficients based upon (i) Sulisz
(1993): Kr, Kt; and (ii) the present numerical mfbem simulations: • Kr, • Kt
for a rectangular box (a) rb1 and (b) rb2 for AIk = 0.01
domain traces of the water surface elevation at discrete points on the free surface.
A harmonic decomposition must be adopted to evaluate the frequency content at
each harmonic. This is best achieved by applying a Discrete Fourier Transform
(dft) to the time-domain traces. The transmission coefficient Kt was obtained by
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applying a dft to the wave field downstream of the body. A distance of x = 2h+b
was chosen to ensure that all evanescent components had decayed, and the location
of the numerical wave gauge in this analysis is labelled 9 in Figure 3.3.
The procedure for evaluating Kr is slightly more elaborate since the com-
putation of the surface profile upstream of the body contains both the incident
waves and the reflected components. Therefore, these two components travelling
in opposite directions must be decomposed using a reflection analysis; the method
proposed by Lin & Huang (2004) being adopted herein. The surface elevation
data from the numerical wave gauges labelled 1 to 8 in Figure 3.3 were used in
this analysis, where gauge 8 is located at a distance 2h upstream of the left face
of the body.
Figure 3.4 shows very good agreement between the present numerical simu-
lations and the first-order analytical solution by Sulisz (1993). The maximum
departure between the two solutions is < 3%, which is mainly attributed to small
remaining transient effects present in the mfbem computations. Comparing the
two geometries rb1 and rb2, the results show considerably larger reflected waves
for the body with a larger draught (d/h = 0.2, as opposed to d/h = 0.1). This
result is as expected since the body is obstructing a larger proportion of the in-
cident waves. It is important to stress that only the progressive component of
the reflected and transmitted waves has been considered to calculate Kr and Kt.
However, the evanescent wave modes also have a significant impact on the overall
loading, and this will be examined in the following section.
3.4.2 Wave-induced pressures and forces
Perhaps of more practical importance than the wave transmission and reflection
are the excitation forces experienced by the body. As before, the wave steepness
was held constant at AIk = 0.01, and the first-order forces were obtained using
both the analytical and the numerical approach.
From the analytical results by Sulisz (1993), the first-harmonic pressures were
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Figure 3.5: Normalised first-harmonic component of the vertical excitation force F (1)2 based
upon: ◦ mfbem, Sulisz (progressive and evanescent), Sulisz (progressive only) for
box (a) rb1 and (b) rb2
found for each of the regions as p(1)l = iωρφ
(1)
l , for l = 1, 2, 3, where ρ is the fluid
density and φ(1)l corresponds to the spatial velocity potential in equations (2.10)
to (2.12). These pressures were numerically integrated along the body boundary
to yield the total excitation forces acting on the body. Within the mfbem for-
mulation, the wave-induced forces were computed using the indirect acceleration
potential method by Tanizawa (1995) and Kashiwagi (2000) as described in §2.3.2.
Figure 3.5 shows the first-harmonic vertical heave force for a body with config-
uration (a) rb1 and (b) rb2; this first-harmonic force being normalised by ρgAIb.
The black lines represent the analytical solution whereas the discrete points rep-
resent the results from the numerical mfbem simulations. For both geometries,
the agreement between the semi-analyical approach and the numerical simulations
was found to be very good. Any slight discrepancies (less than 3% for all cases)
are again attributed to small transient effects.
The vertical force experienced by the body was found to be larger for the
shallower body, since a larger amount of energy is being transferred underneath
the body. As expected, the largest differences between both geometries occur for
shorter waves due to larger differences in the reflection characteristics at large
values of kb (Figure 3.4).
As outlined in Chapter 2, the solution by Sulisz (1993) includes both pro-
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gressive and evanescent components. It was found that the first-order solution
converges as M approaches 20, where M represents the truncation of the eigen-
function expansions. It was also found that the contribution to the overall force
for modes above m = 5 is relatively small. In Figure 3.5, the black lines represent
the overall force for M = 20, and this includes both the progressive component
(m = 1) and the evanescent components (m = 2, . . . , 20). However, due to the
nature of Sulisz’s solution, the progressive component of the force can easily be
isolated and is shown by the grey lines in Figure 3.5. The agreement between
the numerical results and the black line (m = 1, . . . , 20) indicates that the mf-
bem computation accurately accounts for the nature of both the progressive wave
mode and the standing wave modes. The contribution of the evanescent modes is
considerable for the vertical force F2 and can account for up to 70% of the total
vertical force for configuration rb1. The contribution of the standing wave modes
can also be seen to be less important for larger draughts.
3.5 Part B: Investigation of the nonlinear excitation
problem
3.5.1 Introduction and test parameters
The main test cases considered in the context of the nonlinear excitation problem
are detailed in Table 3.1(a). This describes the body dimension kb, the non-
dimensional water depth kh and the incident wave steepness AIk. Additional
cases with varying wave steepness, AIk, were also considered as outlined in Table
3.1(b). Within these tables the entries denoted with the symbol (-) could not be
achieved numerically. The reason for this lies simply in the fact that wave cases
with large wavelength λ (small k) lead to wave amplitudes AI in excess of the
body draught d, even for relatively limited values of AIk. Setting aside this issue,
the cases described in Table 3.1 provide a broad range of conditions appropriate
to an investigation of the nonlinear excitation problem.
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Base cases
rb1 rb2
d/h = 0.1 d/h = 0.2
b/d = 2.0 b/d = 1.0
kb kh AIk kb kh AIk
0.2 1.0 0.05 0.2 1.0 0.05
0.3 1.5 0.05 0.3 1.5 0.05
0.4 2.0 0.05 0.4 2.0 0.05
0.5 2.5 0.05 0.5 2.5 0.05
0.6 3.0 0.05 0.6 3.0 0.05
0.7 3.5 0.05 0.7 3.5 0.05
0.8 4.0 0.05 0.8 4.0 0.05
1.0 5.0 0.05 1.0 5.0 0.05
1.2 6.0 0.05 1.2 6.0 0.05
- - - 0.3 1.5 0.10
- - - 0.4 2.0 0.10
0.5 2.5 0.10 0.5 2.5 0.10
0.6 3.0 0.10 0.6 3.0 0.10
0.7 3.5 0.10 0.7 3.5 0.10
0.8 4.0 0.10 0.8 4.0 0.10
1.0 5.0 0.10 1.0 5.0 0.10
1.2 6.0 0.10 1.2 6.0 0.10
(a) Base cases
Effect of wave steepness
rb1 rb2
d/h = 0.1 d/h = 0.2
b/d = 2.0 b/d = 1.0
kb kh AIk kb kh AIk
0.6 3.0 0.02 0.6 3.0 0.02
0.6 3.0 0.04 0.6 3.0 0.04
0.6 3.0 0.06 0.6 3.0 0.06
0.6 3.0 0.08 0.6 3.0 0.08
0.6 3.0 0.10 0.6 3.0 0.10
0.6 3.0 0.12 0.6 3.0 0.12
- - - 0.6 3.0 0.14
- - - 0.6 3.0 0.16
- - - 0.6 3.0 0.18
(b) Effect of wave steepness
Table 3.1: Specification of test cases for the nonlinear wave excitation problem
Figure 3.6 shows sample time histories of the vertical excitation force on box
rb2; the incident regular wave train of wave steepness AIk = 0.10 being char-
acterised by (a) kb = 0.3, (b) kb = 0.6 and (c) kb = 1.2. These fixed-box cases
are very similar to those considered for the heaving box in Figure 3.2; the only
exception being kb = 0.3 since kb = 0.2 could not be achieved for AIk = 0.1. The
waves generated on the input boundary, Γi, propagate into initially still water. As
a result, the body force undergoes a transient response during the initial stages
of the simulation. Once a steady-state has been achieved, the nonlinearity of the
problem is clearly evident, particularly in Figures 3.6(b) (kb = 0.6) and 3.6(c)
(kb = 1.2).
In making a direct comparison to the heaving box problem (Figure 3.2), dif-
ferent trends may be identified. In the heaving box case, the nonlinear motion
was most pronounced for kb = 0.2 and kb = 1.2, with little nonlinear motion for
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Figure 3.6: Time-history of the heave excitation force, F2(t)/ρgAIb, for a fixed body box rb2
subjected to regular waves of steepness AIk = 0.1.
kb = 0.6. In contrast, Figure 3.6 demonstrates that the nonlinear excitation force
increases as kb increases. As in the heaving box problem, these nonlinearities pri-
marily occur at the second harmonic; the drivers for this nonlinear forcing being
investigated as follows.
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3.5.2 Second-harmonic excitation forcing
The nonlinear excitation (or diffraction) problem is commonly associated with
a nonlinear and freely propagating diffracted wave; the magnitude of this free
wave being indicative of the nonlinear forcing. The second-harmonic of this free
wave was extracted from the total wave field upstream of the rectangular box by
adopting the harmonic decomposition method proposed by Lin & Huang (2004).
Given that this methodology assumes all wave components to be progressive, the
data used in this analysis was based upon predictions at spatial locations defined
by x ≤ −(2h + b), or more than 2h from the upstream face of the box. This
was necessary to avoid the influence of the evanescent wave field that develops
adjacent to the box. Considering the progressive wave field only, the harmonic
decomposition yields (i) the bound wave (incident and diffracted) content arising
at second harmonic and (ii) the free wave content (incident and diffracted) arising
at second harmonic.
Figure 3.7 concerns the ratio of the diffracted free wave, A(2)f , and the incident
bound wave, A(2)I,b , indicating that the second-harmonic diffracted free wave is
particularly pronounced for small kb. This is in marked contrast to the increased
nonlinear forcing with increasing kb observed in Figure 3.6. It therefore follows
that the nonlinear scattered wave field is unlikely to be the primary driver for the
pronounced nonlinear excitation forcing shown in Figure 3.6.
To identify the actual drivers for the nonlinear excitation forcing, the full range
of test cases outlined in Table 3.1(a) was considered. In order to analyse the nu-
merical force time histories, a dft was applied to a time window corresponding
to an integer number of wave periods taken after the establishment of steady-
state conditions. The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figures 3.8(a) and
3.8(b), showing the normalised magnitude of the second-harmonic force compo-
nent F (2)2 /ρgA2I for configurations rb1 and rb2 respectively. In both cases data
corresponding to AIk = 0.05 (symbol ◦) and AIk = 0.10 (symbol ∗) are shown.
In addition, the solid line provides a comparison with the analytical solution by
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bound component for ◦ rb1 with AIk = 0.05, ∗ rb1 with AIk = 0.10, 4 rb2 with AIk = 0.05,
and  rb2 with AIk = 0.10.
Sulisz (1993).
In both cases rb1 and rb2, it is clear that the second-order contribution be-
comes most significant in deep water. Sulisz (1993) demonstrated that the deep-
water approximation for the second-order pressure upstream of the rectangular
box (x ≤ −b) is given by
p
(2)
deep ≈ −2ρgAIR11k for x ≤ −b, (3.1)
where R11 is the amplitude of the first-order reflected wave. This second-order
pressure term p(2)deep arises due to the interaction of the first-order incident wave
and the first-order reflected wave. For a constant incident wave amplitude AI ,
the reflected wave amplitude R11 increases with kb, leading to an increase of the
product kR11. Furthermore, the second-order pressure in equation (3.1) is inde-
pendent of the depth z. In contrast, the first-order pressure term in deep water
decays as e−kz. Combining the two effects, the second-order pressure may become
the dominant term in deep water.
The occurrence of depth-independent second-order pressures was first dis-
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Figure 3.8: Normalised second-harmonic of the vertical force due to incident regular waves
with Sulisz (1993), approximation using dominant forcing term after equation (3.1),
◦ mfbem for AIk = 0.05 and ∗ mfbem for AIk = 0.10.
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cussed by Longuet-Higgins & Ursell (1948), Longuet-Higgins (1950) and Cooper
& Longuet-Higgins (1951). Indeed Longuet-Higgins & Ursell (1948) noted that
this pressure generally arises in standing waves formed by two waves of equal
frequency travelling in opposite directions. A more complete theoretical treat-
ment, Longuet-Higgins (1950), established that the second-order pressure fluctu-
ation in deep water is given by −2ρgA1A2k cos(2ωt), where A1 and A2 are the
amplitudes of two progressive waves of frequency ω travelling in opposing direc-
tions. Within the experimental study by Cooper & Longuet-Higgins (1951), the
second-order pressure field in the presence of a reflective structure was shown to
be −2ρgA2βk cos(2ωt), where A is the amplitude of the incident progressive wave
and β is the reflection coefficient. In the context of the present work, A = AI and
β = R11/AI , so that the expression provided by Cooper & Longuet-Higgins (1951)
is directly comparable to equation (3.1).
The approximation to the second-order pressure given in equation (3.1) is valid
for x ≤ −b. This pressure will, in turn, drive the fluid underneath the rectangular
box. The dashed lines in Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) illustrate the second-order
heave force due to p(2)deep only. To compute this force, all other interaction terms in
the fluid region x ≤ −b were neglected, and the eigenfunction matching procedure
defined in Sulisz (1993) was based on p(2)deep alone. The approximation based upon
this approach clearly accounts for the majority of the second-order heave force in
deep water. In fact, for kb > 0.3 the approximation based upon this single forcing
term provides a relatively close match to the full solution. This highlights the
overall importance of the interaction between the first-order incident wave and
the first-order reflected wave. On the basis of these calculations it is clear that
the nonlinear forcing in the heave excitation problem is primarily driven by the
interaction of the first-order incident and the first-order reflected wave, and is not
associated with the second-order diffracted wave.
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due to incident waves with kb = 0.6. Analytical solution by Sulisz (1993) with rb1,
rb2 and mfbem computations with  rb1, 4 rb2.
3.5.3 Wave steepness
All of the above cases relate to a constant wave steepness of AIk = 0.1 for which
second-order effects were shown to be significant. To explore this for a wider range
of steepnesses (AIk), the cases outlined in Table 3.1(b) were considered. The wave
steepness was varied from 0.01 ≤ AIk ≤ 0.12 for rb1 and 0.01 ≤ AIk ≤ 0.18 for
rb2; the maximum wave steepness again being limited by the fixed draught d
(Table 3.1(b)). The body dimension was chosen as kb = 0.6, corresponding to the
scenario in which the floating body nonlinearity was found to be minimal (Figure
3.2), despite significant nonlinearity in the excitation forcing (Figures 3.6 and 3.8).
Figure 3.9 concerns the ratio of the second-harmonic vertical force F (2)2 to the
corresponding first-harmonic force F (1)2 for cases rb1 (dashed line and symbol )
and rb2 (solid line and symbol4). The data clearly show that even for a moderate
wave steepness the second-harmonic loads may account for as much as 50% of
the first-harmonic loads. The nonlinearities are more pronounced for the deeper
draught case, once again highlighting the importance of the depth-independent
pressure term p(2)deep.
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In considering the data small departures between the analytical solution and
the numerical computations are observed (Figure 3.9), with an average departure
of 4% and a maximum departure of up to 10%. It is believed that these departures
are, in part, due to the occurrence of effects beyond second order. For example,
at third order, the first-harmonic force F (1)2 will be affected, altering the ratio
F
(2)
2 /F
(1)
2 . Whilst this effect is relatively small for the cases considered herein,
(AIk)max = 0.18, it will become larger with increased steepness. Unfortunately, an
increased range of AIk is difficult to achieve for the present geometries. However,
an extended range of AIk for alternative geometries could be considered as part
of future work.
3.6 Part C: Investigation of the nonlinear radiation
problem
3.6.1 Introduction and test parameters
In the context of the radiation problem, the wave field present within the nwt
arises due to the prescribed motion of the body, ξ2(t). To quantify the nonlin-
earities associated with this problem, the relative body motion is expressed as
a function of the body draught, d, leading to the non-dimensional ratio ξ2a/d,
where ξ2a is the magnitude or amplitude of the body heave displacement. Three
displacements were considered corresponding to (a) ξ2a/d = 0.01, (b) ξ2a/d = 0.10
and (c) ξ2a/d = 0.25.
Across these cases, the small displacements (ξ2a/d = 0.01) were included to
serve as relatively linear reference cases. In these examples the mfbem compu-
tations were compared to a linear reference calculation (again undertaken using
WAMIT (2013)). This comparison confirmed that the mfbem approach was ca-
pable of accurately computing the hydrodynamic coefficients (radiation damping
and added mass); the maximum departure from the linear prediction being < 3%.
Having confirmed the linear predictions, the following discussion focuses on the
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description of the large amplitude cases, (b) and (c) above. Adopting the geometry
described earlier, these cases are referred to as rb1b, rb2b, rb1c and rb2c. In
all cases the frequency of the imposed motion was chosen such that the radiated
waves lie within the range 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 1.2.
It is important to note that, for the purpose of the radiation tests, the box
is forced into a pre-defined motion amplitude. The generated wave amplitude
does, as such, not depend on the dynamic properties (or rao) of the box, and
the magnitude of the radiated wave solely depends on the magnitude of the forced
motion and the geometric properties of the box.
3.6.2 Radiated free wave
In the context of the radiation problem, all nonlinear forcing is due to the radiated
wave field. As a consequence, it is instructive to first consider the nonlinear content
of the radiated wave field. It is well known, particularly in the field of nonlinear
wavemaking (Schäffer, 1996; Spinneken & Swan, 2009a), that a sinusoidal body
motion can lead to the generation of pronounced second-harmonic free waves.
To investigate this effect, the second-harmonic of the radiated wave field was
separated into its free and bound components. This was again achieved using
the harmonic decomposition method proposed by Lin & Huang (2004) applied
at x ≤ −(2h + b). Considering the progressive wave field alone, the harmonic
decomposition yields a description of the radiated bound wave, A(2)rb , and the
radiated free wave, A(2)rf , both arising at the second harmonic.
In a first step (not shown herein), the second-harmonic bound component A(2)rb
was directly compared to that calculated using Stokes’ second-order theory; the
maximum departure between the analytic solution and the mfbem computations
being< 2%. This is exactly as expected and confirms the method of decomposition
employed.
In a second step, the free wave content arising at the second harmonic was
considered in detail. Figure 3.10 shows the ratio of the second-harmonic free wave
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Figure 3.10: Ratio of second-harmonic free to second-harmonic bound component in the radi-
ated field with ◦ rb1b (ξ2a/d = 0.1), ∗ rb1c (ξ2a/d = 0.25), 4 rb2b (ξ2a/d = 0.1), and  rb2c
(ξ2a/d = 0.25).
to the second-harmonic bound wave component, A(2)rf /A
(2)
rb , for cases rb1b (symbol
◦), rb1c (symbol ∗), rb2b (symbol 4) and rb2c (symbol ). As the normalised
body dimension kb decreases, this ratio increases, suggesting a larger relative freely
propagating second-harmonic component. This free wave component arises due
to a mismatch in the second-order boundary condition on the surface of the body.
Along the vertical sides of the rectangular box, the body boundary condition
requires the normal fluid velocities to be zero. In contrast, on the underside of the
box the fluid velocities are defined by ∂φ/∂n = Re {−iωξ2a exp(−iωt)}.
The enforced sinusoidal motion of the body only contains a single term of fre-
quency ω. As a result, all higher harmonic terms must satisfy a no-flow condition
on the body. At the same time, the nonlinear dynamic and kinematic free surface
boundary conditions enforce a bound second-order Stokes’ wave with an associ-
ated velocity field. The mismatch between this second-order bound velocity field
and the no-flow condition on the body leads to the generation of an additional
free wave; the physics being very similar to the well-known (nonlinear) wavemaker
problem. With increasing wave frequency (corresponding to increasing kb), the
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second-order bound wave content decays rapidly over depth z, and is likely to
be insignificant on the underside of the box at z = −d. As a result, the forcing
boundary condition at this location is less significant as kb increases. This explains
the decrease of A(2)rf /A
(2)
rb with increasing kb in Figure 3.10.
3.6.3 Nonlinear radiation forcing due to large body excursions
Figure 3.11 concerns the nonlinearities associated with the radiation force pro-
viding sample time histories relating to cases (a) kb = 0.2, (b) kb = 0.6 and
(c) kb = 1.2; the displacement being defined by ξ2a/d = 0.25 in all cases. It is
clear from this figure that the nonlinearity of the radiation force becomes more
pronounced as kb increases. This is in marked contrast to the increase of the
second-harmonic free wave with decreasing kb (Figure 3.10). To demonstrate this
further, the second harmonic of the radiation force is illustrated in Figure 3.12;
the adopted normalisation, F (2)2 /ρgξ22a, being similar to that adopted in the ex-
isting literature (§2.2). The magnitude of the relative first-harmonic component
of the radiation force (not shown herein) decreases with increasing kb, whilst the
magnitude of the second-harmonic force component increases (Figure 3.12). As
a result, the relative importance of the second-harmonic force component will in-
crease significantly as kb increases. This increase in the relative importance of
the second-harmonic radiation force is consistent with earlier work of Zhou et al.
(2013) concerning truncated vertical columns, and is also evident in the time his-
tories displayed in Figure 3.11.
Unfortunately, the normalisation by ρgξ22a does not take into account that a
particular body motion ξ2a/d leads to very different radiated wave amplitudes
as kb varies. Generally speaking, the body motion required to radiate a wave
of particular amplitude Arad increases significantly as kb decreases. As a result,
it may be argued that the actual radiated wave amplitude Arad provides a more
suitable basis for the second-harmonic force normalisation. To illustrate this,
the data presented in Figure 3.12 are re-plotted in Figure 3.13, using a revised
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Figure 3.11: Time-history of the radiation force on a heaving box rb2 subjected to body
excursions of ξ2a/d = 0.25.
normalisation factor ρgA2rad.
Comparisons between Figures 3.12 and 3.13 reveal some key features of the
nonlinear radiation problem. Within Figure 3.12, the second-harmonic force was
seen to increase monotonically with increasing kb. In marked contrast, Figure
3.13 shows a significantly more complex variation of this force component. For
the shallower draught, configuration rb1 (symbol ◦ and ∗), the second-harmonic
force shows a distinct minimum in the range 0.6 ≤ kb ≤ 0.8. As kb decreases
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Figure 3.14: Normalised second-harmonic runup ζ(2)/Arad with ◦ rb1 (ξ2a/d = 0.1), ∗ rb1
(ξ2a/d = 0.25), 4 rb2 (ξ2a/d = 0.1) and  rb2 (ξ2a/d = 0.25).
below 0.6, the radiation force F (2)2 /ρgA2rad increases. This is consistent with the
increase of the second-harmonic free wave within this regime (Figure 3.10). In the
range 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 0.4, the second-harmonic forcing for rb1 exceeds that of rb2.
This is again consistent with the findings of Figure 3.10.
As kb increases beyond the location of the force minimum (kb > 0.8), the
second-harmonic force again increases. In this regime, the second-harmonic free
wave is relatively small (Figure 3.10), and does not entirely account for the second-
harmonic forcing. However, it is well known that the radiation problem is also
associated with a local standing wave field arising at each order. To investigate the
magnitude of this local standing wave field, the second-harmonic of the wave runup
on the body face, at x = −b, was considered in detail. The results of this analysis
are shown in Figure 3.14, where the second-harmonic runup, ζ(2), was normalised
by the radiated wave amplitude Arad. This normalisation is dimensionless in terms
of physical units, but is inconsistent in respect of the order of the terms involved.
As a result, the data points for ξ2a/d = 0.1 and ξ2a/d = 0.25 lie approximately a
factor 2.5 apart.
Nevertheless, the normalisation chosen demonstrates that the magnitude of
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the second-harmonic runup is significant when compared to the radiated wave
amplitude, with ζ(2)/Arad reaching up to 14%. Perhaps more importantly, this
magnitude increases with increasing kb (Figure 3.14). In contrast, the second-
harmonic free wave amplitude decreases with increasing kb. This suggests that a
significant amount of the second-harmonic runup is associated with a local stand-
ing wave field, which contributes to the overall forcing. In considering Figure
3.14, it can also be observed that the second-harmonic runup for rb2 is more pro-
nounced than that for rb1, whereas the opposite is true for the magnitude of the
freely propagating second-harmonic wave (Figure 3.10). As a direct consequence,
the second-harmonic forcing for rb2 is also more pronounced as kb increases (Fig-
ure 3.13) where the loading is predominately due to the local standing wave field.
Taken as a whole, the behaviour of the second-harmonic radiation force, associ-
ated with both propagating and standing waves, may provide a sound basis for the
floating body behaviour observed in Figure 3.2. This is discussed in the following
section.
3.7 Part D: Investigation of the coupled floating
problem
The discussion given above has identified a number of sources of the nonlinear
loads, arising in both the excitation and the radiation problems. In considering
the excitation forces, the interaction between the first-order incident wave and
the first-order reflected wave was found to be most important, particularly as
kb increases. Within the radiation problem, the nonlinear forcing was found to
be driven by the radiated second-harmonic free wave, associated with both the
progressive and standing wave modes.
To investigate the importance of these loads on the overall heave displacement,
a harmonic decomposition of the heave motions was undertaken for the full range
of cases (0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 1.2, AIk = 0.05 and AIk = 0.1). The results of this analysis
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are shown in Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b) for rb1 and rb2 respectively. These
show the magnitude of the second-harmonic box displacement ξ(2)2 normalised by
the first-harmonic displacement ξ(1)2 . As the incident wave steepness increases,
the relative importance of the second-harmonic component of the body motion
increases, a similar pattern being observed for both geometries. For example,
whilst the second-harmonic motions only account for up to 12% for AIk = 0.05,
this increases to up to 24% for AIk = 0.10 (Figure 3.15(b)).
In comparing Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b), several similarities are observed,
but some differences are also present. First, the second-harmonic content in both
configurations rb1 and rb2 exhibits a U-shaped pattern. The most pronounced
nonlinearities arise for the longest waves with kb = 0.2. However, in the short
wave limit, kb = 1.2, the nonlinearities also exhibit an increasing trend. For
intermediate values of kb a minimum is clearly established. For box rb1 in Figure
3.15(a), this minimum occurs at kb ≈ 0.8, whilst in box rb2 (Figure 3.15(b)) it is
shifted to kb ≈ 0.6.
Whilst the distinct U-shaped pattern may have been expected given the dis-
cussion outlined above, it is perhaps surprising that the nonlinear excitation is
more pronounced for low kb. Considering the nonlinear heave motion in Figure
3.15, it might be inferred that the nonlinear forcing at large kb (kb ≈ 1.2) is less
pronounced than that at kb ≈ 0.2. However, this is misleading, not least because
the heave motions are dependent upon both the applied loads and the frequency-
dependence of the system response; the latter modelled in a linear sense using a
Response Amplitude Operator or rao (Figure 3.1). The dynamics of the prob-
lem are clearly dependent upon the frequency of force excitation. For all cases
considered herein, the wave frequency associated with the second-harmonic fre-
quency, ω(2) = 2ω(1), corresponds to a relatively deep water wave. Based on this
assumption, it is readily shown that k(2)h ≈ 4k(1)h tanh k(1)h, where k(2) is the
wave number corresponding to free waves at ω(2), and k(1) is the fundamental
wave number.
Combining the nonlinear forcing and the dynamic response gives rise to three
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Figure 3.15: Second-harmonic content in the box heave motion, ξ(2)2 , normalised by the first-
harmonic motion content ξ(1)2
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distinct regimes in terms of the heave motion:
(i) In the long wave regime, with kb ≈ 0.2, the nonlinear forcing is primarily
driven by the radiation problem (Figure 3.13); the nonlinear forcing due to
the excitation problem having been shown to be relatively small (Figure 3.8).
Most importantly, the frequency of the second-harmonic forcing is such that
it lies in close proximity to the resonance frequency (Figure 3.1). For exam-
ple, k(1)b = 0.20 corresponds to k(2)b = 0.6, which is close to the resonant
frequency of rb1 (Figure 3.1). Likewise, the corresponding resonant excita-
tion of rb2 occurs at k(1)b = 0.23, giving k(2)b = 0.8. The combination of
the nonlinear radiation forcing and the proximity of the resonance condition
are the primary drivers for the large second-harmonic motions in the long
wave regime (Figure 3.15).
(ii) In the intermediate wave regime, with kb ≈ 0.6, the nonlinear forcing due to
the radiation problem becomes relatively small (Figure 3.13). However, the
component of the nonlinear forcing due to the excitation problem is more
pronounced. Nevertheless, it remains smaller than that which occurs in the
short wave regime (Figure 3.8). For k(1)b = 0.6 the second-harmonic forcing
occurs at k(2)b = 2.4, for which the rao is relatively small (<0.1 for both
rb1 and rb2). The combination of limited nonlinear forcing and a lack of
dynamic excitation leads to the small second-harmonic motions observed on
Figure 3.15.
(iii) In the short wave regime, with kb ≈ 1.2, the standing wave fields due to both
the radiation problem and the excitation problem are of critical importance.
This leads to substantial nonlinear forcing in this regime. Despite the very
large second-harmonic forces, the second-harmonic motions in the short wave
regime are less pronounced when compared with the long wave regime. This
is due to small raos; the latter being dominated by the body inertia at high
frequencies.
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Taken as a whole, the nonlinear forcing is most pronounced in the short wave
regime, outlined in (iii) above. However, the combination of moderate nonlinear
forcing and a pronounced dynamic response ensures that the long wave regime is
more susceptible to large second-harmonic motions. Furthermore, this interpre-
tation also notes that if the rao is narrow banded, this leads to a very narrow
banded response of the second-harmonic motion. Clear evidence of this is pro-
vided by the comparison between Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b); the latter being
consistent with the shape of the raos given in Figure 3.1.
3.8 Concluding remarks
The chapter has highlighted the importance of nonlinearity in the description of
a heaving rectangular box. Most importantly, these nonlinearities were shown
to produce a significant second-harmonic heave motion, even in moderately steep
incident waves. By separating the problem into its component parts, the second-
harmonic content was shown to follow a distinct U-shaped pattern. This has
pronounced nonlinear content in both the long wave and the short wave or diffrac-
tion regime. In the diffraction regime, the primary sources of the nonlinear loads
were identified as two standing wave fields; one due to the interaction between
the first-order incident and the first-order reflected wave, and one due to the body
motion. The influence of the second-harmonic scattered wave as part of the fixed-
body problem is very limited. In contrast, the second-harmonic radiated wave due
to the body motion makes some very important contributions to the overall non-
linearity of the problem. Taken as a whole, the most pronounced second-harmonic
motions were found where a particular load term occurs in close vicinity to the
resonance of the box. If the resonance is narrow banded, then this also leads to a
narrow banded response in terms of the second-harmonic heave motion. This lat-
ter observation has important implications for offshore model testing or numerical
modelling, which could potentially fail to detect such a narrow-banded nonlinear
response.
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The role of nonlinearity in the
loading of a heaving box
Part II: Focused wave computations
4.1 Chapter overview
The steepest and perhaps most severe ocean waves are associated with (i) sig-
nificant unsteadiness and (ii) significant nonlinearity. Indeed, (i) and (ii) may
even be linked, as rapid changes in the underlying wave spectrum can be intro-
duced through nonlinear interactions at third order and beyond (Baldock et al.,
1996). The majority of the existing literature concerning the nonlinear radiation-
diffraction problem involves regular wave analysis. As a result, a number of open
questions remain in the interaction of large unsteady wave groups with floating
structures. To address this, the present chapter concerns a numerical investigation
of steep focused wave groups. In the context of such wave groups, the chapter aims
to
(i) quantify the extent of the nonlinearities associated with the wave runup on
a fixed box,
(ii) evaluate the nonlinear excitation forces, and
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(iii) determine the relative importance of both nonlinear effects and dynamic
excitation on the maximum heave motion.
The concept of focused wave groups is introduced in §4.2, with details of the
numerical domain provided in §4.3. A set of supporting linear calculations is first
presented in §4.4. The nonlinear problem, specifically aims (i)-(iii) above, is then
considered for two distinct types of wave events in §4.5 and §4.6.
4.2 Introduction to focused wave groups
A focused wave group is a commonly adopted design wave in the calculation of
loading on offshore structures. Such event is generated by adjusting the initial
phases of all frequency components in a wave spectrum such that they come into
focus at a particular time and location. It is important to represent the underlying
energy spectrum by a realistic distribution. Whilst a number of different distri-
butions may be adopted, the well known jonswap spectrum (Hasselmann et al.,
1973) is perhaps the most widely used and consequently adopted throughout the
present work.
The underlying energy distribution, Sηη(ω), for a jonswap spectrum is given
by
Sηη(ω) =
αg2
ω5
exp
(
−54
ω4p
ω4
)
γβ, (4.1)
where β is defined as
β = e
− (ω−ωp)
2
2ω2pσ2 (4.2)
with
σ =

0.07 for ω ≤ ωp
0.09 for ω ≥ ωp.
Furthermore, ωp = 2pifp is the circular peak frequency, fp is the peak frequency, α
is a gain factor, and γ is the peak enhancement factor. In the description of focused
wave groups, the gain factor α may be adjusted to achieve a specified focused wave
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amplitude Asum; the latter defining the maximum linear crest elevation arising
due to the constructive superposition of all components within the spectrum. In
defining the nonlinearity or steepness of a focused wave group, the present work
adopts the product Asumkp, where kp refers to the wavenumber corresponding to
the peak frequency fp.
In the context of both laboratory and numerical wave generation it is common
practice to introduce a repeat time Tr. By ensuring that each frequency component
is periodic in Tr, the entire wave event is periodic in this time window. As a result,
deterministic wave generation is possible and a harmonic dft analysis may be
performed with ease. For the purpose of the present section, the repeat time was
chosen as Tr = 64 s, so that the spacing between individual frequency components
is ∆f = 1/Tr = 1/64 Hz.
Particularly in the context of laboratory wave generation, the range of fre-
quency components in the spectrum must be limited due to limitations associated
with practical wavemaking. To ensure consistency with the experimental results
presented in Chapter 5, the range of frequencies was also limited for the purpose
of the numerical wave generation. The maximum and minimum frequencies were
chosen as fmin = fp/3 and fmax = 3fp respectively. To avoid a discontinuity in the
tail of the spectrum, the last ten wave components were linearly tapered to zero.
In determining the most probable focused wave shape to occur in a random sea
state, a common approach is to use the NewWave model developed by Tromans
& Hagemeijer (1991). Tromans & Hagemeijer (1991) showed that the wave profile
is directly proportional to the autocorrelation function of the underlying spec-
trum. This implies that the amplitude of the wave components within the focused
group is proportional to the spectral energy density function and not the square
root. As a result, a NewWave spectrum is inevitably more narrow banded than
the underlying jonswap energy distribution. This latter property has important
consequences on the dynamic response of a floating structure; this being detailed
further through a set of linear calculations in §4.4.
To investigate the effect of the wave group properties on the nonlinear dynamic
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response, the present work makes a direct comparison between two approaches: (i)
a focused wave group with an amplitude distribution proportional to the square
root of equation (4.1), and (ii) a NewWave approach where the amplitude distri-
bution is directly proportional to equation (4.1). For the remainder of this chapter
these will be referred to as (i) jonswap spectrum and (ii) NewWave spectrum;
the two approaches being considered in §4.5 and §4.6 respectively. Figure 4.1
shows both spectra, where α has been scaled to achieve the same Asum. Despite
having the same peak surface elevation, the NewWave spectrum contains con-
siderably more energy in the proximity of the peak frequency. This property also
leads to a distinct evolution of the wave group time-history; the consequences of
this being addressed in detail in §4.4, §4.5 and §4.6.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between the jonswap spectrum and NewWave spectrum
4.3 Numerical domain
The numerical domain adopted for the purpose of the focused wave computations is
shown in Figure 4.2. When the structure in Figure 4.2 is subjected to steep focused
waves, the configuration that leads to the maximum nonlinear amplification of the
overall load is not known a priori. The reason for this lies in the fact that the
nonlinear interaction of the incident wave field (in the absence of the structure)
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leads to a downstream shift of the location at which the maximum surface elevation
(the wave focus) occurs (Baldock et al., 1996). In the presence of the structure,
this nonlinear interaction may be significantly altered, and the occurrence of the
largest event in both space and time is unknown.
−2b −b 0 b 2b
z
x
2b
d
x =
(u,w)
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
h
Figure 4.2: Numerical domain adopted for the investigation of steep focused wave groups
interacting with a rectangular box, showing the linear focus locations as (i) - (v)
To investigate this effect, the linearly-calculated phasing of the focused wave
groups was adjusted so that the wave group comes into (linear) focus at the follow-
ing locations: (i) xfocus = −2b, (ii) xfocus = −b, (iii) xfocus = 0, (iv) xfocus = b and
(v) xfocus = 2b. Within Figure 4.2, each of these locations is marked by a vertical
arrow. Locations (ii) and (iv) correspond to the upstream and downstream face
of the body respectively. Location (iii) corresponds to the centreline of the body,
and locations (iv) and (v) were considered to capture any effects that may arise
due to any significant downstream shift of large focused wave groups.
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4.4 Dynamic excitation in small-amplitude focused
wave groups
Before considering the nonlinear problem, a set of small-amplitude wave events
with Asumkp = 0.01 is considered. For this purpose, the phasing of (i) a jon-
swap and (ii) a NewWave wave event was adjusted so that they come into linear
focus at the upstream face of the structure (x/b = −1). Figure 4.3 shows the
mfbem time-history of the heave motion for box rb1 when subjected to these two
events. The box exhibits considerably larger motions for the event with the un-
derlying NewWave spectrum. Indeed, the maximum heave motion, occurring at
the trough immediately following the main crest, is 21% larger for the NewWave
spectrum than that for the jonswap spectrum.
To investigate this amplification over a wider range of parameters, a series of
focused wave groups with varying peak frequencies was generated. Expressed in
terms of the non-dimensional product kph, the spectra were adjusted such that the
majority of the energy lies in the range for which the regular wave analysis was
undertaken (Chapter 3). In the context of regular waves, a range of 1 ≤ kh ≤ 6
(or 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 1.2) was considered. Based upon this range, the focused wave
groups were considered for 1.5 ≤ kph ≤ 4.
Figure 4.4 shows the maximum heave motion for box rb1 (part (a)) and box
rb2 (part (b)), normalised by Asum. In each case, the mfbem computations for
the jonswap spectrum are indicated using the symbol ∗, and the NewWave
spectrum is shown using the symbol ◦. The maximum motions are consistently
larger for the NewWave spectrum; the largest difference of 54% being observed
for box rb1 with kph = 3.5 (Figure 4.4(a)). This latter value of kph is in close
proximity of the resonant frequency of box rb1, which occurs at kh ≈ 4 (Figure
3.1). Given that the NewWave spectrum has significantly more energy concen-
trated close to its peak frequency (Figure 4.1), it is not surprising that it leads
to larger motions despite an identical Asum. For box rb2 in Figure 4.4(b), the
largest difference between the two spectra is observed at kph = 2.5. This closely
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Figure 4.3: mfbem computation of the heave motion ξ2(t) for box rb1 subject to a wave group
with kph = 2, Asumkp = 0.01 and an underlying jonswap spectrum and NewWave
spectrum
corresponds to the resonance condition for rb2 at kh ≈ 2.8 (Figure 3.1), and con-
firms the importance of dynamic amplification in wave groups. Having identified
the importance of the underlying linear dynamic response, the nonlinear problems
for both jonswap and NewWave spectra are now considered in §4.5 and §4.6
respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Normalised maximum heave motion ξ2,max/Asum for (a) box rb1 and (b) box
rb2 subjected to a series of focused wave events with 1.5 ≤ kph ≤ 4.0, Asumkp = 0.01 and an
underlying ∗ jonswap spectrum and ◦ NewWave spectrum
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4.5 Steep transient JONSWAP wave groups
4.5.1 Incident wave conditions
All focused wave groups generated within §4.5 adopt a jonswap energy spectrum
with spectral density function as provided in equation (4.1). The focused wave
cases considered include a relatively small amplitude event with Asumkp = 0.02;
this case being included for comparison to small amplitude or linear wave diffrac-
tion solutions. The wave steepness Asumkp is subsequently increased up to 0.125
for rb1 and 0.150 for rb2. In close similarity to the regular wave cases considered
in Chapter 3, the maximum wave amplitude is again limited by the finite draught
d.
In a first step, the incident wave conditions were considered in the absence of
the structure. The underlying spectrum was generated as outlined above, and the
linear focus location was chosen as the centre of the nwt, at x = 0. Figure 4.5
shows the normalised spatial surface profile, η(x)/Asum, recorded at the time at
which the maximum surface elevation occurred. The solid grey line represents the
lrwt solution, whereas the coloured lines correspond to mfbem computations
with Asumkp = 0.02 (blue), Asumkp = 0.10 (red), Asumkp = 0.125 (black) and
Asumkp = 0.150 (green). In all cases, kph = 2.0 was adopted. The horizontal
axis is normalised by the half-beam of the structure, b, so that the extent of the
downstream shift appears relative to the dimensions of the box.
In Figure 4.5, the comparison to the linear solution was provided to ensure
that all nonlinear cases are compared to the same base case. Considering the
smallest amplitude case with Asumkp = 0.02, the maximum surface elevation is
only 1.7% larger than that predicted by lrwt , and there is no noticeable change
in the focus location. As the wave steepness increases, the peak surface elevations
exceed the lrwt predictions by 12%, 18% and 25% for Asumkp = 0.10, 0.125 and
0.150 respectively. Furthermore, the focus locations for these three cases show
a significant downstream shift, with xfocus = 0.4b, xfocus = 0.8b and xfocus = 1.2b
respectively. The physics underpinning this downstream shift have been attributed
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Figure 4.5: Incident focused jonswap wave group in the absence of the structure with kph = 2.0
and Asumkp: 0.02, 0.10, 0.125, 0.150 and Linear random wave
solution.
to a rapid transfer of energy to the high frequency tail of the spectrum (Baldock
et al., 1996). The substantial downstream shift in focus location, coupled with
the increased maximum elevation, clearly highlight the significance of nonlinear
wave-wave interactions; the impact of these interactions on the wave runup and
loading on the structure being investigated as follows.
4.5.2 Wave runup on a fixed box
4.5.2.1 Introduction
Due to the no-flow boundary condition on the structure, the surface elevation
on the upstream face will be significantly amplified. In order to determine the
extent of this amplification, the wave runup on the upstream face of the structure
was computed. The diffraction solution by Sulisz (1993) was adopted as a base for
comparison. At second order, this diffraction solution is restricted to the modelling
of regular waves only. However, the linear part of this solution may readily be
applied to evaluate the effect of linear wave diffraction in an irregular sea state.
Based on the solution by Sulisz (1993), the linear wave elevation at the focus
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location is given by
ηlin(t) = Re
{
N∑
n=1
M∑
m=1
AI(ωn)(1 +Krm(ωn))e−i(ωnt−knxfocus)
}
, (4.3)
which implicitly includes all linear diffraction effects. Within this latter equation,
the indexm refers to the mode number, wherem = 1 refers to the progressive wave
mode and m = 2, . . . ,M refer to the evanescent wave modes. The index n refers
to the individual frequency components, where N is the total number of discrete
frequencies considered. The coefficient Krm is the linear reflection coefficient for
each wave mode m. For a more detailed discussion of these coefficients, the reader
is referred to Chapter 2 and Appendix A.
The first test case considers a number of wave groups of increasing steepness
brought into focus at x/b = −1, the upstream face of the body (Figure 4.2). It
is important to stress once again that this focus location refers to the location at
which the linearly calculated components come into phase. Considering configu-
ration rb2 first, Figures 4.6(a) to 4.6(f) show the corresponding normalised wave
runup, η(t)/Asum, for six focused wave cases with varying wave steepness. For the
smallest amplitude wave case, with Asumkp = 0.02 shown in Figure 4.6(a), the
agreement between the linear superposition based on Sulisz (1993) (solid line) and
the mfbem (symbol ◦) is excellent. In fact, the departure between the maximum
runup is < 3.0%, with ηmax/Asum = 1.88 for Sulisz (1993) and ηmax/Asum = 1.93
for the mfbem computation.
As the wave stepness increases (Figure 4.6(b) to 4.6(f)) the result predicted
by the linear diffraction superposition remains unchanged as would have been
expected. In contrast, the surface profiles related to the nonlinear mfbem com-
putation evolve considerably. To quantify this effect, the maximum wave runup
ηmax/Asum increases to 2.05, 2.17, 2.34, 2.60 and 3.17 for cases (b) to (f) respec-
tively. If related to the linear diffraction solution, this corresponds to an increase
of 8.8%, 15.2%, 24.3%, 38.4% and 68.5% for cases (b) to (f) respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Normalised wave runup η(t)/Asum on the upstream face of box rb2 subjected to
focused wave events with kph = 2 and underlying jonswap spectrum; Linear diffraction
solution, ◦ mfbem computations with Asumkp = (a) 0.02, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.075, (d) 0.10, (e) 0.125
and (f) 0.150
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4.5.2.2 Focus wave location
An extended set of test cases is considered next. Figures 4.7(a) (box rb1) and
4.7(b) (box rb2) show the normalised maximum wave runup, ηmax/Asum, for linear
focus locations in the range −2 ≤ xfocus/b ≤ +2 and events of increasing wave
steepness Asumkp. The results for rb2 at xfocus/b = −1 are equivalent to those
presented in detail in Figure 4.6.
From Figure 4.7(a) it can be seen that the maximum amplifications occur at
location (ii) (xfocus/b = −1) for most cases. However, as Asumkp becomes very
large, the maximum can also occur at location (i) (xfocus/b = −2), as can be
seen for configuration rb2 (Figure 4.7(b)). In considering both Figures 4.7(a) and
4.7(b), it is important to note that some of the steepest wave cases could not
be computed for location (i); this being due to the wave trough preceding the
maximum wave runup exceeding the body draught d.
Within the linear diffraction calculation, the value of ηmax/Asum is independent
of Asum. However, this ratio varies with the focus location, as shown by the dashed
lines in Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b). At xfocus/b = −1 the maximum wave runup is
54% larger than the linear prediction for rb1 (with Asumkp = 0.125) and up to
69% larger for rb2 (with Asumkp = 0.15). This clearly highlights the extent to
which the wave runup can be amplified due to nonlinear effects for large incident
steepnesses.
When the focused wave group comes into linear focus at the downstream face
of the structure (xfocus/b = 1), the cases with the largest incident steepness result
in the lowest wave runup; this being due to a large downstream shift in the focus
position (Figure 4.5). Indeed, this nonlinear runup may even be attenuated when
compared to the linear solution, which is particularly evident at xfocus/b = 1 in
both Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b).
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Figure 4.7: Nonlinear amplification of the maximum wave runup on the upstream face of (a) box
rb1 and (b) box rb2 due to an incident wave group with kph = 2 focusing at −2 ≤ xfocus/b ≤ +2
with Asumkp = + 0.02, ◦ 0.05,  0.075, ∗ 0.10, ♦ 0.125, M 0.150 and Linear diffraction
prediction (Sulisz, 1993)
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4.5.2.3 Spectral peak frequency
Thus far, all cases considered related to wave spectra with kph = 2. In similarity
to §4.4, a wider range of 1.5 ≤ kph ≤ 4 was also considered; this range again being
driven by the observation of nonlinearities and dynamic response associated with
regular waves (Chapter 3). Figure 4.8 shows the peak runup ηmax normalised by
the maximum wave runup for the smallest amplitude focused wave group with
Asumkp = 0.02. The figure considers box rb2 with Asumkp again ranging from 0.02
to 0.15. The nonlinear amplification in the wave runup is relatively insensitive
to a variation in kph if the wave steepness remains small. As the wave steepness
increases beyond Asumkp = 0.10, smaller values of kph lead to considerably larger
amplifications. Indeed, the largest nonlinear amplification of around 60% occur
for 1.5 ≤ kph ≤ 2 for Asumkp = 0.15. The physical causes for this latter trend will
be discussed in the context of the excitation forcing below.
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Figure 4.8: Nonlinear amplification of the maximum wave runup on the upstream face of box
rb2 due to an incident wave group with Asumkp = + 0.02, ◦ 0.05,  0.075, ∗ 0.10, ♦ 0.125,
M 0.150
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4.5.3 Excitation forces on a fixed box
4.5.3.1 Introduction
Adopting the same numerical test cases as outlined in the context of the wave
runup discussion, the nonlinear wave excitation forces were also computed. Figures
4.9(a) to 4.9(f) illustrate the heave force on box rb1 computed from the mfbem
solution (symbol ◦), and the linear superposition (solid line). In all cases, the
linear focus occurs on the upstream face of the body (xfocus/b = −1), so that the
forces shown in Figure 4.9 directly correspond to the wave runup considered in
Figure 4.6.
For the smallest amplitude case with Asumkp = 0.02 shown in Figure 4.9(a),
the agreement between the linear diffraction solution and the mfbem is excellent.
The value of the peak excitation force is approximately 3% lower for the numerical
computation when compared to that from the linear superposition approximation.
As the wave steepness increases (Figures 4.9(b) to 4.9(f)), the result predicted by
the linear diffraction solution remains unchanged. In contrast, the mfbem data
clearly show a reduction in the force around t/Tr = 0. The corresponding forces
reduce to 89.1%, 84.5%, 83.1%, 83.3% and 83.8% of the linear approximation for
cases (b) to (f) respectively. Nevertheless, the overall maximum, occurring at the
trough immediately preceding the focus time, may actually increase in some cases.
The shape of the force trace becomes noticeably asymmetric; this partially being
due to the fact that the focus position has shifted downstream.
4.5.3.2 Focus wave location
To investigate the impact of the downstream shift, the linear focus location was
varied from (i) xfocus/b = −2 to (v) xfocus/b = +2 as described previously. To
quantify the nonlinear amplifications (or reductions), the maximum force was de-
fined as the absolute maximum of the excitation force which may either occur close
to the crest of the focused wave group or near the trough immediately preceding
the focus time (Figure 4.9). This quantity will be referred to as Fmax hereafter,
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Figure 4.9: Normalised excitation force, F2/ρgAsumb, on box rb2 subjected to focused wave
events with kph = 2 based upon an underlying jonswap spectrum: Linear diffraction
solution, ◦ mfbem computations with Asumkp = (a) 0.02, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.075, (d) 0.10, (e) 0.125
and (f) 0.150
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and is illustrated in Figures 4.10(a) (rb1) and 4.10(b) (rb2). In all cases, Fmax
was normalised by the corresponding force associated with the smallest amplitude
case (Asumkp = 0.02).
If the linear focus location coincides with the upstream face of the box (xfocus/b =
−1) the maximum excitation force Fmax reduces with increasing Asumkp (Figures
4.9 and 4.10). However, this is not the case for all focus locations, as evident
by the data exceeding unity in Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b). As the linear focus
position occurs underneath the structure, or just after it, the amplification of
Fmax increases with increasing Asumkp. This amplification reaches up to 38% for
the largest wave steepness (box rb2, Asumkp = 0.15), and occurs at the trough
immediately before the focus time.
The reduction in the excitation forces for locations (i) to (iii) (xfocus/b = −2,−1
and 0) may be explained as follows. As the wave steepness Asumkp increases, non-
linear wave-wave interactions lead to a rapid shift of wave energy towards the
higher frequencies of the spectrum (Baldock et al., 1996). For these higher fre-
quency components, a larger amount of energy is reflected from the body boundary,
which is clearly evident from the runup increase observed in §4.5.2. This leads to
reduced wave transmission which, in turn, results in reduced vertical excitation
forces.
As the linear focus location is set to occur on or beyond the downstream face
of the body (cases (iv) and (v)), the downstream shift in the focus location leads
to a force increase. Considering the kinematics of a progressive wave, the maxi-
mum horizontal velocities occur at the crest of the wave, whereas the maximum
vertical velocities occur at the maximum gradient of the surface elevation. Due to
the nonlinear shift in focus position, the maximum vertical velocities occur under-
neath the structure, leading to larger vertical excitation forces. Importantly, these
maximum kinematics are strongly affected by nonlinear wave-wave interactions,
giving rise to increased overall excitation forcing.
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Figure 4.10: Nonlinear amplification of the maximum excitation force for (a) box rb1 and (b)
box rb2 due to an incident jonswap wave group with kph = 2 focusing at −2 ≤ xfocus/b ≤ +2.
mfbem computations with Asumkp = + 0.02, ◦ 0.05,  0.075, ∗ 0.10, ♦ 0.125, M 0.150
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4.5.3.3 Spectral peak frequency
An investigation of the influence of the spectral peak frequency (not shown herein)
revealed that the maximum force amplification is relatively independent of kph.
Indeed, for Asumkp = 0.15 and 1.5 ≤ kph ≤ 4 all amplifications lie within the
range 30% ± 8%; the largest amplification of approximately 38% being observed
for kph = 2.0. In order to investigate this case further, a harmonic decomposition
of the force traces was performed as shown in Figure 4.11. Both the smallest
amplitude case with Asumkp = 0.02 (grey lines) and the highly nonlinear case with
Asumkp = 0.15 (black lines) are considered.
The force time-histories in Figure 4.11(a) show that the maximum force occurs
at the trough immediately following the main focused event. Considering the har-
monic content in 4.11(b), there is a significant increase in the forcing components
at higher frequencies as the wave steepness increases. For ease of comparison, the
horizontal axis in Figure 4.11(b) has been normalised by the peak frequency fp.
A secondary peak associated with the higher frequencies occurs at approximately
f/fp = 2.2. To set this into context, the vertical dashed lines indicate the range
2 ≤ kh ≤ 6, where the red lines indicate the range of the first-harmonic frequen-
cies and the blue lines relate to the second harmonics. The frequency interval
2 ≤ kh ≤ 6 was previously shown to lead to increased second-harmonic forcing
content for regular waves (Chapter 3).
There is a very strong correlation between the second-harmonic load amplifi-
cations observed in the context of regular waves and the occurrence of significant
forcing components at higher frequencies in the context of focused wave groups.
Indeed, the majority of the higher harmonic content is due to frequencies with
kh > 2 (f/fp > 1), and the wave energy in the range f/fp < 1 does not contribute
significantly to the nonlinear force content. It is also worth noting that a small
amount of subharmonic forcing can be observed in the range f/fp < 0.5; this
being discussed further in the context of the heave motion.
Taken as a whole, two effects are contributing to the amplification of focused
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Figure 4.11: Excitation forces for focused jonswap wave group with kph = 2.0 showing (a)
time-histories and (b) harmonic decompositions for Asumkp = 0.02 and 0.15. In
part (b), the interval 2 ≤ kh ≤ 6 is indicated by (first-harmonic range) and (second-
harmonic range)
group excitation forces. First, wave-wave interactions lead to a transfer of energy
to higher frequencies and an associated downstream shift of the focused location.
Second, the mechanisms outlined in Chapter 3 lead to a significant wave excitation
at higher harmonics. In the context of steep focused wave groups interacting with
a structure, these two effects are inevitably linked.
4.5.4 Motion response
4.5.4.1 Focus wave location
The motion response of the heaving rectangular box in steep jonswap wave groups
is considered next. In close similarity to the excitation force computations, a
number of focused groups, brought into linear focus in the range −2 ≤ xfocus/b ≤
+2, were considered. Figure 4.12 concerns the heave motion time-histories for a
subset of these cases and box rb1. Figure 4.12(a) makes a comparison between
two events focused at xfocus/b = −1 (the upstream face of the box), a first with
Asumkp = 0.02 (grey line) and a second with Asumkp = 0.10 (black line). Whilst
these two time-histories show some differences, the departure is not as pronounced
as in the heave excitation forcing (Figure 4.9). This is also confirmed for a second
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Figure 4.12: Time-history of the normalised heave motion, ξ2/Asum, for box rb1 due to an
incident wave group with kph = 2 focusing at (a) xfocus/b = −1 and (b) xfocus/b = +1. mfbem
computations with Asumkp = 0.02 and 0.10
case focusing at xfocus/b = +1, Figure 4.12(b), where the comparison is again
based on Asumkp = 0.02 (grey line) and Asumkp = 0.10 (black line).
To quantify the nonlinear amplifications, Figures 4.13(a) (box rb1) and 4.13(b)
(box rb2) illustrate the maximum displacements for all focused wave groups con-
sidered. This maximum heave displacement is normalised as ξmax/Asum, and a lin-
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ear equation-of-motion solution (dashed line) is also included for reference. First,
it should be noted that there are some small differences between the linear analysis
and the smallest amplitude computation (Asumkp = 0.02, symbol +). These differ-
ences are simply due to transient motions inherent to any time-domain simulation.
In contrast, the linear equation-of-motion solution is obtained in the frequency do-
main, where transient effects are not included. Nevertheless, these differences are
relatively small, and certainly much smaller than the nonlinear amplifications ob-
served. Indeed, the maximum displacement amplifications observed in Figures
4.13(a) and 4.13(b) are in the order of 10% or less. This may appear surprising at
first, given the corresponding amplifications in the maximum excitation forcing of
up to 35%.
However, these trends are consistent with the findings in Chapter 3. In the
context of regular waves, the maximum excitation force amplifications were of
order 50%. These increased nonlinear loads, however, led to maximum motion
amplifications of order 15-20%. Therefore, in the context of focused wave groups,
excitation force amplifications of order 30-35% may indeed be expected to lead to
motion amplifications of order 10% or less.
4.5.4.2 Spectral peak frequency
Figure 4.14 shows the maximum heave motions as a function of kph; this maximum
having once again been normalised by the corresponding motion for Asumkp = 0.02.
For all nonlinear cases considered (0.05 ≤ Asumkp ≤ 0.125), the motion amplifi-
cations consistently increase with decreasing kph. For kph = 4, the nonlinear
amplifications are only approximately 6%, rising to 11.5% for kph = 1.5. To in-
vestigate this further, Figure 4.15 concerns additional detail of the case with the
largest motion amplification (kph = 1.5 and Asumkp = 0.1), where part (a) pro-
vides the time-history and part (b) gives the spectral content; this representation
being very similar to the excitation force analysis in Figure 4.11. A comparison
is made between the computation for Asumkp = 0.1 (black line) and the smallest
steepness case with Asumkp = 0.02 (grey line). It should first be noted that the
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Figure 4.13: Nonlinear amplification of the maximum body motion for (a) box rb1 and (b)
box rb2 due to an incident wave group with kph = 2 focusing at −2 ≤ xfocus/b ≤ 2. mfbem
computations with Asumkp = + 0.02, ◦ 0.05,  0.075, ∗ 0.10, ♦ 0.125, M 0.150 and Linear
equation-of-motion solution
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shape of the motion spectrum is primarily defined by both the energy distribution
of the input spectrum and the box’s dynamic response characteristics. The peak
motion content at f/fp = 1 corresponds to the peak of the wave input spectrum.
In addition, a small second peak can be observed in the vicinity of f/fp ≈ 1.8;
this second peak being due to the resonance condition for rb1.
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Figure 4.14: Nonlinear amplification of the maximum heave motion ξ2,max/ξ2,max,002 for box
rb1 due to an incident wave group with 1.5 ≤ kph ≤ 4 with mfbem computations: Asumkp = +
0.02, ◦ 0.05,  0.075, ∗ 0.10, ♦ 0.125
Taken as a whole, the departures between the two steepness cases are small,
and the higher-harmonic content present within the excitation force (Figure 4.11)
does not lead to significant higher-harmonic motions. However, it can also be ob-
served that the motion nonlinearities due to subharmonic forcing are relatively pro-
nounced, as evident by the heave motion content for f/fp < 0.5 (Figure 4.15(b)).
Indeed, it appears that this subharmonic content is responsible for much of the
maximum heave motion amplification. Once again considering the time-history
in Figure 4.15(a), the heave motion undergoes a small set-down in the range
0.01 ≤ t/Tr ≤ 0.04. This set down affects the maximum heave motion recorded
at t/Tr ≈ 0.01, and explains much of the amplifications observed on Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.16 concerns the case with the lowest overall motion amplification
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Figure 4.15: Normalised heave motion ξ2/Asum showing (a) time-history and (b) spectral
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Figure 4.16: Normalised heave motion ξ2/Asum showing (a) time-history and (b) spectral
content for box rb1 subjected to a focused jonswap wave group with kph = 4.0 and Asumkp =
0.02 and 0.10
(kph = 4.0). A comparison is once again made between Asumkp = 0.02 and
Asumkp = 0.1. In this case, both the time-history (Figure 4.16(a)) and the spectral
content (Figure 4.16(b)) are virtually identical between the two steepnesses. The
only small difference arises in the subharmonic range, where Asumkp = 0.1 exhibits
some motion amplifications, again due to a small set-down. A very small high-
frequncy peak can also be observed at f/fp ≈ 1.9. However, given the large box
inertia for this high frequency, the motion at the superharmonics remains very
small.
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4.6 Steep transient NewWave wave groups
4.6.1 Incident wave conditions
The purpose of the present section is to contrast the most important findings of
the jonswap spectrum to a case where the underlying spectrum is more narrow-
banded, with a greater energy density in the proximity of the spectral peak and a
smaller energy density at high frequencies. The underlying spectrum considered
throughout this section is based upon theNewWavemodel developed by Tromans
& Hagemeijer (1991) and defined in §4.2. Figure 4.17 shows the normalised spatial
surface profile, η(x)/Asum, recorded at the time at which the maximum surface
elevation occurred. The grey line represents the linear random wave solution,
whereas the coloured lines correspond to numerical computations with Asumkp =
0.02 (blue), 0.10 (red), 0.125 (black) and 0.150 (green).
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Figure 4.17: Incident focused NewWave wave group in the absence of the structure with
Asumkp = 0.02, 0.10, 0.125, 0.150 and Linear random wave
solution
Considering the smallest amplitude case, the maximum surface elevation is
2% larger than that predicted by linear theory, with no apparent downstream
shift in the focus location. As the wave steepness increases, the peak surface
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elevations exceed linear theory by 4%, 6% and 10% for Asumkp = 0.10, 0.125 and
0.150 respectively. The focus locations for these three cases show a significant
downstream shift, with xfocus = 0.6b, xfocus = 1.2b and 2b respectively. Compared
to the incident jonswap wave groups (Figure 4.5) the nonlinear amplifications in
the peak surface elevation are significantly smaller. Whilst the steepest jonswap
event (Asumkp = 0.15) led to a 25% increase in the surface elevation, this is reduced
to 10% in the NewWave case.
4.6.2 Wave runup and excitation forces on a fixed box
In considering the maximum wave runup for the full range of test cases (1.5 ≤
kph ≤ 4.0 and 0.02 ≤ Asumkp ≤ 0.15) the maximum amplifications of the lin-
ear predictions were found to be approximately 20%. These nonlinear amplifica-
tions are considerably smaller than those observed in the context of the jonswap
wave groups, Figure 4.8, where amplifications were in excess of 60%. This is en-
tirely consistent with the reduced nonlinear amplification observed in the incident
NewWave profiles (Figure 4.17). With less energy transfer to the high-frequency
tail of the spectrum, there is also a reduced occurrence of reflections associated
with the smaller high-frequency components in the NewWave spectrum. As a
result of reduced reflections, the runup is also markedly reduced.
Figure 4.18 shows the time-history of the heave excitation force for kph = 2,
xfocus/b = −1 and an incident wave steepness of 0.02 ≤ Asumkp ≤ 0.15; a compar-
ison once again being made between the mfbem computations (discrete points)
and the linear diffraction solution (blue solid line). For the smallest amplitude
case, the discrepancy in the peak force is less than 2%. As the wave steepness
increases, however, the maximum force decreases, whereas the minimum occurring
immediately following the crest of the event increases. This follows a very similar
trend as the force time-histories for the jonswap events in Figure 4.9. For the
largest wave steepness, the mfbem maximum is 14% lower, whereas the minimum
has increased by 27% (Figure 4.18(d)).
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Figure 4.18: Normalised excitation force, F2(t)/ρgAsumb, on box rb2 subjected to focused
events with kph = 2 based upon an underlying NewWave spectrum: Linear diffraction
solution, ◦ mfbem computations with Asumkp = (a) 0.02, (b) 0.075, (c) 0.125, (d) 0.150
An investigation of the focus position in the range −2 ≤ xfocus/b ≤ 2 once
again confirmed that the maximum excitation force increases with xfocus; the trends
being similar to those observed in Figure 4.10. The force amplifications are slightly
reduced compared to the jonswap case, reaching up to 30% for xfocus/b = 2 and
rb2.
To investigate the higher harmonic content for this specific case, a harmonic
decomposition of the force traces at xfocus/b = 2 was undertaken, including for
kph = 2.0 (Figure 4.19) and 4.0 (Figure 4.20). For kph = 2, significant forcing
components are observed for both the super-harmonics (f/fp ≈ 2) and the sub-
harmonics (f/fp < 0.25). The combined effect of these forcing components leads
to loading amplifications in the order of 30%. For kph = 4.0, Figure 4.20, the
nonlinear forcing terms are most pronounced at the superharmonics. Given the
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Figure 4.19: Excitation forces for box rb2 subjected to a focused NewWave wave group with
kph = 2.0 showing (a) time-histories and (b) harmonic decompositions for Asumkp = 0.02
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Figure 4.20: Excitation forces for box rb2 subjected to a focused NewWave wave group with
kph = 4.0 showing (a) time-histories and (b) harmonic decompositions for Asumkp = 0.02
and 0.15. In part (b), the interval 2 ≤ kh ≤ 6 is indicated by (first-harmonic range)
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narrow banded nature of the NewWave group, this nonlinear forcing content is
also very narrow banded.
4.6.3 Heave Motion
The heave motion was also computed for the full range of test cases (1.5 ≤ kph ≤
4.0 and 0.02 ≤ Asumkp ≤ 0.15). Perhaps surprisingly, the motion amplifications
were found to be very similar to the underlying jonswap spectrum (Figure 4.12)
with maximum amplifications of order 12%. The amplifications occur despite
smaller force maxima in the NewWave case.
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Figure 4.21: Normalised heave motion ξ2/Asum showing (a) time-history and (b) spectral
content for box rb1 subjected to a focused NewWave wave group with kph = 1.5 and Asumkp =
0.02 and 0.10
The reasons for these motion amplifications are best observed in Figure 4.21,
concerning a case with kph = 1.5, showing both the smallest amplitude event
(Asumkp = 0.02) and the steepest case (Asumkp = 0.15). Part (a) of this figure
shows the time-history of the heave motion, with the spectral content given in
part (b). In considering the spectral content, the largest differences between the
two steepnesses are found at f/fp ≈ 2. This range relates to the second-harmonic
frequencies of the peak of the spectrum. Furthermore, this frequency range also
closely coincides with the resonance of box rb2 (f/fp ≈ 1.8 for kph = 1.5).
As a result, the maximum super-harmonic amplifications are observed where the
second-harmonic range of the incident spectrum matches the resonant frequency
of the structure; this observation being very similar to the regular wave findings.
For a NewWave spectrum, the energy density at the spectral peak is significantly
larger than in the jonswap case, so that the excitation of the resonance is more
pronounced.
4.7 Concluding remarks
This chapter concerned the nonlinear loading and dynamic response of a heav-
ing rectangular box subjected to steep focused wave groups. Two types of wave
groups were considered, a first based upon a direct implementation of a jonswap
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spectrum and a second based upon a NewWave approach. In seeking to advance
the physical understanding of dynamic amplification, three key quantities were
considered: (i) the maximum wave runup occurring on the upstream face of the
box, (ii) the maximum wave excitation force and (iii) the maximum heave motion.
For each of these quantities, comparisons were made to a linear reference solution,
which supported the following conclusions.
1. The maximum wave runup was found to increase by up to 69% in the
jonswap case, and approximately 20% in the NewWave case. This was
attributed to a rapid transfer of energy towards the high frequency trail, as
previously reported by Baldock et al. (1996). For the highest frequency com-
ponents, the structure appears progressively more reflective, leading to large
runups. This effect lead to significantly larger runups in the jonswap case,
which, despite experiencing a reduced transfer of energy to high frequencies,
inherently has a greater energy content at higher frequencies.
2. For cases with large wave runups, the maximum excitation forces were
found to decrease. Nevertheless, for wave groups focusing at a short dis-
tance downstream of the structure, force amplifications were also observed.
This may account for up to 35% (jonswap) or 30% (NewWave) of the
maximum force. In terms of frequency distribution, the maximum force
amplifications are due to super-harmonic (or sum term) interactions. For
NewWave groups, these super-harmonics form a sharp and distinct sec-
ondary peak within the spectrum; this being due to the narrow banded
nature of the fundamental wave components.
3. The maximum heave motion amplifications were found to be of order 10%
for both types of wave groups. Despite being quite similar in the extent of
the amplifications, the two spectra lead to distinct response behaviours. In
the jonswap case, the motion response was affected by both super-harmonic
and subharmonic terms, with a relatively broad banded behaviour for both
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terms. In contrast, the NewWave groups lead to maximum motion ampli-
fications where the second-harmonic range of the forcing coincided with the
natural frequency of the heave response.
Although focused wave groups are commonly used as ‘design waves’ in the
context of the interaction with fixed structures, their suitability to model the
response of dynamically responding structures is questionable. This is mainly due
to the fact that the structure is unlikely to reach its maximum acceleration from
rest within the short time frame of a focused wave group. As a result, such types
of events may not be representative of the most extreme wave events in random
seas; this being discussed further in the context of long random experimental
simulations in subsequent chapters.
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5
Nonlinear forcing and viscous
dissipation. Part I: The fixed body
problem
5.1 Chapter overview
Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated that nonlinearity plays a critical role in the forc-
ing of a rectangular box. In both chapters, the mfbem approach was adopted,
providing a nonlinear potential flow solution which is free of viscosity and vortic-
ity. In reality, however, viscous effects are likely to play an important role in the
hydrodynamic behaviour of both fixed and floating structures.
In order to investigate the relative importance of nonlinearity and viscous
dissipation in a structured approach, the present chapter forms the first part of a
three-part development. Each part forms a separate experimental investigation,
and draws in previous and new numerical data where appropriate. Within this
present Part I, the box is considered fixed, and the excitation forcing is considered.
In line with the previous numerical chapters, the investigation focuses on the heave
excitation forcing. Specifically, the aims of Part I are:
(i) To confirm whether the nonlinearities observed numerically (Chapters 3 and
4) can also be observed in a physical model test
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(ii) To determine the relative importance of nonlinear forcing and viscous dissi-
pation on the heave force of a rectangular box
(iii) To extend the findings of (i) and (ii) to the modelling of long random sea
simulations
Part II subsequently considers the heaving problem (Chapter 6), with roll being
addressed as Part III in Chapter 7. The present Part I chapter continues as follows.
The experimental setup is described in §5.2. The results are then discussed in the
context of regular waves (§5.3), focused wave groups (§5.4) and long random sea
simulations (§5.5).
5.2 Experimental setup
5.2.1 Wave flume setup
All experimental data presented in this chapter were obtained in the Long Wave
Flume located in the Hydrodynamics Laboratory within the Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering at Imperial College London. The wave flume is
63 m long, 2.79 m wide and 1.25 m deep; a schematic being shown in Figure 5.1. On
the left-hand side of the wave flume, four absorbing flap-type wavemakers are used
to produce the incident wave conditions. Wave directionality is not considered,
so that the demand to all four wavemakers was identical in all test cases. On the
right hand side, a highly optimised parabolic beach (Heller et al., 2015) ensured a
minimum amount of wave reflections entering the domain; this being particularly
relevant in the context of long random sea simulations.
The rectangular box was placed approximately in the centre of the wave flume,
at x = 29 m, where x = 0 defines the location of the wavemakers. A series
of resistance-type wave gauges were used to measure the water surface elevation
both upstream and downstream of the box as shown in Figure 5.1. Each gauge
consists of two vertical stainless steel rods of 1.5 mm diameter, spaced 10 mm apart.
Previous work has shown that these gauges can measure the surface elevation with
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the wave flume setup: (a) plan view and (b) side elevation
an accuracy of ±0.5 mm, creating little or no disturbance to the flow. In addition,
the wave runup was also measured. For this purpose, a series of pairs of stainless
steel strips were bonded to the front face of the box. These act in a very similar
way to traditional resistance-type gauges, whereby the electrical conductance is
directly linked to their submerged depth.
5.2.2 Physical model and motion constraint apparatus
In line with the numerical work, the experimental investigation seeks to achieve
two-dimensional flow conditions as close as possible. For this purpose, the width of
the rectangular box was chosen as 2.76 m, leaving only a very small gap of 0.015 m
to either of the flume’s side walls. The mass of the rectangular box was adjusted
such that the initial submerged depth can be prescribed to investigate the effect
of varying the draught d. The present Part I chapter and Part II (Chapter 6) will
primarily address box rb2; additional experimental evidence concerning box rb1
being presented in Chapter 7.
The submerged corners of the box were designed as two plastic sheets intersect-
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ing at 90 degrees, with no attempt being made to round the sharp edges. Whilst
this may be unrealistic (and undesirable) for a marine structure, this geometry
was chosen to enable a comparison to a number of existing investigations including
the numerical work in Chapters 3 and 4. In terms of dissipation due to vortex
shedding, the sharp corner case may be considered as the limiting or extreme case.
Figure 5.2 shows a cross section of the box, where the arrow indicates the direc-
tion of wave propagation. The upstream face or left-hand side of the structure
was made sufficiently large to prevent any ingress of water in the largest incident
wave cases.
Part I of the experimental work concerns a configuration where the box is
fixed and the heave excitation forcing is considered. The box is connected to an
extruded aluminium superstructure, which, in turn, is fixed to the flume’s side
wall. The connection between the rectangular box and the superstructure is made
via a set of low friction linear ball bearings (part number 5 in Figure 5.2). These
bearings are arranged such that all of the heave load is transferred to the load
cell shown as part number 7. A universal joint (part number 6 in Figure 5.2) is
used to ensure that all vertical loads are transferred through the load cell, whilst
allowing for any small mis-alignments in the ball bearings.
To ensure that the level of friction in the bearings was sufficiently small to not
interfere with the experimental results, a number of preliminary tests were un-
dertaken. The complete results of these preliminary tests are reported in Kervick
(2014), with a brief summary given as follows. First, the radial capacity of the ball
bearings was chosen such that it was larger than the maximum horizontal force
to be experienced by the structure. This ensures that the bearings are not loaded
beyond their intended capacity, which is essential to minimise the vertical (heave)
force component. Second, the series of preliminary tests involved small amplitude
wave experiments, establishing a comparison to proven analytical solutions. These
comparisons confirmed the absence of any systematic bearing-induced error in the
results, and provide confidence concerning the results presented here.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental setup for the fixed box problem, where the arrow indicates the
direction of the incident waves. Key: (1) Extruded aluminium superstructure, (2) rectangular
box, (3) rigid clamp blocks, (4) 20mm diameter stainless steel shafts, (5) low-friction linear ball
bearings, (6) universal joint and (7) bidirectional load cell
5.3 Regular waves
5.3.1 Test parameters and incident conditions
The regular wave conditions are summarised in Table 5.1, providing both a set of
base cases and an extended set investigating the effect of the wave steepness. In
close similarity to Chapter 3, a range of 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 1.2 was considered. The base
cases concern a steepness of AIk = 0.05 and AIk = 0.10, which is extended up to
AIk = 0.18 for kb = 0.6. Some of the cases for low kb could not be achieved; this
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simply being due to the stroke limitations of the wavemakers. Furthermore, the
maximum wave steepness (AIk = 0.18) was limited by the sizing of the upstream
face of the box as well as the maximum permissible horizontal load on the bearings
and the superstructure.
Table 5.1: Test cases for regular wave experiments
rb2
d/h = 0.2 and b/d = 1.0
Base test cases Effect of steepness
kb AIk kb AIk
0.2 0.05 0.6 0.02
0.3 0.05 0.6 0.04
0.4 0.05, 0.10 0.6 0.06
0.5 0.05, 0.10 0.6 0.08
0.6 0.05, 0.10 0.6 0.10
0.7 0.05, 0.10 0.6 0.12
0.8 0.05, 0.10 0.6 0.14
0.9 0.05, 0.10 0.6 0.16
1.0 0.05, 0.10 0.6 0.18
1.1 0.05, 0.10 - -
1.2 0.05, 0.10 - -
Figure 5.3 show sample surface elevations of the incident regular wave condi-
tions at x =29 m. The recordings were taken in the absence of the structure with
AIk = 0.05 and (a) kb = 0.2, (b) kb = 0.6 and (c) kb = 1.1. In each case, a com-
parison is provided to the analytical fifth-order solution by Fenton (1985). It is
evident that the wavemakers are capable of generating regular waves of high qual-
ity. An extended set of analysis confirmed that the spurious wave content in the
wave field is indeed very low, which supports the findings by Spinneken & Swan
(2009a) and Spinneken & Swan (2009b) in the context of flap-type wavemakers.
5.3.2 Reflection and transmission coefficients
The first aspect of the regular wave analysis concerns the reflected and transmitted
wave fields caused by the diffraction of the fixed box. As discussed in Chapter 3,
the interaction of the first-order incident and the first-order reflected wave proved
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Figure 5.3: Surface elevation η(t)/AI recorded at x = 29.0 m in the absence of the box. Regular
waves with AIk = 0.05 and (a) kb = 0.2, (b) kb = 0.6 and (c) kb = 1.1: Experimental
data and Fifth-order analytical prediction by Fenton (1985)
to be the dominant contribution to the second-order component of the vertical
excitation forces. The amount of wave reflection and wave transmission is best
described through the coefficients Kr and Kt as previously defined in Chapter 2.
It is important to note that these coefficients are based on the linear or first-order
amplitudes. As a result, in determining Kr and Kt, only the first harmonic of
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the recorded wave field was considered; higher harmonics being considered in the
context of the excitation forcing.
To obtain the transmission coefficient Kt, the surface elevation was recorded at
a single location 3h downstream of the box (labelled 9 in Figure 5.1). A distance
of 3h was chosen to ensure that all evanescent components local to the box had
decayed. Given that the wave field downstream of the box only contains the
transmitted wave component, Kt is readily calculated as Kt = A(1)3h /AI , where the
superscript (1) indicates the first harmonic.
In contrast, any location upstream of the box inevitably contains both incident
and reflected wave components. As a result, the calculation of Kr involves a
reflection analysis, in which the incident and reflected components are separated.
To achieve this, the linear part of the methodology by Lin & Huang (2004) was
adopted. For this purpose, the surface elevation was recorded at eight locations
(labelled 1 to 8 in Figure 5.1) upstream of the body. The gauge closest to the box
was located at 3h upstream of the front face, with subsequent gauges separated by
∆xg = 0.1m. This latter separation distance was chosen to achieve a low error in
the associated reflection analysis; an account of the relevant error analysis being
provided in Isaacson (1991).
Figure 5.4 shows Kr and Kt for box rb2 and the full range of base cases out-
lined in Table 5.1. The experimental data (discrete points) are directly compared
to the prediction using the first-order part of the diffraction solution by Sulisz
(1993) (lines). Taken as a whole, the agreement between the experimental data
and the analytical prediction is good. However, it can also be observed that the
experimental results are consistently lower than those predicted by Sulisz (1993).
Assuming that the total incident wave energy is conserved, it follows that
A2I = A2r +A2t or K2r +K2t = 1. In reality viscous damping causes energy to be dis-
sipated such that K2r +K2t < 1. To quantify this, Table 5.2 gives additional detail
of select wave cases. It can be seen that the experimentally observed values Kr,ex
and Kt,ex lead to 0.85 ≤ K2r,ex +K2t,ex ≤ 0.96. The experimentally observed trans-
mission coefficient is substantially lower than predicated analytically, particularly
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Figure 5.4: Reflection and transmission coefficients for box rb2. Reflection coefficient Kr from
experimental data with AIk = ◦ 0.05 and  0.10 and linear diffraction solution. Trans-
mission coefficient Kt from experimental data with AIk = ∗ 0.05 and + 0.10 and linear
diffraction solution
for kb > 0.6. However, for kb > 0.6, Kr is significantly larger than Kt, so that the
majority of the energy dissipation in this latter range appears to be related to a
reduction in Kr. Taken as a whole, both the wave reflection coefficient and the
wave transmission coefficient are effected by energy dissipation. It is worth noting,
however, that the difference 1−K2r +K2t does not represent the entire amount of
energy dissipated. The reason for this lies in the fact that higher harmonic waves
contain and propagate part of the incident and reflected wave energy, which is not
accounted for in the simplified first-order expression. Nevertheless, the amount of
energy contained at higher harmonics is expected to be significantly smaller than
that contained at the first harmonic. The causes of this energy dissipation are
believed to be two-fold:
(i) Due to the sharp velocity gradients at the corners of the rectangular box,
vortices will be shed, leading to flow separation. This leads to energy dis-
sipation, which reduces both the amount of energy transmitted underneath
the box and the amount of energy reflected.
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kb Kr,th Kr,ex % diff Kt,th Kt,ex % diff K2r,ex +K2t,ex
AIk = 0.05
0.2 0.350 -3.03 0.937 -6.37 0.884
0.3 0.582 -3.85 0.813 -5.94 0.898
0.4 0.784 -4.20 0.621 -8.46 0.887
0.5 0.904 -3.15 0.429 -10.15 0.914
0.6 0.958 -1.39 0.286 -29.24 0.934
0.7 0.982 -2.90 0.191 -28.83 0.927
0.8 0.992 -6.00 0.130 -28.03 0.877
0.9 0.996 -4.65 0.089 -27.07 0.906
1.0 0.998 -7.78 0.063 -32.85 0.849
AIk = 0.10
0.4 0.784 -7.81 0.621 -14.39 0.805
0.5 0.904 -5.66 0.429 -15.73 0.857
0.6 0.958 -2.80 0.286 -33.02 0.904
0.7 0.982 -1.14 0.191 -31.50 0.959
0.8 0.992 -3.73 0.130 -30.04 0.919
0.9 0.996 -5.83 0.089 -36.13 0.883
1.0 0.998 -7.55 0.063 -67.30 0.852
Table 5.2: Comparison of Kr and Kt providing both the results from the linear diffraction
theory (subscript th) and the experimental data (subscript ex)
(ii) Skin friction along the entire box surface leads to additional dissipation. This
effect is likely to be less pronounced than (i) above.
At this stage, it is important to note that a detailed investigation into the
mechanisms of flow separation and vortex shedding lies outside the scope of the
present thesis. Instead, the main interest of the present work lies in quantifying the
relative magnitude of nonlinear load amplifications in the presence of dissipative
effects.
5.3.3 Excitation forces
Figure 5.5 provides sample time-histories of the vertical excitation force for three
cases: (a) the long wave regime with kb = 0.3, (b) the intermediate regime with
kb = 0.7, and (c) the diffraction regime with kb = 1.0. In all three cases, the
wave steepness is AIk = 0.10, and box rb2 is considered as before. The figure
makes a direct comparison between the experimental data (black lines) and the
second-order diffraction solution by Sulisz (1993) (grey lines).
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Figure 5.5: Time-history of the vertical excitation force for box rb2 subjected to regular waves
with AIk = 0.10 and (a) kb = 0.3, (b) kb = 0.7 and (c) kb = 1.0 showing Experimental
data and Sulisz (1993)
It is evident from the vertical asymmetry of the force traces that there are
significant nonlinearities present, particularly for kb = 0.7 and 1.0. Overall, the
agreement between the experimental results and the second-order diffraction so-
lution is good. In fact, the data presented provide a first experimental validation
of the existence of very pronounced nonlinear forcing terms in both intermedi-
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Figure 5.6: Normalised (a) first-harmonic and (b) second-harmonic vertical forces experienced
by a fixed box rb2 due to incident regular waves of steepness AIk = ◦ 0.05 and ∗ 0.10,
compared against Sulisz (1993) and 90% of Sulisz (1993)
ate and deep water conditions. However, the magnitude of the experimental force
time-histories is consistently lower than those predicted by the analytical solution.
To investigate these departures further, the first- and second-harmonic com-
ponents of the experimental force traces were calculated for all base cases noted
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in Table 5.1. The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figures 5.6(a) and
5.6(b), concerning the first and second harmonic respectively. In each case, the
corresponding analytical solution of the first- and second-order problems by Sulisz
(1993) is also shown (solid line). Figure 5.6 confirms that the magnitude of the
experimentally observed forcing is consistently lower than predicted analytically.
To quantify this, the dashed line in Figure 5.6(a) represents 90% of the predicted
value of the first-order forcing. This simple approximation can be considered a
good fit for 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 0.8, whereas the departure is less than 10% in the range
0.8 < kb ≤ 1.2.
The second-harmonic forcing is also compared against 90% of the correspond-
ing analytic prediction (dashed line in Figure 5.6(b)). Within the range 0.2 ≤
kb ≤ 0.8, this latter comparison again provides a convincing fit. As a result, it can
be argued that the relative ratio between the first- and second-harmonic forcing
components is maintained. As a consequence, their magnitude reduces in equal
proportions, and not proportionally to their order.
This is confirmed further in Figure 5.7, showing the ratio of the first- and
second-harmonic forcing components for kb = 0.6 and 0.02 ≤ AIk ≤ 0.18. Within
the range 0.02 ≤ AIk ≤ 0.10 the ratio closely follows the analytical prediction,
despite each component being smaller than predicted. Beyond AIk = 0.10, the
experimental ratio is lower than that obtained analytically, with discrepancies as
large as 15% for AIk = 0.18.
Table 5.3 provides additional quantitative evidence, and confirms that the
experimentally observed drop in the ratio F (2)2 /F
(1)
2 is primarily due to a reduction
in the magnitude of the second-harmonic force. Indeed, the first-harmonic force
is only approximately 10%–15% lower for all cases. In contrast, the reduction in
the second-harmonic component for the steepest wave case (AIk = 0.18) is up to
27.4%.
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Figure 5.7: Ratio of the second-harmonic vertical excitation force to its first-harmonic coun-
terpart for box rb2 due to incident waves with kb = 0.6 and 0.02 ≤ AIk ≤ 0.18 showing
∗ experimental data and Sulisz (1993)
AIk F
(1)
2,th [N] F
(1)
2,ex % diff F
(2)
2,th [N] F
(2)
2,ex % diff F
(2)
2,th/F
(1)
2,th F
(2)
2,ex/F
(1)
2,ex % diff
0.04 32.4 -15.64 3.52 -14.04 0.109 +1.90
0.06 48.6 -13.41 7.92 -19.38 0.163 -6.90
0.08 64.8 -13.62 14.09 -18.03 0.217 -5.10
0.10 81.0 -10.01 22.01 -17.07 0.272 -7.84
0.12 97.2 -12.53 31.69 -18.47 0.326 -6.80
0.14 113.4 -12.90 43.14 -21.88 0.381 -10.31
0.16 129.6 -12.12 56.34 -23.20 0.435 -12.61
0.18 145.7 -11.27 71.31 -27.36 0.489 -18.14
Table 5.3: Comparison of first-harmonic and second-harmonic excitation forces providing the
theoretical prediction (subscript th) by Sulisz (1993) and experimental data (subscript ex) with
0.04 ≤ AIk ≤ 0.18
5.4 Focused wave events
5.4.1 Test parameters and incident conditions
Having established the excitation problem in regular waves, focused wave groups
are considered next. The definition of the underlying energy density function is
exactly as outlined in Chapter 4, §4.2. In line with the numerical analysis, the
experimental investigation also considers both jonswap and NewWave wave
groups; the reasoning behind this choice having been outlined in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4 established that kph = 2.0 leads to the most pronounced nonlin-
ear force amplifications, and this value is hence considered throughout the focused
wave group investigation. A broader range of kph is then considered in the context
of random sea states, §5.5. As in Chapter 4, a peak enhancement factor of γ = 3.3
is adopted throughout. This leads to a more realistic representation of the under-
lying spectrum, which is important in the context of the random wave discussion to
follow. The focused wave steepness was varied in the range 0.02 ≤ Asumkp ≤ 0.15.
The smallest amplitude event is included for comparison to small amplitude or
linear wave diffraction solutions, and the largest wave steepness is determined by
the limitations of the experimental setup.
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Figure 5.8: Time-history of the normalised surface elevation η/Asum recorded at x = 29m for
focused events with a jonswap spectrum (kph = 2.0 and γ = 3.3) with Asumkp = (a) 0.02, (b)
0.05, (c) 0.10 and (d) 0.125; ◦ Experimental data, second-order analytical solution after
Sharma and Dean (1981) and mfbem computations
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Chapter 4 demonstrated that steep focused wave groups exhibit important
nonlinear interactions beyond second order. To demonstrate this for the incident
experimental wave conditions (in the absence of the structure), Figure 5.8 contrasts
the experimental results for the jonswap spectrum with the mfbem computation
and the second-order analytical wave solution by Sharma & Dean (1981). For the
small amplitude focused event with steepness Asumkp = 0.02, there is excellent
agreement between all three solutions; discrepancies in the peak surface elevation
lying within 2%. As the steepness increases to Asumkp = 0.05, the agreement
remains excellent (within 2%) which is to be expected since this case remains
within the range of validity of the second-order solution by Sharma & Dean (1981).
As Asumkp increases further, wave interactions beyond second order become more
significant. For Asumkp = 0.10 the experimental peak surface elevation at the
focus location is 14% larger than that predicted by the analytical solution. These
discrepancies increase up to 17% for the case for Asumkp = 0.125. In contrast, the
agreement between the mfbem computations and the experimental data remains
very good in all cases.
A series of NewWave events in the absence of the structure was also gen-
erated; the time-histories of the corresponding surface elevations being shown in
Figure 5.9. NewWave events inherently rely on a more narrow-banded wave
spectrum. Despite exhibiting a slightly larger transfer of energy to high frequen-
cies, the NewWave events are inherently less steep due to reduced high-frequency
content. Therefore, as Asumkp increases in Figure 5.9 (a)-(d), the differences in
successive wave events are not as evident as for the jonswap groups. In fact,
the agreement between the experimental results, the analytical predictions and
the mfbem computations remains good for all steepnesses. The largest depar-
tures from second-order theory are approximately 8% for AIk = 0.15, whereas the
agreement with the mfbem computations remains within 5%.
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Figure 5.9: Time-history of the normalised surface elevation η/Asum recorded at x = 29m for
focused events with a NewWave spectrum (kph = 2.0 and γ = 3.3) with Asumkp = (a) 0.02,
(b) 0.05, (c) 0.10 and (d) 0.125; ◦ Experimental data, second-order analytical solution
after Sharma and Dean (1981) and mfbem computations
5.4.2 Wave runup
Chapter 4 demonstrated that the maximum wave runup generally occurs when
the wave groups focuses on the upstream face of the box. To consider this experi-
mentally, the (linearly calculated) phasing of individual frequency components was
adjusted such that the wave events come into (linear) focus at x = 28.75 m. Figure
5.10 shows the time-histories of the wave runup for Asumkp = 0.075, 0.10 and 0.125.
A comparison is made between the experimental results (discrete points), the lin-
ear part of the diffraction solution after Sulisz (1993) (solid grey lines) and the
mfbem computations (dashed black lines). As expected, the linear solution does
not depend on the wave steepness; the normalised maximum runup, ηmax/Asum,
remaining constant at 1.87. In contrast, the maximum wave runup for both the
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Figure 5.10: Normalised wave runup η/Asum on a fixed box rb2 subjected to a focused event
with jonswap spectrum (kph = 2.0 and γ = 3.3) and Asumkp = (a) 0.075, (b) 0.10 and (c) 0.125
showing ◦ Experimental data, Linear diffraction solution and mfbem computation
experimental observations and the numerical computations increases with wave
steepness.
In comparing the experimental data with themfbem computations an excellent
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Table 5.4: Maximum runup amplification (experiments and theory comparison)
Asumkp 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.10 0.125 0.150
Experiments 1.74 1.88 2.14 2.34 2.63 3.16
MFBEM 1.93 2.05 2.13 2.26 2.60 3.17
Exp vs Sulisz -7.0% 0.5% +14.3% +20.7% +38.9% +68.8%
MFBEM vs Sulisz +3.0% +9.5% +13.7% +25.0% +40.5% +69.3%
agreement is found for most cases. To quantify this, the maximum wave runup
is considered in Table 5.4, providing the data for each of the cases as well as the
% discrepancies between the three approaches (experimental, Sulisz (1993) and
mfbem computations). For cases with small wave steepness (Asumkp = 0.02 and
Asumkp = 0.05), the experimentally observed maximum wave runup is lower than
both the linear solution and the mfbem computation.
However, as the wave steepness increases, the agreement between experiments
and the mfbem prediction is excellent. In fact, the discrepancies even the largest
wave steepness cases (AIk = 0.125 and AIk = 0.15) are within 2%, which is
remarkable given the large degree of nonlinearity present. The nonlinear amplifi-
cation in the peak wave runup relative to the linear diffraction solution is up to
69%, which is confirmed both experimentally and through the mfbem computa-
tions.
In comparing these nonlinear runup results to the findings in the context of
regular waves, specifically the reduction in the experimentally observed reflection
and transmission coefficients, the good agreement with the mfbem is perhaps sur-
prising. This apparent inconsistency may be explained as follows. The maximum
runup amplification was previously shown to be associated with high-frequency
wave reflections, specifically those arising in the tail of the spectral distributions.
For these frequency components, the depth-dependent velocity distributions is
such that near-zero fluid velocities occur at z = −d, the location of the sharp
corner. As a result, flow separation due to vortex shedding is unlikely to affect
the high-frequency behaviour. Given that these frequency components dominate
the formation of the largest runup, the good agreement with the (inviscid) mfbem
computations is justified.
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5.4.3 Excitation forces
Figure 5.11 shows the heave force time-history for the wave groups previously
discussed in the context of the runup (Figure 5.10), again considering Asumkp =
0.075, 0.10 and 0.125. As the steepness of the incident wave group increases, the
maximum value of the excitation force reduces. In contrast, the magnitude of the
local minimum immediately following the main event increases with increasing
Asumkp, and becomes the absolute maximum force for Asumkp > 0.075. Thus,
the shape of the force trace becomes increasingly asymmetric as nonlinear effects
become more significant. For Asumkp = 0.075, the maximum force obtained from
the mfbem simulations is 2% smaller than that obtained experimentally. As
the value of Asumkp increases, the absolute maximum value shifts to the trough
occurring around t/Tr = −0.006. The differences between the maximum force
obtained from mfbem and that recorded in the experimental investigation remain
under 6%.
A similar set of calculations and comparisons was performed on focused events
with an underlying NewWave spectrum. Figure 5.12(a)-5.12(c) concerns the
time-histories of three select events, again providing a comparison between three
approaches (linear diffraction solution, mfbem computations and experimental
observations). The figure confirms the conclusions drawn in the context of the
jonswap wave groups. For most cases, the experimental data closely follows the
nonlinear numerical prediction.
A quantitative comparison of all focused wave cases considered experimentally
is provided in Table 5.5. All data entries are shown as a percentage departure from
the linear diffraction prediction. Both the peak force (associated with the positive
force peak at or around t/Tr = 0) and the maximum force (either the peak force
or the absolute value of a large force minimum) are shown. The table confirms
that the experimental data and the mfbem computations are generally in good
agreement, predicting force reductions in most cases. In fact, all jonswap wave
groups exhibit force reduction. Some of the NewWave spectra show moderate
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Figure 5.11: Normalised excitation force F/ρgAsumb on a fixed box rb2 subjected to focused
events with jonswap spectrum (kph = 2.0 and γ = 3.3) and Asumkp = (a) 0.075, (b) 0.10 and
(c) 0.125 showing ◦ Experimental data, Linear diffraction solution and mfbem
computation
amplifications in the maximum force, but consistently lead to force reduction if
the peak force is considered.
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Figure 5.12: Normalised excitation force F/ρgAsumb on a fixed box rb2 subjected to focused
events with NewWave spectrum (kph = 2.0 and γ = 3.3) and Asumkp = (a) 0.075, (b) 0.10
and (c) 0.125 showing ◦ Experimental data, Linear diffraction solution and mfbem
computation
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Peak departure Maximum departure
from linear solution from linear solution
Asumkp Exp (%) mfbem (%) Exp (%) mfbem (%)
jonswap spectra
0.05 -16.06 -11.03 -11.03 -11.03
0.075 -13.13 -15.62 -13.13 -15.62
0.10 -18.01 -17.08 -15.72 -17.08
0.125 -20.99 -18.40 -10.30 -16.89
0.15 -28.94 -18.89 -3.22 -11.47
newwave spectra
0.05 -19.01 -8.73 -9.12 -2.26
0.075 -20.62 -12.33 -7.10 +2.49
0.10 -22.78 -17.77 -3.83 +15.07
0.125 -24.16 -17.80 +3.34 +15.18
0.15 -29.44 -19.68 +8.05 +23.47
Table 5.5: Peak and maximum excitation forces on box rb2, providing a comparison between
a linear diffraction solution, the mfbem computations, and the experimental data
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5.5 Random sea states
5.5.1 Incident wave conditions
In contrast to the previous section, the phase of each wave component in the
underlying spectrum was now selected randomly from the interval [0, 2pi]. The
energy associated with the jonswap spectrum was scaled to yield a certain sig-
nificant wave height Hs =
√
4m0, where m0 is the zeroth spectral moment. The
nonlinearity of the sea state is now expressed through the parameter 12Hskp; the
importance of this parameter in defining a sea state nonlinearity having been
discussed extensively in Latheef & Swan (2013) and Latheef (2014).
In the context of random waves, the experiment must be undertaken for a
sufficiently long time to obtain statistically significant data. At the same time,
the progressive (small) build-up of wave reflections in the tank renders very long
experimental runs impractical. To overcome this, the following approach has been
adopted. Each experimental run is undertaken for a repeat time of 1500 s. In prac-
tice, each run is undertaken for a slightly extended duration (an additional 50 s)
to allow all wave components to reach the box before data sampling commences.
A number of independent runs, each with a unique seed for the random phasing,
are then amalgamated to obtain the overall statistical properties of the sea state.
The success of this type of approach has previously been demonstrated by Latheef
& Swan (2013); the latter considering wave crest statistics. Within the present
work, sufficient individual runs were undertaken to obtain approximately 10,000
individual waves, leading to probabilities of exceedance of 10−4 without the need
for extrapolation. In actual terms, the approach led to 10-12 individual runs for
each sea state, each of 1550 s duration. Incorporating a tank settling time of 20
minutes between experiments, one complete sea state requires approximately 10
hours of tank testing time.
The random wave investigation of the excitation forcing concerns the effect of
two principal sea state parameters: (i) the sea state steepness 12Hskp and (ii) the
sea state peak frequency expressed through kph. Table 5.6 summarises the set of
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Figure 5.13: Incident wave amplitude spectrum of a random sea state for a jonswap spectrum
(kph = 2, 12Hskp = 0.02 and γ = 3.3) with Experimental data compared against the
linear (theoretical) input spectrum
random sea states considered. To be entirely clear, the procedure outlined above
was adopted for each of the cases noted in Table 5.6, leading to random wave tank
test times in excess of 60 hours.
Table 5.6: Definition of sea state parameters for random wave testing
Effect of steepness Effect of peak frequency
kph
1
2Hskp kph
1
2Hskp
2.0 0.02 1.5 0.075
2.0 0.05 2.0 0.075
2.0 0.075 2.5 0.075
- - 3.0 0.075
To confirm the sea state properties in the absence of the box, a series of inci-
dent conditions was considered. Figure 5.13 shows the amplitude spectrum for a
small-amplitude random sea state with 12Hskp = 0.02 and kph = 2. Overall, the
agreement between the theoretical input spectrum and the measured spectrum is
very good. Indeed, the error in the measured significant wave height Hs compared
to prescribed value was found to be less than 1%. Each of the sea states noted in
Table 5.6 was generated in the absence of the box, and the measured values of Hs
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were found to lie within 2% of the prescribed values.
5.5.2 Sea state steepness
Box rb2 was now placed at x = 29 m as before (Figure 5.1). Figure 5.14 shows
a subset of the time-history of the excitation force for a sea state with kph = 2.0
and 12Hskp = 0.075. An upcrossing analysis was subsequently performed on all
time-histories of the heave excitation forces. Figure 5.15 shows the probability
Q of exceeding a certain excitation force (normalised by ρgHsb for dimensional
consistency) for random seas with kph = 2 and 0.02 ≤ 12Hskp ≤ 0.75. Within the
upcrossing analysis, both the local maxima and the local minima were obtained,
and these are shown by the dashed lines and solid lines respectively. In addition
to the experimental data, the linear analytical prediction by Sulisz (1993) is also
shown. Within this linear description, the statistics of the force maxima and force
minima are identical, and this solution is hence shown as a single line. In contrast,
the presence of nonlinearity leads to distinctly different force minima and force
maxima in the experimental observations.
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Figure 5.14: Sample time-history of the heave excitation force in a random sea state with
kph = 2 and 12Hskp = 0.02
The force minima (solid lines) clearly lead to the largest overall forces. In con-
sidering the smallest amplitude sea state
(
1
2Hskp = 0.02
)
in Figure 5.15, the abso-
lute value of the measured local minima in the forces are between 5-10% lower than
the linear prediction. These discrepancies are consistent with the findings in the
context of regular and focused waves; the reduction in force being likely to be asso-
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Figure 5.15: Probability of exceedance Q of the vertical excitation force on box rb2 subjected
to a sea state with kph = 2 and 1/2Hskp = 0.02, 0.05 and 0.075, where the
dashed lines refer to local maxima and the solid lines refer to local minima, and Linear
analytical solution
ciated with vortex shedding at the sharp corners of the rectangular box. As the sig-
nificant wave height of the sea state increases
(
1
2Hskp = 0.05 and
1
2Hskp = 0.075
)
,
the experimentally observed force minima are consistently larger than those pre-
dicted linearly. Due to the presence of significant nonlinear content, the excitation
force time-histories becomes strongly asymmetric (see example in Figure 5.14),
such that the local maxima become considerably smaller as the sea state steep-
ness increases. This is also in line with the force traces in Figure 5.5 in the context
of regular waves, exhibiting much larger ‘troughs’ than ‘crests’.
Within Figure 5.15, six events are highlighted for the sea state with 12Hskp =
0.075. These events relate to the force minima and maxima at Q = 10−1 (symbol
◦), Q = 10−2 (symbol x) and Q = 10−3 (symbol ). To highlight the nonlinearities
associated with these events, the corresponding experimental time-histories are
shown in Figure 5.16. In each case, the time-history is time shifted such that the
wave event of interest occurs at t = 0. Within Figure 5.16, parts (a), (c) and (e)
correspond to force maxima, and parts (b), (d) and (f) correspond to force minima.
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Some marked difference can be observed between these events. The force maxima
generally occur in what can be described as a relatively narrow banded wave
event, where the time-history in the proximity of the event is relatively regular.
In contrast, the force minima relate to events where a very rapid evolution of the
force takes place, which indicates a significantly more broad banded behaviour
in the vicinity of the event. Within this broad banded (or focused wave group
like) event, significant higher harmonic content must be present, which leads to
very rapid changes in the force time-history. Importantly, this also leads to larger
overall forcing for the force minima.
The departures between the experimentally observed force minima and the
linear diffraction solution are further highlighted in Figure 5.17, showing the ra-
tio between these two solution. As noted above, the smallest amplitude event(
1
2Hskp = 0.05
)
exhibits reductions of approximately 10% across all Q. In con-
trast, 12Hskp = 0.05 and 0.075 show significant force amplifications. Considering
Q = 10−3, the measured forces in the most nonlinear sea state are up to 35%
larger than linearly predicted.
To investigate this nonlinear content further, a spectral analysis of the excita-
tion forces was performed. Figure 5.18(a)-5.18(c) shows the ensemble average of
the harmonic content for each of the three sea states considered. In each case, this
representation is obtained by averaging the harmonic content across each of the
individual random phase realisations (or seeds). This average harmonic content,
shown by the grey line, is compared against the linear prediction, given by the
black line.
Figure 5.18(a) concerns the smallest amplitude wave case with 12Hskp = 0.02.
A reduction in the energy content is evident in vicinity of the peak frequency,
whilst a good match can be observed towards higher frequencies. As the significant
wave height increases (Figures 5.18(b) and 5.18(c)) there is a noticeable increase
in energy at frequencies f/fp ≥ 2. This confirms that the mechanisms of second-
harmonic forcing observed in the context of regular waves are also found in random
waves.
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Figure 5.16: Time-histories of the heave excitation force (kph = 2.0 and 12Hskp = 0.075)
where the event at t/Tp = 0 corresponds to (a) Maximum with Q = 10−1, (b) Minimum with
Q = 10−1, (c) Maximum with Q = 10−2, (d) Minimum with Q = 10−2, (e) Maximum with
Q = 10−3 and (e) Minimum with Q = 10−3
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Q, probability of exceedance
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Figure 5.17: Amplification of the local force minima for box rb2 subject to an incident sea
state with kph = 2 and 12Hskp = 0.02, 0.05 and 0.075
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Figure 5.18: Harmonic content of the vertical excitation forces on box rb2 subjected to a sea
state with kph = 2 and 12Hskp = (a) 0.02, (b) 0.05 and (c) 0.075 showing Ensemble average
of experimental data and linear diffraction solution
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5.5.3 Sea state peak frequency
To investigate the effect of nonlinear content in the excitation forces for a wider
range of peak frequencies, the range 1.5 ≤ kph ≤ 3.0 with 12Hskp = 0.075 was
considered experimentally. For each of these new sea states, a number of long
random simulations was once again undertaken. Figure 5.19 shows the statistical
properties of the measured force, providing data for kph = 1.5 (black line), kph =
2.0 (red line), kph = 2.5 (grey line), and kph = 3.0 (green line); the red line being
equivalent to the data presented in Figure 5.17.
The nonlinear amplifications in the excitation forces are similar for kph = 1.5
and 2.0. As kph increases, the nonlinear amplification at Q = 10−3 increases to
45% for kph = 2.5 and 65% for kph = 3.0. A harmonic decomposition of the force
traces (Figure 5.20) reveals the origin of the sharp nonlinear load increase for
kph = 3. As kph increases, the second harmonic content, shown by the secondary
peak in energy content around f/fp = 2, becomes very apparent. This is entirely
consistent with the trends for regular waves (Figure 3.8(b)), where the second-
harmonic content was found to increase rapidly with kh. For kph = 3.0, there is
also a visible increase in the energy content at third harmonic.
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Figure 5.19: Amplification of the local force minima for box rb2 subjected to a sea state with
1
2Hskp = 0.075 and kph = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0
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Figure 5.20: Harmonic content of the vertical excitation forces on box rb2 subjected to a sea
state with 12Hskp = 0.075 and kph = (a) 1.5, (b) 2.0, (c) 2.5 and (d) 3.0 showing Ensemble
average of experimental data and linear diffraction solution
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5.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter presented an experimental investigation concerning the excitation
forcing of a fixed rectangular box. In the context of regular waves, the exper-
imental results largely confirmed the findings of Chapter 3. The existence of
pronounced second harmonic forcing was demonstrated even for moderate wave
steepnesses. This nonlinear content is particularly important in deeper water,
where the second harmonic may account for up to 50% of the first harmonic force
component. The presence of viscous effects seemed to have a limited influence on
the regular wave excitation forces, accounting for a forcing reduction in the order
of 10%. Subjected to focused wave groups, a strong degree of nonlinearity was
observed in the measured runup on the upstream face, with amplifications of up
to 69% compared to the linear prediction; this being entirely consistent with pre-
vious numerical findings. The nonlinear reduction in the peak forcing associated
with a focused wave group, as previously observed in Chapter 4, was also largely
reproduced experimentally.
The main advance of the present chapter lies in the modelling of long random
simulations. In steep random sea states, the excitation force time-histories are
strongly asymmetric; the force minima being significantly larger than the local
maxima. In considering individual events relating to the force minima, these
were shown to exhibit a more broad banded behaviour. This suggests that higher
harmonic content must be present, which leads to very rapid changes in the force
time-history.
For the steepest sea states, nonlinear amplifications in the measured force
minima were up to 60% larger than those predicted linearly. This increase was
attributed to considerable higher harmonic content, dominated by the second har-
monic but also showing important third harmonic contributions.
Taken as a whole, the chapter confirmed the importance of nonlinear wave
mechanics in the loading of a fixed box. The energy dissipation due to viscous
damping lead to some reduction in the forcing, albeit this reduction was out-
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weighed by the forcing increase due to nonlinearity. On balance, this leads to a
forcing increase for all types of waves (regular, focused and random) and most sea
state parameters.
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Nonlinear forcing and viscous
dissipation. Part II: The heaving
body problem
6.1 Chapter overview
The present chapter concerns an experimental investigation of the dynamic re-
sponse of a heaving rectangular box, specifically aiming to quantify the relative
importance of nonlinearities and viscous effects on the heave motion. Chapters 4
and 5 established that the load and motion amplifications in focused wave groups
are relatively limited. As a result, the present chapter places an emphasis on
random sea states, supported by a set of regular wave data.
The experimental setup appropriate to the present investigation is described
in §6.2. An analysis of the regular wave problem is then presented in §6.3, where
direct comparisons to the corresponding mfbem computations (Chapter 3) are
made. An alternative time-domain (td) simulation is also introduced, where vis-
cous damping is accounted for by a Morison’s-type drag term. Random sea states
of varying significant wave height and peak period are considered in §6.4. In
similarity to Chapter 5, accurate mfbem comparisons of random sea states are
not possible; this being due to excessive computational times and wave reflections
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within the nwt. Instead, the analysis of the heave box displacement in random
waves draws in evidence obtained in the context of the (experimental) excitation
problem (Chapter 5), and makes additional comparisons to the (viscously damped)
td approach. An overall set of conclusions is finally presented in §6.5.
6.2 Experimental setup
Figure 6.1: Experimental setup for the heaving box problem, where the horizontal arrow shows
the direction of wave propagation and the vertical arrows indicate the free degree of freedom.
For the purpose of this chapter, the box is free to displace in heave; all other
degrees of freedom being supported by the apparatus illustrated in Figure 6.1.
To allow for free heave motion, the load cells discussed in the context of Chapter
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5 were removed. A photograph of this new setup is shown in Figure 6.2, where
(1) indicates the concrete ballast required to achieve a particular draught, (2) is
a high-accuracy laser displacement sensor of range 600mm and resolution 80µm
and (3) shows an additional pair of low-friction ball bearings to ensure improved
alignment. Apart from these differences, the experimental setup for the heaving
problem was identical to that discussed in the fixed case, including the box location
at x = 29 m. For additional details concerning the box construction, the reader is
referred to §5.2.
In similarity to the experimental setup relating to the fixed box (Section 5.2),
preliminary tests were conducted to ensure that the level of friction in the bearings
was kept to an absolute minimum, with full detail reported in Kervick (2014).
1
2
3
Figure 6.2: Heave experimental setup in the long wave flume at Imperial College London
showing 1 - concrete ballast, 2 - laser displacment sensor and 3 - additional linear ball bearing
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6.3 Regular waves
6.3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this regular wave analysis is threefold: (i) to experimentally confirm
the nonlinear motion content observed in the numerical analysis of the problem
(Chapter 3), (ii) to quantify any (viscous-induced) departures between the mfbem
computations and the experimental observations and (iii) to provide supporting
experimental evidence for the random wave investigation in §6.4. To achieve
this, the analysis includes the same set of regular cases as considered in previous
chapters, with 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 1.2 and AIk = 0.05, 0.10. Whilst Chapter 3 identified
some differences between box rb1 and rb2 , the general trends observed were very
similar, and the present experimental investigation concerns the deeper draught
box rb2 only.
Figure 6.3 shows the time-history of the heave displacement for box rb2 subject
to three incident wave cases including: (a) the long wave regime (kb = 0.3), (b)
the intermediate wave regime (kb = 0.6) and (c) the diffraction regime (kb = 1.0).
In all three cases, the incident wave steepness remained constant at AIk = 0.10.
Within Figure 6.3 a direct comparison is made between the experimental data
(black lines) and the mfbem computations (grey lines). The agreement between
the experimental data and the numerical predictions is satisfactory for cases (a)
and (c), but significant departures are observed for case (b). In this latter case,
the experimentally observed heave displacement is approximately 50% lower than
predicted numerically.
To investigate the complete set of wave cases, 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 1.2, the first har-
monic of the heave displacement, ξ(1)2 , was used to calculate the rao as ξ
(1)
2 /AI .
This rao is shown in Figure 6.4, where the experimental data (discrete points) are
compared against a linear potential flow prediction (solid line) and a td simulation
incorporating an additional damping term (dashed lines). The linear potential flow
prediction was once again obtained by solving the frequency-domain equation of
motion using WAMIT (2013), and is identical to that shown previously in Figure
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Figure 6.3: Normalised heave motion time-history ξ2/AI for AIk = 0.10 and (a) kb = 0.3, (b)
kb = 0.6 and (c) kb = 1.0 showing Experimental data and mfbem computations
3.1. For the purpose of the td simulation, the hydrodynamic coefficients were also
taken from WAMIT (2013), and expressed as an Impulse Response Function (irf)
of the hydrodynamic system (Jefferys, 1984). Adopting a single convolution oper-
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ation between this irf and the heave velocity, the radiation problem may readily
be expressed in the time domain; a more detailed account of this formulation being
provided in Appendix D. The td simulation also included an additional damping
term as detailed further below.
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Figure 6.4: Heave Response Amplitude Operator (rao) showing experimental data due to
incident waves of steepness AIk = ◦ 0.05 and ∗ 0.10, Linear potential flow prediction
(wamit), and td simulation with CD2 = 350Ns2/m2 for AIk = 0.05 and AIk = 0.10
In considering the rao in Figure 6.4, the agreement between the experimental
data and the linear potential flow prediction is good for cases that are not in
proximity of the box resonance frequency. However, for any cases in proximity
of the resonance, substantial motion reductions are observed. Under resonance,
the spring and inertia components approximately cancel, and the system dynamics
(and motion excursion) are primarily governed by the damping of the system. The
observed motion reduction implies that an additional source of damping is present.
The difference between the two wave steepnesses (AIk = 0.05 with symbol ◦ and
AIk = 0.10 with symbol ∗) also indicates that this additional damping term is
nonlinear, and increases with AIk.
The effect of reduced motions at resonance is well known and has, for example,
been reported in Salvesen et al. (1970), Downie et al. (1988), Yeung & Ananthakr-
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ishan (1992) and Yeung & Jiang (2014). The reduced motion is generally associ-
ated with the formation of vortex structures in the vicinity of the moving body,
particularly at sharp edges. A detailed treatment of the vortex-induced flow field
lies outside the scope of the present work. Instead, the analysis to follow focuses
on the importance of nonlinearity in the presence of viscous damping, where the
viscous damping terms is accounted for in a Morison’s-type approach (quadratic
damping). Within the present td simulation, this viscous damping term was in-
troduced as a force of the form −CD2ξ˙2|ξ˙2|, where CD2 is a damping coefficient and
ξ˙2 is the heave velocity. A value of CD2 = 350Ns2/m2 (per unit width of box) was
determined empirically as a best fit to the experimental data. The good match of
the td rao and the experimental data in Figure 6.4 indicates that this procedure
is indeed adequate. To be entirely clear, a single constant damping term CD2 was
used for both wave steepnesses AIk. The difference between the two cases arises
due to the increase of the heave velocity with wave steepness, affecting the viscous
damping force as the square of the heave velocity, ξ˙2|ξ˙2|.
6.3.2 Second-harmonic motion content
Figure 6.5 concerns the ratio of the second harmonic of the box heave displace-
ment to its first harmonic counterpart. The figure includes both the experimental
data (discrete points) and the numerical mfbem predictions; the latter being pre-
sented as polynomial fits (second-order Gaussian) to the data previously shown in
Chapter 3, Figure 3.15. The data representation chosen for Figure 6.5 is identical
to that of Figure 3.15. As noted in the context of Figure 3.15, this data repre-
sentation ξ(2)2 /ξ
(1)
2 is dimensionless in terms of units, but not in terms of the order
involved. As a result, the data corresponding to cases with AIk = 0.05 (symbol
◦) and AIk = 0.10 (symbol ∗) lie approximately factor two apart.
The ‘U-shaped’ pattern observed in Figure 6.5 is very similar to that established
computationally (Figure 3.15). Indeed, the experimental results confirm that the
second-harmonic motion content remains small in the intermediate wave regime
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Figure 6.5: Normalised second-harmonic body motion ξ(2)2 /ξ
(1)
2 for box rb2 subjected to inci-
dent regular waves of steepness AIk = ◦ 0.05 and ∗ 0.10. Note: The lines represent a best
fit to the numerical data in Figure 3.15 with AIk = 0.05 and 0.10.
(0.4 < kb < 0.8) and increases for kb < 0.4 and kb > 0.8. The second-harmonic
content observed in the diffraction regime (kb > 0.8) is very similar to that estab-
lished numerically (Figure 3.15(b) for box rb2). As before, this nonlinear motion
content accounts for approximately 8-11% of the first harmonic motion, and un-
derpins the importance of an interaction between the incident and the reflected
wave fields (Chapter 3).
For incident conditions in the long wave regime (kb < 0.4), the maximum ex-
perimentally observed second-harmonic motion content (4% for AIk = 0.05 and
kb = 0.2) is significantly smaller than the corresponding numerical prediction of
12%. The case with kb = 0.2 and AIk = 0.10 could unfortunately not be un-
dertaken experimentally; this being due to motion limitations of the experimental
setup. Nevertheless, the experimental data relating to kb = 0.2 and kb = 0.3
confirm that the nonlinear motion content in the long wave regime is much less
pronounced than predicted numerically. The discussion of the numerical work in
Chapter 3 argued that the majority of the second-harmonic motion content in the
proximity of kb = 0.2 is attributed to a close match of the second-harmonic forc-
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ing frequency and the resonant frequency of the box. From Figure 6.4, however,
it is evident that large motions (or velocities) in proximity of this resonance are
attenuated considerably. This is likely to also translate to an attenuation of the
second-harmonic motion content for kb ≈ 0.2, which explains the low content ob-
served experimentally. In terms of this nonlinear motion content, the effect of the
viscous damping appears to be limited to the range kb < 0.4. Setting aside this
issue, the data in Figure 6.5 largely confirm the mfbem predictions, underpinning
the physical drivers of nonlinearity discussed in the context of Chapter 3.
6.3.3 Wave steepness
Figure 6.6 shows the second-harmonic motion content ξ(2)2 /ξ
(1)
2 for three represen-
tative sets of cases with kb = 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0. The maximum wave steepness
possible for each case was again determined by the limitations of the experimental
setup with (AIk)max = 0.075 for kb = 0.2 and (AIk)max = 0.15 for kb = 0.6 and
1.0. A first observation of the data in Figure 6.6 confirms that the nonlinear mo-
tion content for each value of kb varies approximately linearly with AIk, indicating
that the underling forcing and motion are primarily driven by second-order effects.
The nonlinear motion content remains very small in the intermediate wave
regime, case kb = 0.6 with symbol 4, where ξ(2)2 /ξ(1)2 is < 2% even for AIk = 0.15.
For box rb2, this case lies in close proximity of the heave resonance (Figure
6.4), where the linearly predicted motions were attenuated by up to 30%. As
a consequence, the magnitude of the viscous-induced motion reductions greatly
outweighs the nonlinear motion amplifications.
For both the long wave regime (kb = 0.2 with symbol ) and the diffraction
regime (kb = 1.0 with symbol ∗), the second-harmonic motion content increases
consistently with AIk, and reaches up to 11% for kb = 1.0 and AIk = 0.15. In
both regimes, this second-harmonic motion amplification outweights the reduc-
tion observed in the first-harmonic motion (Figure 6.4); the latter being limited
to <3%. As a result, both viscous damping and nonlinear amplifications play
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Figure 6.6: Normalised second-harmonic motion ξ(2)2 /ξ
(1)
2 for box rb2 as a function of wave
steepness with kb =  0.2, 4 0.6 and ∗ 1.0
important roles in the motion response of the structure; their relative influence in
random seas being considered next.
6.4 Random sea states
6.4.1 Heave motion probability of exceedance
For the purpose of the random wave investigation, box rb2 was again placed at
x = 29.0 m, where the heave motion was recorded using the high-precision laser
displacement sensor. In close similarity to the fixed-box excitation problem (§5.5
in Chapter 5), a set of random sea states with an underlying jonswap spectrum
were generated, each having a repeat time of 1500 s. Sufficient experimental runs,
each with a unique set of random wave phases, were then generated to obtain
approximately 10,000 individual wave events.
Applying an upcrossing analysis to the entire set of heave motion time-histories
yields the probability of exceedance Q shown in Figure 6.7(a). This figure concerns
three sea states with 12Hskp = 0.02 (small-amplitude), 0.05 (mildly-nonlinear) and
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0.075 (nonlinear). To be entirely clear, each of these sea states was implemented
sufficiently often to obtain 10,000 individual wave events, so that data up to Q ≈
10−4 are available for each case. The linear analytical solution (black line) is also
shown for reference. To enable a direct comparison with the excitation problem,
Figure 6.7(b) provides the corresponding heave forcing probabilities, where all
data have been taken from Figure 5.15.
Considering the smallest amplitude sea state with 12Hskp = 0.02 first, the
agreement between the measured heave displacements and the linear prediction is
good (Figure 6.7(a)). Indeed, at Q = 10−3, the experimentally observed motions
are only 4% smaller than predicted linearly. From the corresponding excitation
problem, Figure 6.7(b), it is clear that the forcing nonlinearity of this sea state
is very limited. Furthermore, given the small amplitude of the heave motions for
1
2Hskp = 0.02, the effect of viscous damping is also very limited. As a result, both
forcing nonlinearity and viscous motion damping are small, and the case with
1
2Hskp = 0.02 closely follows the linear prediction.
As the sea state steepness increases to 12Hskp = 0.05 and 0.75, the experimen-
tally observed heave displacements in Figure 6.7(a) become considerably smaller
than the linear predictions. This is in marked contrast to the excitation forcing,
Figure 6.7(b), which clearly increases with sea state steepness. The observation
in Figures 6.7 present a critical finding of the present PhD. The excitation force
is associated with significant nonlinearity and amplifications (in excess of 30%
for kph = 2.0). However, these amplifications do not translate into the box dis-
placement. In fact, the maximum heave motion decreases with increasing sea
state steepness, despite the increasing amount of nonlinear forcing. At Q = 10−3,
the heave motion reduction compared to the linear base case accounts for up to
7% for 12Hskp = 0.05 and 16% for
1
2Hskp = 0.075. This motion reduction oc-
curs despite a corresponding force amplification of 15% (12Hskp = 0.05) and 30%
(12Hskp = 0.075).
The relative departure in the experimental data (subscript exp) with respect to
the theoretical predictions (subscript th) is considered in Figures 6.8(a) (motions)
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Figure 6.7: Probability of exceedance Q showing (a) heave motion and (b) excitation forces
(data taken from Figure 5.15) for box rb2 subjected to a sea state with kph = 2 and 12Hskp =
0.02, 0.05, 0.075 and Linear analytical solution
and 6.8(b) (forces). For the smallest amplitude sea state, both the measured
motions and forces are only slightly smaller than those predicted linearly, with
ratios in the order of 0.95. As the sea state steepness increases, the measured forces
increase significantly with respect to the theoretical prediction (Figure 6.8(b)),
whereas the body motions decrease (Figure 6.8(a)).
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Figure 6.8: Ratio of experimental data (subscript exp) to theoretical prediction (subscript th)
for box rb2 subjected to random sea states with kph = 2 and 12Hskp = 0.02,
0.05 and 0.075. The data are presented in the context of (a) Heave motions, (b) Heave
excitation forces and (c) Ratio of (a) and (b).
To quantify the correlation of these two trends, the ratio (ξ2,exp/ξ2,th)/(F2,exp/F2,th)
is shown in Figure 6.8(c). For 12Hskp = 0.02, the ratio is close to unity for most
values of Q, suggesting a direct correlation between the decrease in the measured
forces (compared to theory) and the decrease in the measured motions. As the
steepness increases, this ratio falls considerably below unity. This latter reduc-
tion has two important drivers. First, the maximum heave forces are associated
with considerable higher-harmonic (nonlinear) content, which does not fully trans-
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late into motions; this being due to the large box inertia. Second, large heave
motions are associated with significant vortex shedding, which reduces the most
severe motion excursions. The combination of these two causes leads to ratios
(ξ2,exp/ξ2,th)/(F2,exp/F2,th) as low as 0.6.
6.4.2 Viscous damping in random sea states
Adopting the td approach introduced in the context of regular waves (§6.3 and
Appendix D), a set of random wave simulations was also undertaken. For this
purpose, the quadratic viscous damping term was kept identical to that estab-
lished for the regular wave rao (Figure 6.4, CD2 = 350Ns2/m2). Figure 6.9 shows
the probability of exceedance of the heave motion obtained from the td simula-
tion (dashed line), making comparisons to the data provided previously in Figure
6.7(a). For clarity of presentation, Figure 6.9 is presented as three parts with (a)
1
2Hskp = 0.02, (b)
1
2Hskp = 0.05 and (c)
1
2Hskp = 0.075.
Taken as a whole, the td simulation provides a good prediction of the experi-
mentally observed probabilities. In this context, it should be stressed again that
this td simulation does not included any nonlinear excitation forcing terms; the
nonlinearity of the simulation being limited to the term CD2ξ˙2ξ˙2. Apart from this
term, the td simulation relies entirely on linear potential flow quantities. Given
this relative simplicity, the agreement observed in Figure 6.9 is remarkable. This
good agreement questions the importance of the nonlinear wave excitation forcing
(Figure 6.7(b)) in the heaving problem.
6.4.3 Spectral content of box motion
To further establish the influence of the various forcing nonlinearities, the spectral
content of the random sea motion response is considered. A dft was applied to
the motion time-history of each random sea state implementation. Based upon
these individual motion spectra, an ensemble average was taken for each sea state
steepness. Figures 6.10(a)
(
1
2Hskp = 0.02
)
, 6.10(b)
(
1
2Hskp = 0.05
)
and 6.10(c)
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Figure 6.9: Probability of exceedance of heave motion with kph = 2 and (a) 12Hskp = 0.02,
(b) 12Hskp = 0.05 and (c)
1
2Hskp = 0.075 showing Linear potential flow prediction,
Experimental data and td simulation.
(
1
2Hskp = 0.075
)
show the spectral content relating to the linear potential flow pre-
diction (black solid line), the experimental data (red line), and the td simulation
(dashed line). For dimensional consistency, the square root of the spectral density
S2 was normalised by the incident significant wave height Hs. The horizontal axis
was normalised as f/fp, where fp is the peak frequency.
For the most linear sea state with 12Hskp = 0.02, Figure 6.10(a), the agreement
between the experimental and theoretical heave motion spectra is good, except in
the range 0.95 < f/fp < 1.25. This frequency range is equivalent to 0.37 < kb <
0.65, corresponding to near resonant conditions (Figure 6.4). In the vicinity of this
resonance, large box motions are clearly attenuated. As the steepness increases,
the reduction in the amplitude content in the range 0.95 < f/fp < 1.25 becomes
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Figure 6.10: Heave motion amplitude spectra, normalised by Hs, for kph = 2 and 12Hskp =
(a) 0.02, (b) 0.05 and (c) 0.075 showing Linear potential flow prediction, Ensemble
average of experimental data, and td simulation including CD2
more significant. This reduction is also predicted by the td simulation, which
remains in relatively good agreement with the experimental data. From the data
in Figure 6.10 it is clear that the largest reductions occur near the resonance of
the structure, and that this motion reduction becomes more pronounced as the
sea state steepness increases. At the same time, the energy content arising at
the second harmonic (for example f/fp = 2 for the spectral peak) is practically
negligible. Even for the largest steepness of 12Hskp = 0.075, the higher harmonic
motion content remains small, which is in marked contrast to the corresponding
excitation force spectrum (Figure 5.18).
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6.4.4 Identifying individual events
The above discussion highlighted that the motion reductions are primarily asso-
ciated with attenuations close to the resonance frequency, particularly as the sea
state steepness increases. To investigate this further, individual wave events of
the experimental data set were analysed. For this purpose, the motion events
corresponding to the local minima at Q = 10−1, 10−2 and 10−3 were isolated from
the long-random simulation. These events are illustrated in Figure 6.11, where
the left hand side parts (a), (c) and (e) correspond to 12Hskp = 0.02 and the right
hand side parts (b), (d) and (f) correspond to 12Hskp = 0.075. All time-histories
were shifted such that the event under consideration occurs at t/Tp = 0.
From a qualitative perspective, there is a marked difference in the events for
the two steepnesses. The events relating to the small amplitude sea state (parts
(a), (c) and (e)) resemble focused-like or broad-banded parts of the motion time-
history. In contrast, the events relating to 12Hskp = 0.075 (parts (b), (d) and (f))
appear to correspond to a much more narrow-banded, regular-wave like, part of
the sea state. To express this in a more convenient and accessible way, a ‘cross-
correlation coefficient’ R, expressed as the correlation between the highlighted
(red) part of the event and a signal −ξmax cos(ωt) was calculated. The frequency
ω was varied over the full range of sea state frequencies, and ξmax was taken as
the value at t/Tp = 0.
This correlation coefficient R is presented in Figure 6.12, where the order of
(a)-(f) is identical to that shown in Figure 6.11. Considering the small-amplitude
sea state first, parts (a), (c) and (e), the motion response is generally associated
with a relatively broad-banded behaviour. The correlation coefficient is largest
in the proximity of the spectral peak (f/fp = 1), but also shows large non-zero
values for f/fp > 1. This is most apparent in parts (a) and (e), where a second
peak appears at f/fp ≈ 1.35, corresponding to the resonance frequency of box
rb2. As a result, the box motion response is governed by both large incident wave
amplitudes (the spectral peak) and wave components in the vicinity of the box
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Figure 6.11: Heave motion time-histories for box rb2 subjected to sea states with kph = 2.0.
The red part of the time-history indicates an event corresponding to (a) 12Hskp = 0.02 and
Q = 10−1, (b) 12Hskp = 0.075 and Q = 10−1, (c)
1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−2, (d)
1
2Hskp =
0.075 and Q = 10−2, (e) 12Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−3 and (f)
1
2Hskp = 0.075 and Q = 10−3.
Note: all events where time-shifted so that the event under consideration occurs at t/Tp = 0.
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Figure 6.12: Correlation coefficient R of the heave motion for box rb2 subjected to sea states
with kph = 2.0 and (a) 12Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−1, (b)
1
2Hskp = 0.075 and Q = 10−1, (c)1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−2, (d)
1
2Hskp = 0.075 and Q = 10−2, (e)
1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−3
and (f) 12Hskp = 0.075 and Q = 10−3.
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resonance.
In contrast, the motion response for the most nonlinear sea state, parts (b),
(d) and (f) with 12Hskp = 0.075, is primarily governed by wave excitation close to
the sea state peak frequency. For all three values of Q, the correlation coefficient
R is in excess of 0.9 for f/fp = 1. The resonance condition is attenuated consid-
erably, with R ≈ 0.15...0.2 close to f/fp = 1.35. Taken as a whole, the motion
response in a nonlinear sea state is determined by non-resonant excitation asso-
ciated with wave components in proximity of fp. The lack of large responses for
higher frequencies, particularly around the box resonance, explains the narrow-
banded events observed in Figure 6.11 (b), (d) and (f). In physical terms, the
reduced significance of the resonance is associated with the steepness-dependent
viscous damping force, CD2ξ˙2ξ˙2.
6.4.5 Sea state peak frequency
To investigate the effect of the sea state peak frequency, the most nonlinear sea
state
(
1
2Hskp = 0.075
)
was considered again for kph = 2.5 and 3.0. Results for
kph = 2.0 are also shown to enable a direct comparision. For each of the new sea
states, a number of long random simulations were once again generated, and the
local minima of the heave motion time-histories were obtained using an upcrossing
analysis. Figure 6.13 shows the probability of exceedance of the heave motion for
these experimental cases (red lines), making a comparison to the corresponding
linear prediction (black solid lines) and the td simulation (dashed lines). The
damping coefficient was taken from the sea state with kph = 2.0, so that CD2 =
350Ns2/m2 as before.
For all cases considered, the experimentally observed heave displacements are
consistently smaller than those predicted. The td simulation accounts for some of
this reduction, but (based on CD2 = 350Ns2/m2) fails to predict its full extent. To
quantify these reductions, Figure 6.14 concerns the ratio of the experimental and
the theoretical displacements. For kph = 2 and 2.5, the reduction in the measured
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Figure 6.13: Probability of exceedance of heave motion with 12Hskp = 0.075 and (a) kph =
2, (b) kph = 2.5 and (c) kph = 3 showing Linear potential flow prediction,
Experimental data and td simulation.
heave displacements are in the order of 20-25%, which increases up to 30% for
kph = 3. This increase for larger kph is consistent with the largest departures
observed in the rao in Figure 6.4 (kh = 3.0 corresponds to kb = 0.6). The
decrease in heave motion can be attributed to increased viscous damping around
the resonance of the box.
This is further confirmed in Figure 6.15, showing the spectral content of the
heave motion. As before, an ensemble average of individual experimental runs
was taken, yielding a single spectrum for each sea state. The regular wave anal-
ysis established that the energy content in the frequency band 0.4 < kb < 0.65
experiences the greatest reductions; this range being indicated by the vertical red
lines in Figure 6.15. In the context of random waves, the reduction is seen to be
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Figure 6.14: Ratio of measured heave displacement to theoretical potential flow prediction for
probabilities of exceedance Q for a rectangular box rb2 subjected to random sea states with
1/2Hskp = 0.075 and kph = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0
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Figure 6.15: Heave motion amplitude spectra (normalised by Hs) for 1/2Hskp = 0.075 and
kph = (a) 2.0, (b) 2.5 and (c) 3.0 showing experimental results compared to linear
potential theory and td simulation
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particularly significant for kph = 2.5 and 3, since the majority of the incident wave
energy lies in the critical frequency range. The td simulation captures the major-
ity of this reduction. For an improved fit, the damping coefficient CD2 would have
to be adjusted as a function of kph. Nevertheless, Figure 6.15 clearly confirms that
viscous damping is the primary driver for motion reductions. For the additional
sea states considered the second-harmonic motions are again negligible, so that
departures from linear theory are primarily driven by viscous dissipation.
6.5 Concluding remarks
The chapter presented an experimental investigation of the heaving rectangular
box. Subjected to regular waves, the motion response, particularly at resonance,
was shown to be substantially lower than predicted through potential flow theory.
This effect is well studied, and generally associated with the formation of vortex
structures at sharp corners. A simple Morison’s-type (quadratic) damping term
in the forcing equation was shown to capture the majority of the viscous-induced
forcing. In terms of nonlinear heave motion content, the findings established
numerically (Chapter 3) were largely reproduced, with a distinct U-shaped pattern
arising. The presence of viscous terms affected this nonlinear motion content in the
long wave regime, but seemed to have little influence on the motion nonlinearities
in the diffraction regime.
In random sea states, the comparisons between the fixed box (Chapter 5) and
the present heaving case revealed a critical finding of this PhD. Despite signifi-
cant force amplifications, which generally increase with the sea state steepness,
the relative heave motion generally decreases with the sea state steepness. The
reasons for this are two-fold. First, the increase in the excitation forcing is pri-
marily driven by high forcing frequencies. In this high-frequency range, the large
box inertia inhibits significant motions responses. Second, the presence of viscous
damping leads to substantial motion reductions, where the related forcing term
broadly increase with the square of the heave velocity. On balance, the steepness
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dependent viscous damping forcing greatly outweighs the influence of excitation
forcing nonlinearities. This leads to substantially smaller motion responses than
predicted through potential flow theory. Adopting a simple Morison’s-type damp-
ing term captures the majority of this effect in random seas. However, the nature
of this damping term may also be a function of the sea state parameters, includ-
ing the peak period; an effective prediction of this damping term currently being
limited to empirical evidence.
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7
Nonlinear forcing and viscous
dissipation. Part III: The
freely-floating (3DOF) problem
7.1 Chapter overview and introduction
In considering the heave problem of the rectangular box, Chapters 3 - 6 demon-
strated the importance of both nonlinearity (particularly in the forcing) and vis-
cous damping (particularly in the motion response). To extend these important
findings to a more general case, the present chapter concerns an investigation of
the freely floating box problem. In a two-dimensional case, this corresponds to a
three degree-of-freedom (dof) problem, where the individual dofs are denoted as
sway (horizontal translational), heave (vertical translational) and roll (rotational).
In the context of ship hydrodynamics, it is well known that viscous damping
has a major influence on the roll motion response. This viscous damping has, pri-
marily, been associated with flow separation from sharp bilge corners; skin friction
commonly being considered negligible. Notable contributions to this field include
Kato (1958), Tanaka (1961) and Ikeda & Himeno (1981). Among others, Downie
et al. (1988) considered the roll rao of a freely-floating barge in regular waves,
and showed that potential flow theory significantly over-predicts the roll response.
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This effect is illustrated in Figure 7.1, which was first reported by Salvesen et al.
(1970) and later reproduced by Downie et al. (1988). The experimental data (sym-
bol •) shows substantially smaller roll motion responses than the potential flow
prediction (dashed line). If an additional viscous (quadratic) damping term is in-
cluded in the calculation (solid line), the experimental data is predicted reasonably
well.
Figure 7.1: Roll amplitude for a rectangular cylinder in beam waves. Figure taken from
Salvesen et al. (1970) (see also Downie et al. (1988)) showing Radiation damping only,
Radiation and viscous damping, and • Experimental data.
Adopting the discrete vortex method (Graham, 1985; Yeung & Ananthakris-
han, 1992), Downie et al. (1988) hence established that the roll damping force is
composed of two components: (i) the radiation damping force, proportional to the
amplitude of the radiated waves, and (ii) the vortex shedding force, proportional
to the square of both the frequency and the motion amplitude. The vortex forces
were also shown to be heavily dependent upon the relative velocity of the fluid in
the immediate vicinity of the bilge corners.
With this existing work in mind, the purpose of the present chapter is three-
fold:
(i) To investigate whether the findings noted in Salvesen et al. (1970) and
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Downie et al. (1988) are also supported by the present box setup
(ii) To address the importance of roll damping in random sea states
(iii) To quantitatively compare the importance of viscous damping in heave (as
reported in Chapter 6) and roll
Even to this date, calculations using the discrete vortex method (or similar
methods) remain computationally expensive, particularly if nonlinear (and long
random) time-domain solutions are sought. As a result, an experimental approach
is again deemed most suitable; the experimental setup appropriate to the three
dof case being presented in §7.2. This latter section also includes some initial
comparison to validate the accuracy and repeatability of the experimental appara-
tus. The main experimental investigation, addressing aims (i)-(iii) above, is then
presented for both regular waves, §7.3, and long random sea simulations, §7.4. A
set of overall conclusions is finally presented in §7.5.
7.2 Experimental setup and initial validation
7.2.1 Motion apparatus and motion tracking
For the purpose of the freely-floating investigation, the shafts and bearings used
during the heave experimental setup (Chapter 6) were removed; the new exper-
imental setup being shown in Figure 7.2. To prevent any out-of-plane twisting,
two sets of ball transfer units, shown in Figure 7.3, were connected to the frame.
These ball units ensured that the box is free to move in sway, heave and roll,
whilst preventing motions in surge, pitch and yaw.
An important aspect (and also potential limitation) of this arrangement is that
the box must, in average, remain in its initial or mean position. To prevent any
drift motions during the long random sea simulation, two sets of weak springs
were connected to the box. The physical location and stiffness of these springs
was chosen such that they do not interfere with the heave and roll motions. Fur-
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Figure 7.2: Local coordinate system about the centre of gravity of the structure
Figure 7.3: Ball transfer units to prevent out-of-plane motions and twisting of the structure
thermore, the spring restoring force is also relatively small in sway, but may be
comparable to second-order drift forces acting upon the box. This is considered
acceptable, given that the primary interest of the present investigation lies in the
roll damping, and nonlinear drift lies outside the scope of this PhD.
An optical motion tracking system was used to obtain the translational dis-
placements in the x, y and z directions as defined in Figure 7.2. Using an ap-
propriate local coordinate system, these displacements were subsequently used to
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calculate the sway, heave and roll motions of the rigid box. The motion tracking
system (Qualisys Oqus 300) includes a set of three infrared cameras, which illumi-
nate the measurement volume containing six reflective markers (Figure 7.2). The
cameras were aligned such that all six markers remain in the field of vision for the
full set of test cases. The weak sway springs noted above again play a critical role
in ensuring that the box remains within the observation window.
7.2.2 Box configuration
Throughout the roll investigation, a rectangular box rb1 was considered; the
reason for this choice being two-fold. First, box rb1 shows a pronounced roll
resonance in the range of practical wave generation frequencies. Second, this
configuration is also inherently more stable than box rb2 (Appendix D). This is
particularly important if the centre of gravity zg (and hence the centre of roll) is
located above the still water level, which can cause capsizing even for relatively
small incident waves. To prevent this condition, lead ballast was placed inside the
box such that the submerged draught was d/h = 0.125 (box rb1), and the centre
of gravity was as low as possible. The value of zg, measured from still water level,
was calculated to be zg = 0.035 m or zg/d = 0.22. This centre of gravity also
ensured that the roll resonance frequency occurs at kb ≈ 0.4, which firmly lies
within the range of incident wave conditions.
7.2.3 Repeatability of experimental setup
The roll experimental setup outlined above contains a number of new components
(motion tracking system, ball transfer units and ballast) when compared to the
heave setup. To confirm the repeatability of this new experimental setup, a set
of validation cases was considered first. For this purpose, identical cases were run
three times, and comparisons were made between independent sets of measure-
ments. Figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) concern the heave and roll motion time-histories
for AIk = 0.05 and kb = 0.3, a case only slightly below the roll resonance of
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Figure 7.4: Normalised motion time-histories for AIk = 0.05 and kb = 0.3 showing Run
1, Run 2 and Run 3 with (a) heave and (b) roll
box rb1. The three time-histories shown in each part of Figure 7.4 are virtually
identical, confirming the consistent repeatability of the experimental apparatus.
A similar set of comparisons was also undertaken for a range of kb, and very good
agreement was found throughout.
7.3 Damping in roll
Figure 7.5 shows the time-history of the roll angle, ξ3(t)/AI , for (a) kb = 0.4 and
(b) kb = 0.7; case (a) lying in close proximity to the box’s roll resonance. Two
incident steepnesses are considered, with AIk = 0.025 (grey line) and AIk = 0.05
(black line). Given that the roll motions in Figure 7.5 are normalised by AI ,
a linear response would ensure that the two time-histories for AIk = 0.025 and
AIk = 0.05 match exactly. However, the marked differences between these two
time traces for kb = 0.4, Figure 7.5(a), indicate that a part of the system’s response
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exhibits strong nonlinearities. The nonlinearities are much more pronounced for
kb = 0.4, where the difference between the two steepnesses accounts for up to 30%
of the roll angle. In contrast, the steady state response for kb = 0.7 only shows
differences in the order of 5%.
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Figure 7.5: Normalised roll motion time-history showing AIk = 0.025 and 0.05
with (a) kb = 0.4 and (b) kb = 0.7
To investigate the roll behaviour over a wider range of frequencies, a set of
wave cases with AIk = 0.025 and 0.05 was generated for 0.2 ≤ kb ≤ 1.0. For
each case, the first harmonic of the roll angle was extracted from the experimental
data, and used to produce the rao shown in Figure 7.6. This figure provides a
direct comparison between (i) the experimental data for AIk = 0.025 (symbol ◦)
and AIk = 0.05 (symbol ∗), (ii) the linear potential flow prediction by WAMIT
(2013) (solid line) and (iii) a td simulation including a quadratic damping term
of the form −CD3ξ˙3|ξ˙3|. In obtaining the reference computations (wamit and
quadratic damping), the centre of gravity was taken as the actual (experimental)
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centre of gravity at zg/d = 0.22. Furthermore, in close similarity to the heave
investigation, the quadratic damping term was found as a best fit to the regular
wave data in proximity of the resonance frequency. Adopting this best fit yields
CD3 = 0.3Nms2/rad2. Furthermore, the td simulation modelled the full three
dof response (Appendix D), and also incorporated the viscous heave damping as
CD2 = 350Ns2m2 as established in Chapter 6.
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Figure 7.6: Roll rao for regular incident waves with AIk = ∗ 0.025 and ◦ 0.05, Linear
potential flow prediction (wamit), and td simulation with CD2 = 350Ns2/m2 and CD3 =
0.3Nms2/rad2 for AIk = 0.025 and AIk = 0.05
The comparisons in Figure 7.6 are similar to those reported by Salvesen et al.
(1970) and Downie et al. (1988) (see Figure 7.1). As expected, the largest dis-
crepancies are observed in proximity of the roll resonance frequency (kb ≈ 0.41).
The sharp roll resonance indicates that the roll radiation damping is very small.
As a result, any (small) additional damping terms has a significant effect of the
dynamic response.
For kb = 0.4, the potential flow solver over-predicts the amplitude of the
roll oscillations by approximately factor ten, with rao values in excess of 180.
The presence of viscous damping in the experimental tests reduces the peak of
the rao; this reduction again being attributed to the shedding of vortices from
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the corners of the box. Within the td simulation, this is accounted for by the
quadratic damping term, which provides a good fit for both AIk = 0.025 and 0.05.
Expressed in terms of force (or moment), the viscous damping at resonance leads to
CD3ξ˙3|ξ˙3| = 0.64 Nm (per unit box width) for AIk = 0.025. This value quadruples
to CD3ξ˙3|ξ˙3| = 2.57 Nm for AIk = 0.05. For comparison, the value of the roll
radiation damping force at resonance is 0.37 Nm and 0.74 Nm for AIk = 0.025
and AIk = 0.05. respectively. As a result, the roll damping at resonance is
dominated by the viscous term. This is in marked contrast to the heave case
(Chapter 6), where the damping term due to wave radiation was in excess of
the viscous damping for all cases considered. This does, however, not necessarily
imply that the formation of vortices is more pronounced in roll. Instead, the
greater dependence of the roll problem on the viscous damping term is associated
with the very small roll radiation damping.
For kb < 0.35 and kb > 0.5 the experimental results are slightly higher than
those predicted by potential flow; a trend similar to that observed in Downie et al.
(1988). The rao increase for kb > 0.5 is predicted by the td simulation, where
the additional damping term leads to a broadening of the roll resonance. For kb <
0.35, the experimentally observed response remains slightly higher than predicted.
Potential reasons for this could have numerous causes, including an inadequate
position of the centre-of-roll, a non-ideal mass distribution or additional cross-
coupling between the three dofs. Nevertheless, the data observed in Figure 7.6
largely confirms the findings by Salvesen et al. (1970) and Downie et al. (1988);
the following discussing seeking to quantify the influence of the quadratic damping
term on random sea simulations.
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7.4 Roll response in random seas
7.4.1 Introduction
Random sea simulations are considered next; the methodology adopted being very
similar to that outlined in Chapters 5 and 6. As before, a set of random-phase
simulations, each of 25 minutes duration at laboratory scale, were amalgamated
to yield approximately 9000 individual wave events. The base sea states chosen
for the roll investigation are characterised by 12Hskp = 0.02 and
1
2Hskp = 0.05,
both with kph = 2.5. As before, a jonswap spectrum with γ = 3.3 was adopted
throughout.
The maximum sea state steepness possible in roll
(
1
2Hskp = 0.05
)
was reduced
when compared to the heave case
(
1
2Hskp = 0.075
)
. The explanation for this
lies in the maximum roll motion attainable with the present experimental setup.
To illustrate the extent of the roll motions, Figure 7.7 shows the position of the
rectangular box for an individual event taken from a sea state with 12Hskp =
0.05 and probability of exceedance Q = 10−3. Within the time-history shown in
the uppermost plot, labels (a)-(f) correspond to the time instances at which the
position of the box is illustrated (t = −0.4, −0.25, 0, +0.25, +0.4 and +0.6 s).
For the purpose of this comparison, both axes are shown in their real physical
dimensions, such that the roll motions are expressed in degrees. In considering
the graphical illustration of the instantaneous box position, the extent of the roll
motions is considerable. For case (c) at t = 0, the motions are close to 13 degrees
of roll angle. Any increase in roll motions would lead to an ingress of water
into the box, and could not be achieved using the present experimental setup.
Nevertheless, the cases provided are considered sufficient to express and quantify
the influence of the quadratic (viscous) damping term in long random seas.
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Figure 7.7: Roll angle time-history for box rb1 shown for an individual event characterised by
kph = 2.5, 12Hskp = 0.05 and Q = 10−3, graphically illustrating individual roll angles at t = (a)
-0.4 s, (b) -0.25 s, (c) 0 s, (d) 0.25 s, (e) 0.4 s and (f) 0.6 s
7.4.2 Roll motion probability of exceedance
Figure 7.8 shows the roll angle probability of exceedance including the following
data: (i) the experimental data for 12Hskp = 0.02 (symbol ◦) and 12Hskp = 0.05
(symbol ∗), (ii) the potential flow prediction (solid line) and (iii) the td simulation
with quadratic damping CD3 = 0.3Nms2/rad2. The experimental data shown
concerns the roll angle maxima (or ‘crest’), which were found to be marginally
larger than the roll angle minima.
In considering Figure 7.8, the potential flow calculation significantly over-
predicts the roll angle; this being driven by very large response operators at the
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Figure 7.8: Probability of exceedance of roll angle ξ3/Hs for a random sea state with kph = 2.5
showing experimental data with 12Hskp = ◦ 0.02 and ∗ 0.05 compared against potential
flow theory and td simulation including quadratic damping
roll resonance. For 12Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10
−3, the motions predicted by po-
tential flow theory are up to three times (or 300%) larger than those observed
experimentally. In contrast, the td simulation only leads to over predictions of
approximately 30%. As the wave steepness increases to 12Hskp = 0.05, the mea-
sured roll motions reduce by approximately 10-15% for all values of Q, which can
be observed in both the experimental data and the td simulation. The reduction
in roll motion between these two sea states is about twice as large as that observed
for the heave motion (approximately 5-7%), further emphasising the increased im-
portance of viscous damping in roll.
To investigate the spectral content of the dynamic response, a dft was applied
to the roll angle time-history for each random sea state simulation. As before, an
ensemble average was again taken for each of the two sea state steepnesses. Figure
7.9 shows the spectral content,
√
S3/Hs, making a comparison between the two
experimental data sets, the potential flow prediction and the td simulation. As
the steepness increases, there is a significant decrease of energy around f/fp =
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Figure 7.9: Spectral content of the roll motion
√
S3/Hs for box rb1 subjected to a random
sea state with kph = 2.5 and (a) 12Hskp = 0.02 and (b)
1
2Hskp = 0.05 showing Potential
flow prediction, Ensemble average of experimental data and td simulation including
quadratic damping
0.9, corresponding to the roll resonance at kb ≈ 0.41. This reduction is also,
in part, captured by the td simulation. However, the td simulation once again
underpredicts the motion reduction, particularly around resonance.
7.4.3 Identifying individual events
To further investigate the spectral composition of the experimentally observed
motion response, individual wave events were analysed. The motion events corre-
sponding to the local maxima at Q = 10−1, Q = 10−2 and Q = 10−3 were isolated
from the long random simulation and illustrated in Figure 7.10, where the left
hand side parts (a), (c) and (e) correspond to 12Hskp = 0.02 and the right hand
side parts (b), (d) and (f) correspond to 12Hskp = 0.05.
From a qualitative perspective, there is little difference in the shape of the
events as the sea state steepness increases; this being in marked contrast to the
corresponding analysis in heave (Figure 6.11). To obtain a more quantitative com-
parison, the ‘cross correlation coefficient’ R, expressed as the correlation between
the highlighted part of the event and a signal +ξ3max cos(ωt), was again calculated.
The frequency ω was varied over the full range of sea state frequencies, and ξ3max
was taken as the value at t/Tp = 0.
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Figure 7.10: Experimental roll motion time-histories for box rb1 subjected to sea states
with kph = 2.5. The red part of the time-history indicates an event corresponding to (a)
1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−1, (b)
1
2Hskp = 0.05 and Q = 10−1, (c)
1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−2,
(d) 12Hskp = 0.05 and Q = 10−2, (e)
1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−3 and (f)
1
2Hskp = 0.05 and
Q = 10−3. Note: all events were time-shifted so that the event under consideration occurs at
t/Tp = 0.
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This correlation coefficient R is shown in Figure 7.11, where the order (a)-(f)
is identical to that in Figure 7.10. Considering the small-amplitude sea state first,
parts (a), (c) and (e), the correlation coefficient is largest at f/fp ≈ 0.91, corre-
sponding to the roll resonance frequency of rb1. For the remaining frequencies,
including the spectral peak frequency f/fp = 1.0, the value of R is relatively low.
As a result, the box motion response in this smaller sea state is primarily governed
by wave components in the vicinity of the box resonance.
This is also the case for Q = 10−1 and 12Hskp = 0.05, Figure 7.11(b). However,
as Q decreases for 12Hskp = 0.05, Figure 7.11(d) and 7.11(f), a pronounced shift in
the location of the maximum of R may be observed. For both of these latter cases
Rmax occurs at f/fp = 1.0, the spectral peak frequency. This implies that the
resonance condition becomes less relevant, and large roll angles are instead mostly
governed by large incident waves. The reduced significance of the resonance is
likely to be associated with significantly increased damping for increasing sea state
steepness (Figure 7.6). This also confirms that the trends observed in the context
of roll motions follow very similar physical phenomena to those observed in the
context of heave motions (Figure 6.12).
7.4.4 Sea state peak frequency
To investigate the effect of the sea state peak frequency, the sea state with 12Hskp =
0.02 was considered for kph = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. For each of these new sea
states, a number of long random simulations were once again generated, and the
local maxima were obtained using an upcrossing analysis. Figure 7.12 shows the
probability of exceedance of the roll motion for these experimental cases (red line),
making a direct comparison to the linear potential flow prediction (black solid line)
and the td simulation (black dashed line). For the purpose of the td simulation,
a constant damping value of CD3 = 0.3Nms2/rad2 was adopted.
As expected, the potential flow predictions considerably overestimate the mea-
sured roll motions; this being confirmed for all kph. However, the relative reduction
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Figure 7.11: Correlation coefficient R of the roll motion for box rb1 subjected to sea states
with kph = 2.5 and (a) 12Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−1, (b)
1
2Hskp = 0.05 and Q = 10−1, (c)1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−2, (d)
1
2Hskp = 0.05 and Q = 10−2, (e)
1
2Hskp = 0.02 and Q = 10−3,
(f) 12Hskp = 0.05 and Q = 10−3
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Figure 7.12: Probability of exceedance of roll motion ξ3/Hs for box rb1 subjected to random
sea states with 12Hskp = 0.02 and kph = (a) 1.5, (b) 2.0, (c) 2.5 and (d) 3.0 showing Po-
tential flow prediction, Experimental data and td simulation including quadratic
damping.
observed experimentally greatly varies as a function of kph. Considering Q = 10−3
for kph = 1.5 (Figure 7.12(a)) and kph = 2.5 (Figure 7.12(c)), the measured dis-
placements are in the order of 35% of the potential flow predictions. For kph = 2
(Figure 7.12(b)) the peak frequency closely matches the resonance frequency of
the box, and the relative motion reductions are particularly pronounced. For this
case, the measured roll motions at Q = 10−3 are only 22% of the theoretical pre-
dictions. In contrast, for the case furthest removed from the resonance, kph = 3
in Figure 7.12(d), the roll motions are approximately 45% of the potential flow
prediction. The td simulation with CD3 = 0.3Nms2/rad2 once again accounts for
a large proportion of this reduction, but overpredicts the roll angle for all kph.
This is further confirmed in Figure 7.13, illustrating the ensemble average of
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Figure 7.13: Ensemble average of the roll motion amplitude spectra
√
S3/Hs for 1/2Hskp =
0.02 and kph = (a) 1.5, (b) 2.0, (c) 2.5 and (d) 3.0 showing experimental results,
linear potential flow theory and td simulation including quadratic damping.
the spectral content of the roll motions. In line with the previous discussion,
the td simulation provides a significantly improved match to the experimental
observations. Despite the viscous damping, the resonance of the structure remains
a critical driver in the development of large spectral motion content. If the peak
frequency and the resonance frequency align (Figure 7.13(b)), then a very narrow
banded response spectrum is observed. As this part of the motion spectrum is
subjected to significant additional damping, large motion reductions occur. For all
other cases, where the peak frequency and the resonance frequency differ, a broader
response spectrum is observed. This relatively wider response spectrum ensures
that the viscous damping term is less critical to the overall motion, providing
further evidence for the trends observed in Figure 7.12.
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7.5 Concluding remarks
The present chapter concerned the three dof response of a rectangular box, with
specific emphasis on the roll motions. In the field of ship hydrodynamics, the effect
of viscous roll damping is known to lead to substantial motion reductions when
compared to potential flow predictions; this effect being particularly pronounced
close to the resonance frequency of the vessel. A set of regular wave experiments
confirmed that this is also the case for the present rectangular box. Including
an additional viscous (quadratic) damping term within a time-domain simulation
of the motion response leads to good agreement with the experimental data. In
making comparisons to earlier heave experiments, the influence of the viscous
damping term is much more significant in roll. However, this does not necessarily
imply that the formation of vortices is more pronounced in roll. Instead, the
greater dependence of the roll problem on the viscous damping term is associated
with the very small roll radiation damping.
In random sea states, a potential flow solution overpredicts the experimentally
observed roll motions by up to 300%. The damping coefficient established in the
regular wave comparison was subsequently applied to a time-domain simulation
of random sea states. These time-domain simulations lead to a much improved
match, and overpredict the roll motions by approximately 30%. This observation
was confirmed for two sets of wave steepnesses and four additional sea states of
varying peak period. The largest motion reductions are observed if the resonance
frequency of the box and the sea state peak frequency align.
An increase in the sea state steepness leads to a less pronounced influence of
the roll resonance. As a result, the largest roll motion responses were observed for
individual wave events with an underlying frequency close to the peak frequency
of the spectrum, rather than the resonance frequency of the box.
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Conclusions and engineering
significance
The principal aim of the present PhD was to advance the understanding of dynam-
ically responding floating structures. In the description of this problem, two main
sources of nonlinearity arise; a first associated with the underlying wave-structure
interaction mechanics, and a second linked to viscous dissipation. The formulation
of this problem is challenging in at least three ways. First, it is inherently diffi-
cult to combine the two nonlinear sources in a single numerical model. Second,
for realistic long random sea simulations, an accurate numerical treatment of this
problem is beyond the bounds of today’s computing power. Third, a wide range
of floating structures exist, and the problem must be simplified to allow a generic
treatment. As a result, the following approach was chosen:
(i) Identify a suitable generic geometry for which both nonlinear wave mechan-
ics and viscous dissipation form an important part of the overall forcing
description.
(ii) Formulate a nonlinear potential flow model to advance the understanding of
the underlying wave-structure interaction mechanics.
(iii) Apply this high-fidelity numerical model to a limited set of sea conditions,
including both regular waves and focused wave groups.
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(iv) Develop an accurate experimental setup capable of considering both the ex-
citation and the freely floating problem.
(v) Undertake long-random sea simulations experimentally, and quantify the
combined influence of nonlinear wave mechanics and viscous dissipation.
8.1 Principal achievements
In the context of the above tasks, the present study has delivered a number of
advances as follows.
1. A review of the existing literature identified the two-dimensional box as the
most suitable generic geometry for the problem at hand.
2. A two-dimensional, fully-nonlinear potential flow description was developed:
(a) the model was based upon the multiple-flux boundary element scheme
first introduced by Hague & Swan (2009),
(b) an in-house Fortran implementation of Hague & Swan (2009) was rewrit-
ten in C++ to allow for increased flexibility and
(c) significant additional functionality was added to model the behaviour of
floating structures.
3. Applying the new potential flow description to both regular waves and fo-
cused wave groups established the following:
(a) In the context of the regular wave excitation problem, an existing second-
order analytical solution served as a reference model, and the present
numerical approach largely confirmed the analytical treatment. The
main regular-wave advance lies in the description on the nonlinear float-
ing problem, where a physical interpretation of the underlying forcing
components was provided. Perhaps most importantly, a clear distinc-
tion was established between the long wave regime and the diffraction
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regime. From a nonlinear motion perspective, both regimes are impor-
tant, but the forcing and motion mechanisms are unique to each regime.
It was also shown that the ‘bandwidth’ of the structure’s resonance has
a direct impact upon the ‘bandwidth’ of the nonlinear motion problem.
(b) The numerical work also demonstrated that nonlinearies associated with
the focusing of steep wave groups have significant effects on both the
maximum wave runup and the largest excitation forces. The runup
was shown to be up to 68% larger than the linear prediction and force
amplifications of up to 35% were observed. The work again addressed
the physical mechanisms underpinning these amplifications, linking the
present description to an existing body of work on steep focused wave
groups.
4. An experimental setup of the two-dimensional box was developed. This task
was not without challenges, and the experimental data reported here relates
to a ‘third generation’ design based on the experience of two previous trial
setups. The final physical model is sizeable, of width 2.8m and beam 0.5m,
and significant effort was made to ensure that the incident wave conditions
are suitable to high-quality experimentation. Taken as a whole, the random-
sea simulations presented in this PhD relate to in excess of 150,000 individual
wave events taken from several hundred hours of tank testing.
5. The experimental work contributed the following advances:
(a) In the context of regular waves, experimental evidence confirmed the
existence of significant nonlinear forcing. Both the fixed body problem
and the floating body problem largely confirmed the earlier numerical
findings. The key difference lies in the presence of a viscous damping
term, which has important consequences on the resonant behaviour of
the structure. In the heave degree of freedom, this relates to motion
attenuations of order 20-30% at resonance. As a result, the extent of
the nonlinear forcing amplifications and the viscous dissipation approx-
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imately balance. In the roll degree of freedom, where the radiation
damping is small and the predicted resonance is very pronounced, the
experimentally observed motions may be as little as one tenth of the po-
tential flow predictions. This behaviour implies that viscous dissipation
greatly outweighs nonlinear amplification in roll.
(b) The random sea investigation of the fixed heave excitation problem es-
tablished force amplifications of up to 60%. This is mostly in-line with
the numerical prediction of large focused wave groups. However, the
force amplifications observed in random seas are larger than those ob-
tained in focused wave groups. This important aspect of the work is
discussed further as part of §8.3.2 below.
(c) In considering the heaving motion in random seas, a fascinating phe-
nomena was demonstrated for the first time. The maximum excitation
forcing increases with sea state steepness. In contrast, the maximum
heave motion decreases with sea state steepness. This provides clear
evidence that the motion reductions due to viscous damping outweigh
the forcing induced amplifications.
(d) Roll angles in random seas were substantially lower than predicted by
potential flow. For such a problem, where the radiation damping compo-
nent is small, potential flow is unable to make accurate predictions, and
future investigations concerning nonlinearity must focus on the accurate
description of vortex formation rather than nonlinear wave mechanics.
8.2 Engineering significance
The present findings are of relevance where large nonlinear forcing and/or motions
are of concern. Whilst the results presented here are specific to a two-dimensional
rectangular box, the methodology established is more general. In day-to-day en-
gineering practice, simple formulations must be accessible. Figure 8.1 provides
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an example of how a complex experimental data set of the form developed herein
may be translated into a convenient empirical formulation.
a = 0.0515, b = 2.1127 a = 0.1245, b = 2.2552
a = 0.1758, b = 2.1557
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Figure 8.1: Weibull distributions for cumulative distribution of the heave motions experienced
by a rectangular box rb2 subjected to random sea states with kph = 2 and 1/2Hskp 0.02 (left),
0.05 (centre) and 0.075 (right)
The figure concerns the heave motion of box rb2, but any other quantity could
have been selected. A Weibull distribution with probability density function
p(x) = b
a
(
x
a
)b−1
e−(x/a)
b (8.1)
was used to obtain a fit to the data, where x is the variable under consideration
(heave motion in this case), b is a shape parameter and a is a scale parameter.
The solid lines in Figure 8.1 show individual Weibull fits to the heave motion
data for increasing sea state steepness. Adopting the average value of b between
the three cases shown, yields the dashed lines, which remain in close agreement
with the experimental data. The scale parameter can be approximated by a poly-
nomial function of the form a = 2.74
(
1
2Hskp
)
− 5.18
(
1
2Hskp
)2
. Adopting this
polynomial expression for a and b = 2.175 predicts all experimental data in the
range 10−3 ≤ Q ≤ 1 within 5%. From an engineering perspective, this type of
function (two parameter fit) enables a sufficiently accurate and convenient mo-
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tion prediction. Laboratory scale effects present a potential shortcoming to this
approach. Nevertheless, calculations of this type are believed to be substantially
more accurate than linear potential flow predictions.
8.3 Further work
Whilst every effort has been made to provide an explanation of the underlying
physical processes, a number of open questions remain. This further work section
is dedicated to two of the perhaps most pressing questions. First, the description
of vortex formation in the presence of a structure and a nonlinear free-surface
boundary conditions remains extremely challenging. Second, the specification of a
‘design wave’ would be of significant interest to the engineering community. Both
of these aspects are addressed briefly in turn.
8.3.1 Description of vortex formation in free surface flows
Chapters 6 and 7 demonstrated that viscous damping significantly reduces heave
and roll motions. A simple quadratic damping term in the equation of motion was
shown to capture the majority of this viscous-induced forcing. Unfortunately, the
value of this damping term is specific to the geometry under consideration, and
the underlying flow field is known to be incorrect.
A numerical approach would aid the description and understanding of this
problem. This could, for example, be achieved by using a Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (rans) or Large Eddy Simulation (les) formulation. In the formu-
lation of flow separation at sharp corners, a perhaps less well known but generally
successful approach involves a Discrete Vortex Method (dvm). Within this type
of approach, the initial velocity field is decomposed into a homogeneous (irrota-
tional) and a vortical (rotational) component, relying on the so-called Helmholtz
decomposition. In the case of flow around a floating structure, the fluid may be
assumed to remain irrotational everywhere except for a region in the proximity of
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the body. Therefore, a nonlinear potential flow model may be used to solve for
the irrotational part of the flow. The dvm then solves the vorticity equation in
the vicinity of the boundary, and provides a local viscous flow solution including
convection and diffusion.
The dvm has previously been applied to the roll response of a freely-floating
barge (Downie et al., 1988; Yeung & Ananthakrishan, 1992). However, these
cases have generally considered small amplitude incident waves, such that any
nonlinear wave interaction effects were neglected. To account for both nonlinear
and viscous effects, the mfbem approach could be coupled with the dvm. In fact,
the present PhD project has provided the motivation for this type of approach,
and an ongoing research effort at Imperial College is concerned with this coupling.
The experimental data obtained as part of the present work are hoped to serve as
benchmark data for the validation of such novel formulation.
8.3.2 Specification of a ‘design wave’
In the context of focused wave groups, the numerical investigation in Chapter 4
established that nonlinear amplifications in the excitation forces are of order 35%.
In contrast, force amplifications of up to 60% were observed in the context of
long random sea simulation. The difference in forcing nonlinearity also leads to
important consequences on the maximum observed motion. This suggests that a
focused-wave type event is not the most suitable design wave. A finding of this
type is unsurprising, given that a dynamically responding structure excited from
rest is unlikely to reach maximum accelerations within the short time frame of
a focused wave group. Future work should hence concern the description of a
more appropriate type of event, or group of waves, that lead to extreme motion
responses. The wave-by-wave comparisons provided in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 go
some way to achieving this goal. However, a purpose designed study to this effect
should also be undertaken.
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8.3.3 Geometrical considerations
While the present work has focused on a rectangular box, the findings are more
generally applicable. This is particularly true of alternative two-dimensional ge-
ometries such as a wedge or a submerged cylinder. While the exact numerical
values for forces (and motions) depend upon the specific geometry, a substantial
amount of the underpinning physical understanding can be translated. In the
excitation problem, the dominant force component was associated with the in-
teraction between the first-order incident and the first-order reflected wave. This
interaction is not specific to the rectangular box. Indeed, as already noted in the
work by Cooper & Longuet-Higgins (1951), the interaction term arises for any
reflective structure. As a result, the importance of this term is readily established
by considering the reflection properties of the geometry under investigation; the
latter easily obtained through a first-order analysis. The significance of viscous
effects observed here is likely to be most pronounced for a structure with sharp
corners. Therefore, geometries with rounded corners are likely to experience less
vortex shedding and reduced energy dissipation, which potentially leads to an
increased observation of the nonlinear interactions established here. Confirming
the exact balance between nonlinear amplifications and viscous damping for an
extended range of geometries is strongly recommended for future work.
The extension of the present findings to three-dimensional geometries is presently
on-going as part of a closely related PhD project at Imperial College London. For a
three-dimensional structure, the reflected wave amplitude decays as it propagates
away from the body, where the decay is inversely proportional to the distance
from the body. Therefore, the interactions between the first-order reflected and
incident waves, which were a major driver for the nonlinearities observed in the
two-dimensional case, are also likely to decrease. Furthermore, the importance of
diffraction in a three-dimensional case also reduces due to the structure interfering
with the incident wave field to a lesser extent than in the 2D problem.
The significance of viscous dissipation is heavily dependent on the geometric
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properties of the structure, and the relative importance of nonlinear amplifica-
tions and viscous damping in the three-dimensional case should be evaluated as
part of future work. Future work should also consider the importance of scaling.
All present experiments were scaled using Froude scaling, such that the Reynolds
number does not align with the full scale properties. To model high Reynolds
numbers at Froude scaling experimentally is extremely challenging. As a result,
future work should consider calibrating a viscous flow solver against the present
experimental data, and investigate the effect of increasing Reynolds number nu-
merically.
8.4 Final remarks
Floating body hydrodynamics is a well established field, yet with significant po-
tential for future advance. The present PhD has demonstrated that a combination
of distinct modelling approaches, ranging from high-fidelity numerical simulations
to classic laboratory testing, may provide answers to physical processes previously
not understood. To quote Albert Einstein ‘No amount of experimentation can
prove me right; a single experiment can prove me wrong’. This quote deserves to
be placed into the present context. Often, any amount of numerical modelling
can be misleading if an important part of the physics is not incorporated. A sin-
gle laboratory experiment can prove this wrong, and, at the same time, provide
a wealth of inspiration for thought and modelling. Based upon this inspiration,
in turn, a firm understanding of the underlying physics is best achieved through
state-of-the art numerical modelling.
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Matching conditions in analytical
solution
This appendix outlines the matching conditions required as part of the analytical
solution by Sulisz (1993). This includes an evaluation of the integrals required to
form the linear system of equations. This procedure is included here, as a detailed
formulation is not available in Sulisz (1993).
Following the eigenfunction matching procedure outlined by Takano (1960),
the expressions for the velocity potentials or potential fluxes in the matching con-
ditions in each region must be multiplied by the corresponding vertical eigenfunc-
tion. This approach is equally valid at both first and second order. The resulting
expressions must be integrated over the depth interval in which the eigenfunction
is valid.
For instance, the matching condition in equation (2.17) is satisfied over the
interval −h ≤ z ≤ −d, so it must be multiplied by the appropriate eigenfunction
over that same interval. Adopting this technique, the four matching conditions
become ∫ −d
−h
φ1
∣∣∣
x=−bψn(z)dz =
∫ −d
−h
φ2
∣∣∣
x=−bψn(z)dz (A.1)∫ −d
−h
φ2
∣∣∣
x=−bψn(z)dz =
∫ −d
−h
φ3
∣∣∣
x=−bψn(z)dz (A.2)
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∫ 0
−h
∂φ1
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=b
χn(z)dz =

:0∫ 0
−d
0 χn(z)dz +
∫ −d
−h
∂φ2
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=b
χn(z)dz (A.3)
∫ 0
−h
∂φ2
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=b
χn(z)dz =

:0∫ 0
−d
0 χn(z)dz +
∫ −d
−h
∂φ3
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=b
χn(z)dz (A.4)
Since the vertical eigenfunctions are the only depth-dependent part of the
expansions, only the integrals of the products of the eigenfunctions need to be
computed. These integrals can be classified into the products of identical eigen-
functions (equations (A.5) and (A.7)) and the products between different eigen-
functions (equations (A.9) and (A.10)). Performing the required algebra, yields
the following four integrals.
Integral 1: χm(z)χn(z)
I1 = An = δmn
∫ 0
−h
cosα1m(z + h)
cosα1mh
cosα1n(z + h)
cosα1nh
dz
= 12
(
sinα1nh cosα1nh+ α1nh
α1n cos2 α1nh
)
, (A.5)
where
δmn =

1 for m = n,
0 otherwise.
(A.6)
Integral 2: ψm(z)ψn(z)
I2 = Cm = δmn
∫ −d
−h
cosµm(z + h) cosµn(z + h)dz
= 12
[
µm(h− d) + sinµm(h− d) cosµm(h− d)
µm
]
(A.7)
A special case arises when m = 1 since the above integral is undefined. In this
case, limits can be taken to obtain the following expression:
C1 = h− d and δ11 = 1 (A.8)
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Integral 3: cosα(z + h) cos β(z + h) for α 6= β
I3 =
∫ −d
−h
cosα(z + h) cos β(z + h)
= 12
(
sin(α− β)(h− d)
α− β +
sin(α + β)(h− d)
α + β
)
(A.9)
Integral 4: cosµm(z+h) cosαn(z+h) (special case of Integral 3, for β = µm)
I4 = Bmn =
∫ −d
−h
ψm(z)χn(z)dz
= −(−1)
m−1α1n sinα1n(h− d)
cosαnh(µ2m − α21n)
(A.10)
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Numerical force computation
As highlighted in §2.3.2, the present numerical method combines the mfbem for-
mulation by Hague & Swan (2009) with the force computation method outlined
in Kashiwagi (2000). For each of the type of problems considered, the appropriate
boundary conditions for φ, along with an outline of a solution scheme, are pro-
vided in §2.3.2. The boundary conditions in terms of the artificial function ψ for
degree of freedom j are given by
∂ψj
∂n
= nj on Γb
ψj = 0 on Γs
∂ψj
∂n
= 0 on Γi,Γr,Γ−h, (B.1)
where the boundaries are defined in Figure 2.2. These boundary conditions apply
independent of whether the box is fixed or moving.
The set of conditions noted in equation (B.1) enables a solution for both ψ and
∂ψ/∂n at every node in the computational domain. Building upon this solution,
the excitation force in degree of freedom j may be computed as
Fj(t) = −ρ
( 3∑
i=1
ξ¨i(t)Aij +Qj
)
. (B.2)
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where
Aij = −
∫
Γb
ψinj dΓ (B.3)
and
Qj =
∫
Γb
ψjqB dΓ +
∫
Γb+Γs
(1
2∇φ·∇φ+ gz
)
∂ψj
∂n
dΓ. (B.4)
The expression for the force only includes integrations along the body boundary
Γb and the free surface boundary Γs; all remaining integrations being zero.
The formulations given above differ from those provided by Kashiwagi (2000)
in two aspects. First, the coordinate system adopted in the present work differs
from that used by Kashiwagi (2000) in that the vertical coordinate points upwards
rather than downwards. Second, for a rectangular box, the contribution of the
velocity bvp to Q is given by the simplified expression
qB =
∂φ
∂n
∂2φ
∂s2
− ∂φ
∂s
∂2φ
∂n∂s
, (B.5)
where s refers to the surface tangential.
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Validation of the MFBEM C++
implementation
C.1 Case I: An analysis of mass transport through
the input boundary of a NWT
This case considers the propagation of a nonlinear regular wave train in water
of constant depth. For this purpose, a nwt as outlined in Figure 2.2 was im-
plemented, where the free water surface is unobstructed (no structure is placed
within the domain). In this problem, there exists a small drift, referred to as the
mass transport velocity, which is commonly separated into two components:
(i) Stokes drift: a depth-varying Lagrangian flow in the same direction as the
phase velocity, arising from the non-closure of the particle orbits.
(ii) Eulerian backflow: a depth-constant flow component, driven by small hydro-
static pressure gradients and necessary to ensure that the combined depth-
averaged drift produces zero net mass transport.
At second order of the wave steepness, this mass transport is given by Dean &
Dalrymple (1991) as
u¯drift =
A2Ipik cosh(2k(h+ η))
T sinh2(kh)
− A
2
Ikpi coth(kh)
Tkh
, (C.1)
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where AI refers to the incident wave amplitude, k is the wavenumber, T the wave
period and h the water depth. Within Equation (C.1), the first term represents the
Lagrangian Stokes drift, (i) above, and the second term accounts for the Eulerian
backflow, (ii) above.
For this particular case, since all simulations will be undertaken in a semi-
Lagrangian frame of reference, with the nodes only allowed to move vertically, only
the Eulerian return flow will be present in the calculations. Therefore, the main
aim of this part of the validation is that the Eulerian return flow can be accurately
generated. The nwt and the wave parameters were chosen to be identical to those
in Hague & Swan (2009); a summary being given in Table C.1.
Table C.1: Simulation parameters to investigate the mass transport through the input
boundary of the nwt in the C++ mfbem model
Wave Parameters
Amplitude, AI 0.05 m
Wavelength, λ 1.5 m
Wavenumber, k 2.09 m−1
Domain Length, L 20 mDepth, h 1 m
Resolution ∆x, ∆z 0.05 m∆t 0.02 s
Wave Input Ramp-up time 2 s
Sponge Layer Length, lsponge 2 mDamping coefficient, µ 0.3
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Figure C.1: Time history of a regular wave train with AI = 0.05 m, λ =1.5 m, η(t) at x = 0,
showing ◦ mfbem computations and Stokes’ 5th-order solution
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The first part of this validation case concerns a comparison of the time-history
of the water surface elevation, η(t) at the input boundary (x = 0) compared to the
analytic Stokes’ 5th-order solution proposed by Fenton (1985), as shown in Figure
C.1. There is excellent agreement between the results from the mfbem simulations
(discrete points), and the Stokes’ 5th order solution (solid line), demonstrating the
ability of the numerical model to generate the appropriate input conditions.
Figure C.2 shows the spatial profile of the computed water surface elevation at
t = 20 s (discrete points) compared to the analytic Stokes’ 5th-order solution (solid
line). It is evident that there is a progressively increasing phase shift between the
two solutions. This shift prompted Hague & Swan (2009) to investigate the drift
velocity occurring within the numerical domain.
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Figure C.2: Spatial profile of a regular wave train with AI =0.05 m, λ =1.5 m, η(x) at t =20 s
showing ◦ mfbem computations, Stokes’ 5th-order solution and Stokes’ 5th-order
solution with return flow
To include the Eulerian return flow component into the analytical solution, the
wave period must be obtained using the modified dispersion equation
ω = Ureturnk +
√
gk(C0 + (AIk)2C2 + (AIk)4C4), (C.2)
where Ureturn refers to the mean Eulerian flow found from the second term in
Equation (C.1), and the coefficients C0, C2 and C4 can be found in Fenton (1985).
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Superimposing this return flow on the theoretical solution yields the dashed line
in Figure C.2, which restores the excellent phase agreement between the two so-
lutions.
To illustrate this further, Figure C.3 concerns the spatial profile of the velocity
potential φ on the free surface at t = 15 s. Within the spatial interval 0 < x <
10 m it can be seen that a regular wave train has been established. The mean (or
wave-averaged) gradient corresponding to ∂φ¯
∂x
= Ureturn = −0.0082 m/s. This is in
close agreement with the second-order predicted value corresponding to the second
term in equation (C.1), highlighting the accuracy of the present implementation
of the mfbem.
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Figure C.3: Spatial profile of potential of a regular wave train with AI = 0.05 m, λ =1.5 m, at
t = 15 s, semi-Lagrangian calculations based on temporal input at x = 0 (Ureturn = −0.0082 m/s)
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C.2 Case II: Reflection of irregular surface water
waves
This test case concerns the ability of the new mfbem C++ implementation to model
wave-structure interactions in steep wave groups. The case was first reported in
Christou et al. (2009), and the original experimental data was made available to
the author.
A focused wave group is generated on the left hand side boundary (labelled as
‘Paddle 1’ in Figure C.4), with the phases adjusted to focus at the location of an
impermeable vertical wall (x = 0).
Figure C.4: Numerical domain used for case II of the model validation (from Christou et. al
(2009))
All focused wave cases considered correspond to a simplified (or idealised)
top hat spectrum. In this type of spectrum, Nc discrete wave components are
distributed equally in the period range Tl ≤ T ≤ Tu, with a spacing
∆T = Tu − Tl
Nc − 1 (C.3)
and associated amplitude (constant across all frequencies)
aˆ = Asum
Nc
, (C.4)
where the subscripts l and u denote the lower and upper limits of the wave period
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range and Asum is the linear sum of the component amplitudes (Christou et al.,
2009). In line with Christou et al. (2009), a narrow banded spectrum, comprising
28 wave components within the period range 0.8 s ≤ Tc ≤ 1.2 s, is used throughout.
Table C.2: Simulation parameters to investigate the reflection of focused wave groups with a
vertical wall
Wave Parameters
Period range 0.8 s ≤ Tc ≤ 1.2 s
Amplitude sum, Asum 12, 30, 46 mm
Steepness, Akc 0.05, 0.12, 0.19
Domain Length −13.0 m≤ x ≤ 0.0 mDepth −0.7 m≤ z ≤ 0.0 m
Resolution ∆x 0.05 m∆z 0.0125 m
Three wave cases are considered each with a different amplitude sum as detailed
inTable C.2. These cases correspond to steepness values Asumkc of 0.05, 0.12 and
0.19, where kc refers to the central wave number. To achieve an exact wave
focusing at the location of the vertical wall, a phase modification procedure as
outlined in Christou et al. (2009) was undertaken. It is important to note that this
yield different phases for each wave case, as these must account for the nonlinear
downstream shift reported by Baldock et al. (1996).
Figures C.5(a) to C.5(c) show the spatial water surface elevation, η(x) obtained
from the mfbem computations (solid lines) compared against the experimental
results by Christou et al. (2009). A time t = 0 s refers to the time at which the
maximum runup occurred, and all times are measured relative to this. Further-
more, Figures C.6(a) to C.6(c) show the time-histories of the surface elevation,
η(t), at different distances from the wall location. The horizontal node spacing
of the present computations was ∆x = 0.05 m, and additional numerical wave
gauges were included to enable a direct comparison to the experimental results by
Christou et al. (2009).
The comparison between the mfbem computations and the experimental data
shows very good agreement in both space and time. This agreement is near-
perfect in some cases, although some small departures are observed, highlighting
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one shortcoming of the mfbem simulations whereby all viscous effects are ne-
glected. Perhaps most importantly, the nature of the present agreement is en-
tirely comparable to that reported in Christou et al. (2009), who adopted the
well-proven Fortran implementation of the mfbem. The agreement of the present
C++ implementation with these previous data confirms that the new code is a true
representation of the existing Fortran base.
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Figure C.5: Spatial water surface elevation, η(x), of the experimental measurements and
numerical predictions for Case II during the runup process. (a) Asum = 12 mm, (b) Asum =
30 mm and (c) Asum = 46 mm showing mfbem computations and  experimental data.
The times of the various profiles are (1) 0 s, (2) -0.117 s, (3) -0.125 s, (4) -0.141 s, (5) -0.180 s,
(6) -0.203 s, (7) -0.242 s, (8) -0.258 s, (9) -0.305 s, (10) -0.313 s, (11) -0.391 s, (12) -0.398 s, (13)
-0.406 s
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Figure C.6: Time-histories of the water surface elevation, η(t), of the experimental measure-
ments and numerical predictions for Case II during the runup process. (a) Asum = 12 mm, (b)
Asum = 30 mm and (c) Asum = 46 mm, showing mfbem computations and  experimental
data. The spatial location of the various time-histories are (1) 0 mm, (2) 170 mm, (3) 190 mm,
(4) 190 mm, (5) 210 mm, (6) 310 mm, (7) 350 mm, (8) 390 mm, (9) 430 mm, (10) 450 mm, (11)
650 mm from the wall. (Note: all the profiles have had their focus time shifted to t = 0 s to
facilitate the comparisons.)
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D
Formulation of the 3DOF system
D.1 Equation of motion
The equation of motion for a freely-floating body in two dimensions is given by
3∑
j=1
(Mij + Aij)ξ¨j +Bij ξ˙j + Cijξj = Fi i = 1, 2, 3, (D.1)
where 1 refers to sway, 2 to heave and 3 to roll.1 In matrix form, the equation of
motion is given by

m 0 mzg
0 m 0
mzg 0 mκ2
+

A11 A12 A13
A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33


ξ¨1
ξ¨2
ξ¨3

= Q
where
Q =

F1
F2
F3

−

B11 B12 B13
B21 B22 B23
B31 B32 B33


ξ˙1
ξ˙2
ξ˙3

−

C11 0 0
0 C22 0
0 0 C33


ξ1
ξ2
ξ3

. (D.2)
Adopting this notation, the coefficients Aij and Bij refer to the added mass and
radiation damping coefficients respectively. In a two-dimensional formulation,
1In a three-dimensional formulation, these three dofs correspond to 1, 3 and 5, and are
commonly denoted as surge, heave and pitch.
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it is readily shown that A12, A21, A23, A32 and B12, B21, B23, B32 are zero. The
coefficients Cij denote the restoring coefficients, where only the diagonal terms
are non-zero. Furthermore, Fi is the excitation force or moment (force for i = 1, 2
and, moment for i = 3), κ is the radius of gyration, and ξi, ξ˙i and ξ¨i are the
displacement, velocity and acceleration in degree of freedom i.
It is important to note that the vertical centre of gravity, zG in equation (D.2),
is measured relative to the body coordinate system, and not the global coordinate
system. If the centre of roll is chosen to coincide with the centre of gravity,
then the cross-mode interactions in the mass matrix are zero. In contrast, the
cross-interaction terms in the added mass and radiation damping matrices remain
critical to modelling the freely-floating behaviour of the body. Due to the zero
entries in both Aij and Bij, these cross interactions are limited to interaction
terms between sway and roll, with no interactions arising between the heave and
roll dofs.
D.2 Time domain simulation
For the purpose of the time-domain simulations in Chapters 6 and 7, the frequency-
domain description in §D.1 is inadequate. The transfer of the frequency-domain
representation into the time domain has been discussed by numerous authors, and
only a brief account is given here. In essence, each of the radiation terms Aij ξ¨j and
Bij ξ˙j must be reformulated to suit a time-domain description. This is achieved by
expressing the radiation forces in a form
Fr(t) = A∞ξ¨(t)−
∫ t
0
Kr(t− τ)ξ˙(τ) dτ, (D.3)
which applies to each of the terms in equation (D.1). Within this expression, A∞
is the added mass for an infinite frequency, and Kr(t) is the radiation impulse
response function or kernel. The convolution term in equation (D.3) represents
the component of the radiation force associated with fluid memory effects.
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The impulse response function may be obtained from the structure’s hydrody-
namic coefficients as
Kr(t) =
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
B(ω) cos(ωt) dω = − 2
pi
∫ ∞
0
ω[A(ω)− A∞] sin(ωt) dω, (D.4)
where A(ω) denotes the added mass and B(ω) the radiation damping. In practice,
the former integral is numerically well behaved (Jefferys, 1984) and hence was
adopted in this implementation.
D.3 Roll stability
An important parameter to assess the initial (static) stability of a floating body
is the metacentric height; this being calculated as the distance between the centre
of gravity and the metacentre. Figure D.1 shows the location of the centre of
gravity (G), buoyancy (B) and the metacentre (M) for the rectangular box at
(a) equilibrium and (b) displaced by a roll angle ξ3. The metacentric height
can be derived by considering the change in the centre of buoyancy as the box
rolls. Making reference to Figure D.1, the metacentric height is given by GM =
BM−BG. Assuming that initially the centre of gravity and the centre of buoyancy
coincide, BG = 0 and GM = 2b23d , details of this derivation not included herein. In
this latter expression, the metacentric height is seen to be independent of the roll
angle ξ3. As a result, if BG = 0 is maintained, GM is always greater than zero,
and the body is inherently metastable. A metastable condition ensures stability
under small angles of roll. However, this condition does not ensure unconditional
stability.
Subjected to large external disturbing forces, a metastable body may poten-
tially capsize. Furthermore, the metastable condition is only applicable for pure
roll motions in otherwise still water conditions. In the context of Chapter 7, the
combined sway, heave and roll response is considered. With the box heaving, the
centre of buoyancy continuously changes, such that the distance BG is no longer
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Figure D.1: Location of G: centre of gravity, B: centre of buoyancy and M: metacentre - (a)
at equilibrium and (b) displaced by a small roll angle ξ3
constant. As a result, the stability of the box depends upon
(i) the distance BG,
(ii) the volume of displaced water at any particular time which, in turn, depends
upon the heave displacement and roll angle, and
(iii) the instantaneous position of the waterline. In contrast to the case in which
the waterline remains horizontal, the instantaneous waterline changes due to
wave run-up on either side of the box.
An assessment of overall stability must take into accounts factors (i) - (iii).
D.4 Centre of roll
The centre of roll can be defined in a number of ways. In naval architecture, the
centre of roll has generally been taken to be close to the centre of gravity of the
vessel. Hutchison (1990), for example, stated that it ‘must lie between the centre
of gravity and the centre of buoyancy’. This assumption has also been adopted
in many numerical investigations pertaining to floating body behaviour, including
Kashiwagi (2000) and Koo & Kim (2004). In the context of experimental work,
it is common practice to adjust the centre of roll empirically until the model’s
natural period of roll coincides with that of the prototype (Spentza, 2011). This
does, however, pose some additional limitations. By fixing the centre of roll, the
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natural ‘freely-floating’ behaviour of the body is not fully accounted for. This is
particularly relevant in large amplitude waves (leading to large body motions),
which cause the centre of roll to change continuously due to the translational
displacements of the structure. In the context of the present work (Chapter 7),
the centre of roll was not predetermined (or fixed), and is hence governed by the
geometry of the box and the internal ballast distribution.
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